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Abstract
Computer simulations have been used more than ever before to embark on developing and
understanding complex systems such as Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). MAS are complex,
non-deterministic, data-centric behaviour and nature. Simulations play a key role for the
designer of an agent based system to experiment and study the impact of different archi-
tectures, environment and agent behaviour. As MAS are increasingly used to solve larger
and more complex problems, scalability becomes an important issue for the successful
deployment. An emerging viable solution is adopting distributed simulation techniques
in executing MAS models in parallel. One approach is to distribute the shared state (or
environment) of a simulation model across available computing resources. Based on this
approach, PDES-MAS (Parallel and Discrete Event Simulations for Multi-Agent System)
framework is designed to execute large scale models such as MAS. It adopts PDES tech-
niques to distribute and run parallel simulation of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). Several
challenges arise on executing MAS models on a distributed environment, of which one
issue that requires focus is data access. Accessing data efficiently in a latency-sensitive
and large scale network overlay is a vital requirement for the scalability of the system.
Following PDES paradigm, it is also very important that events (accessing shared state)
in a parallel and discrete event simulation system are processed in a non decreasing (logi-
cal) time stamp order. So, this thesis presents a notion of logical time synchronised range
queries to access data and in particular within the PDES-MAS framework. To localise
data access, this thesis also provides mechanisms to distribute shared state in an adaptive
manner such that the distribution reflects access patterns of simulating nodes. The algo-
rithms are evaluated within the implementation of PDES-MAS framework using various
agent based simulation traces.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Simulations are commonly used to replicate or emulate real-time scenarios for understand-
ing and studying different building models such as air traffic control, advanced telecom-
munication network. Computer simulation is part of a program which simulates a real
or a physical system. Computer simulations are increasing becoming popular for their
feasibility, efficiency and cost effectiveness. They are used to simulate larger and complex
scenarios at a lower cost of testing real world systems. Simulations provide a benchmark
or a prototype to embark on developing a real physical system. However it is not always
possible to test all potential scenarios but results from such experiments would provide
ideas and precautions to be taken. There are several applications of computer simulations
in various fields such as entertainment, science, technology, business planning and so on.
Historically, two types of simulations exist namely analytic simulations and virtual envi-
ronments [37]. Analytic simulations aim to run simulations ‘as fast as possible’ exploiting
computer resources to distribute a simulation system[37]. Systems developed in early
90’ s based on analytical simulations such as SPEEDES [133], Warped [87], HLA[54, 55]
(though used in both analytic and virtual environments) focussed on performance, scal-
ability, throughput and inter-operability of the simulation systems. On the other hand,
virtual environments provide a human interactive virtual world (a computer generated
simulation world) to participate and interact within the simulation system. Earlier im-
plementations of such systems used in military applications for combat training (SIMNET
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[2]) and so on. Another common example is flight simulator for pilot training. It uses
sophisticated hardware and software to train pilots under different scenarios of weather
conditions and flight conditions. Recently, such simulations are used commercially in
gaming such as World of Warcraft [15] and even in sports such as Formula 1 racing driver
training. However, simulation systems are rather becoming more complex that require an
environment for users in thousands, or even in millions to inhibit and interact with each
other in the simulation world.
In this thesis, the focus is towards the influence of computer simulations on develop-
ing complex systems such as Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). Simulation has a key role to
play in the development of agent-based systems and help researchers to understand the
implications of alternate architectures[79]. Different notions and definitions of an agent
exist in the research community but in general an agent can be viewed as a self-contained,
concurrently executing thread of control that encapsulates some state and communicates
with its environment and possibly other agents via message passing [150]. Thus, agent
based system is a complex, autonomous system which consists of an environment with
several agents and objects that can co-exist and communicate with each other. More of-
ten the environment of MAS is assumed to be dynamic and non-deterministic. Common
applications of agent based systems include control of mobile robots, computer games,
telecommunications and military applications. As simulation systems become larger and
complex, scalability becomes an issue for their successful deployment. The requirements
imposed by these simulations far exceed the computational capabilities of general Von
Neumann architecture. Over-provisioning hardware to address the scalability might not
be a solution because it is not viable and affordable. A generation of companies used so-
called Super-Computers, that are intended for speed of calculation and high throughput
solved some of the issues. Computer simulations with complex mathematical models fit
such system such as weather forecast, climate research and so on. Some existing systems
are Fujitsu K Computer[38] and IBM RoadRunner [52].
An emerging viable approach is parallel execution of complex MAS model on low cost
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and high performance computing resources commonly known as distributed simulations,
all tend to solve or model the problem at hand. The idea of such simulation is to ensure
four properties such as reduced execution time, distribution of simulation state, integrat-
ing simulators running on different hardware and fault tolerance [37]. There are several
approaches proposed over the years to execute MAS models on a distributed environment
[140]. All approaches have their limitations and applicability of MAS models. One such
approach decomposes the simulation model into non-overlapping regions and execute over
available computing resources [140]. A simple example would be modelling an air traffic
control system where each process simulating an airport executing several actions such as
arrival and departure of passenger and cargo flights. The interactions between simulating
nodes such as sending and receiving information of flights, passengers, cargo and so on
are modelled as messages.
Another approach for scalable solution is to distribute the shared state (environment)
of the simulation model among a cluster of nodes either physically located within a build-
ing or located geographically at different locations. PDES-MAS (Parallel Discrete Event
Simulations for Multi-Agent Systems) is one such approach specifically designed to sup-
port large scale MAS models [140]. More detailed description of the PDES-MAS frame-
work will be presented in chapter 3. In summary, PDES-MAS framework uses techniques
from PDES (Parallel Discrete Event Simulation, for more details see section 2.6 in chap-
ter 2) to distribute and run parallel simulation of multi-agent systems. Based on PDES
paradigm, a simulation model is divided into a network of concurrently executing Logi-
cal Processes (LPs), each maintaining and processing disjoint state spaces of the system.
Two types of LP exist in PDES-MAS simulation, Agent Logical Processes (ALPs) model
agents behaviour and the environment of a simulation system is maintained by a network
of tree-like structured server LPs called Communication Logical Processes (CLPs). CLPs
implement a distributed shared memory (DSM) structure whereby publicly accessible vari-
ables are represented by Shared-State Variable (SSV) data structures which maintains the
history of values taken by a particular variable over time [140]. ALPs also provide an in-
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terface for the user simulation to communicate with the framework. In response to the
sensing and acting of agents in the simulation, ALPs perform reads (queries) and writes
on SSVs in a (logical) time synchronised manner [24].
1.1 The problem
A very large scale data structures are required and used more than ever before in the
deployment of large scale distributed simulation systems in different applications such as
sensor networks, interactive media, Voice-over-IP services, Content Distribution Networks,
Peer-to-Peer systems, Distributed Virtual Environments, massively multi-player online
games and distributed simulations. Applications such as Skype [129], Yahoo Messenger
[151] are examples of such large scale systems. As these applications become larger,
more data-intensive and latency-sensitive, scalability becomes a crucial element for their
successful deployment. A particular problem that calls for scalable solutions is data
access. An approach to address the scalability issue in this context is to build systems in
a way that the flow of data is optimised to reflect the interests of the user population - a
paradigm generally referred to as Interest Management (IM), though the precise meaning
of ‘interest’ is generally specific to a particular application area. One of the problems in
accessing data is to define an Interest Expression (IE) for a system to access interested or
required data. An interest expression is a method of expressing an area of interest to the
simulating entity. A survey of different forms of IEs and their applications is presented
in chapter 2.
Within this context, our focus is towards query based access mechanism which, in
general, has two types namely ID Query and Range Query. An ID query accesses the
value of a variable whereas a range query accesses a set of variables that match a range
predicate. When a system handles large sets of data with users accessing the shared
data asynchronously, the mechanisms required to manage shared data across distributed
resources accurately and up-to-date is non-trivial [140]. It should be scalable to sustain
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hundreds or thousands of user accesses.
Several approaches dealing with data distribution management and data access in
Distributed Memory models, Distributed Virtual Environments (DVEs), distributed sim-
ulations and so on are presented in chapter 2. This thesis implements a notion of synchro-
nised Range Query within the PDES-MAS framework. A Range Query (which is a form
of Interest Expression (IE), see section 2.1 in chapter 2) expresses an interest on a set of
variables with values that match a range predicate. A simple form of range query can be
defined as range query(min val, max val). A range query can be used on N-dimensions
where the range can be expressed for each dimension. The expression is analogous to defin-
ing a sensor range of an agent within which all objects inside the range can be accessed.
But the problem addressed in this thesis is more complex because PDES-MAS being im-
plemented based on PDES paradigm has to ensure that the events (accessing shared state)
are processed in a time ordered fashion. There are plethora of approaches reported on the
problem of synchronisation (ordering the events) in PDES system (see chapter 2). But
the complexity is due to the implementation of SSV data structure within PDES-MAS
framework. A SSV data structure maintains different values at different (logical) time
periods of the simulation. Being an optimistic PDES (see section 2.6 in chapter 2) kernel,
a history of values of SSVs evolved over time is maintained. So, mechanisms required
to validate range queries (issued by agents) in a time ordered fashion over distributed
data are non-trivial. The problem is analogous to Interest Management approaches as
this thesis also provides provisions to deal with the problem of distributing data in an
adaptive manner within the implementation of PDES-MAS framework. The aim is to
localise data access to reduce service latency and execution times of the simulation.
1.2 Contribution
This thesis presents a notion of synchronised range query within the PDES-MAS frame-
work. PDES-MAS has been initially developed with the assumption of universal knowl-
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edge of IDs of state variables in the simulation system. It provided ID query based access
mechanism to access data using SSV data structure. But this thesis provides mechanisms
to
1. locate a set of variables that match a range predicate in a time synchronised manner,
2. reflect the changes in values of SSV data structure in a time synchronised manner
and
3. migrate state variables in an adaptive manner based on the access patterns of the
simulated agents.
So, my contributions include developing algorithms within PDES-MAS framework to
improve the scalability of the system. The algorithms are
1. Synchronised Range Queries algorithm – The algorithm provides mechanisms (con-
cept similar to SSV data structure) to access a set of variables that match a range
predicate in a time synchronised manner. This requires maintaining the range in-
formation of all SSVs (in time periods) that can be accessed over the CLP tree. The
algorithm also provides mechanisms to rollback and delete the existence of a range
query from the CLP tree in a time synchronised manner.
2. Synchronised Range Updates algorithm – The purpose of the algorithm is to update
the topology with the changes in the values of SSVs in a time ordered fashion.
Instead of flooding to all CLPs, it provides mechanisms to propagate an update (only
if required) through neighbouring connections of CLPs. Such update propagation
could invalidate and rollback previously issued range queries (in the sense range
queries arrived earlier in real time).
3. State Migration algorithm – The aim of this algorithm is to achieve locality of data
access in an adaptive manner. The algorithm provides mechanisms to monitor and
migrate a subset of SSVs towards the agents that access the most.
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My other contributions towards the development of PDES-MAS include
1. Integration of PDES-MAS kernel – Though the design and implementation of PDES-
MAS framework has been established before, the framework has never been in-
tegrated to function as a parallel simulation kernel. Towards that direction, my
contribution is on testing and integrating the functionalities and working of the
framework.
2. MWGrid: Use-Case – MWGrid (Medieval Warfare on the Grid, see chapter 7)
project seeks to address the problems of military logistics of the Battle of Manzikert
in 1071 AD using agent based modelling and distributed simulations using PDES-
MAS framework [100]. My contribution is towards the development of an Interface
Layer that translates the communication between MAS models and PDES-MAS
framework. The work is still in progress to run very large scale experimentation but
an initial analysis has shown promises towards that direction.
The structure of the thesis is as follows. A survey of different Interest Expressions
(IEs) and various interest management approaches to optimise data access in different
fields and applications is presented in chapter 2 including an overview of PDES paradigm,
MAS and modelling MAS into discrete models; chapter 3 presents an overview of various
concepts behind the design and implementation of PDES-MAS framework; algorithms
and data structures implementing time synchronised range queries and updates within
the implementation of PDES-MAS is presented in chapter 4; state migration algorithm
to adaptively localise data access is presented in chapter 5; an evaluation of the system
with a benchmark and scalability analysis of PDES-MAS kernel is presented in chapter 6;
an overview of the design and architecture of MW-Grid (a Use-Case simulation toolkit)
is presented in chapter 7 and finally the conclusion and possible future work is presented
in chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This thesis presents a notion of synchronised range queries within the implementation
of PDES-MAS framework. The thesis also presents mechanisms to localise data access
in an adaptive manner within the context of distributed simulations. In an overview,
the problem comes under the category of data access management, data partitioning and
data distribution management but more closely associated with the approaches of Interest
Management (IM). So, this chapter presents a survey of approaches related to the problem
presented in this thesis in two stages; the first stage covers a survey of several Interest
Expressions (IEs) (data access mechanisms) and IM approaches in different applications
such as Distributed Memory models, DVEs and distributed simulations with an overview
of each domain and its applicability. The second stage presents a survey of synchronisation
and load management mechanisms within the context of distributed simulations.
2.1 Interest Expressions
This section presents a survey of interest expressions used in several applications of dis-
tributed systems and its relation to the range query expression within the context of
distributed systems. An Interest Expression (IE) of a simulation entity is an expression
of interest towards neighbouring entities in order to interact with them correctly[99]. For
example, a simulation entity like a tank in a war field would require knowing the presence
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of all objects in its surroundings such as rocks, tanks, civilians and soldiers within its ra-
dius (visible range). The expression could even be filtered to receive only specific objects
that could cause imminent danger to the tank. IEs take different forms and in general,
there are four common expressions in the literature to specify an entity’ s area of interest.
They are,
1. Formulas – The area of interest could be expressed as a complex form of mathemat-
ical formulas (a simple example would be using distance or radius formulas),
2. Cells – A simple form is to divide a space into cells (regular or irregular sized) where
objects subscribe to interested cells. The trade-off, here, is the size of a cell which
depends on the application.
3. Range Extents – An extent is typically a range window on a N-dimensional space.
The idea is that a user subscribes to a range predicate and overlapping range window
updates to the user.
4. Auras – An aura is a subspace in which interaction may occur. It is analogous to
a sensor range. The idea is that updates are sent when auras of interested nodes
overlap with each other.
The better form of IE is a mathematical formula as the expression can accurately
define a region or continuous or irregular shapes. The remaining expressions such as cells,
range extents and auras are used in different forms to extract data. All forms of IEs are
more or less analogous to using the notion of range queries. The range query expression
used in this thesis is similar to the expression form range extent that defines a range
window with minimum and maximum range values.
The problem of interest expression and interest management is explained with an
example depicted in figure 2.1, in which a radius of interest is approximated using a
number of grid cells. The idea is to receive updates from all cells that overlap user’s range
of interest.
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Figure 2.1: The space divided into discrete cells. The range of interest of the depicted
person is presented in a circle and its intersecting cells are highlighted in light green colour
(figure adapted from [130]).
As the figure clearly suggests that even a partially overlapped region of a cell has to
send updates of the entire cell. If the updates are sent quite frequently, it will be an
overhead to the bandwidth of the system. More often, IE is approximate but Interest
Management (IM) techniques optimises or alleviates some of IE deficiencies. The tech-
niques are mostly developed based on the assumptions and interaction patterns of the
entities in an application.
An IE is merely an expression which is translated to an action such as read to objects
in a simulation model. They are called data access mechanisms. So, a data access
mechanism is a read or write to a data object distributed across the system. Nodes send
queries, typically messages, to access the required data. The implementation and semantic
representation of such simple reads and writes are quite different for each application. It
could be based on temporal semantics such as [77], consistency semantics such as [62] or
query based semantics [93], but our focus is more towards query based access mechanisms.
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2.1.1 Query Mechanisms
Our implementation of data access is based on query semantics, which in general comes
in two different forms1, namely access via ID-Queries and access via Range-Queries. An
ID-Query is taken to mean a read operation which obtains the current value of a data
item given its identifier, assumed to be unique in the system. The IM problem in these
systems is essentially one of placing and/or replicating shared variables to minimise traffic
in the context of concurrent read and write operations from the nodes in the system.
A Range-Query is an operation obtaining a set of data items each of whose current
value matches a given predicate, expressed as a contiguous range between two values.
The semantics of a Range-Query are not formally defined and are different for different
systems and applications but in general two different forms may be distinguished:
• instantaneousQueries of the set of currently extant data items whose value matches
some predicate and
• persistent Subscriptions to all possible future values data items may take which
match some predicate.
Range-Query, with different terminology and semantics, can be encountered in several
areas and at different levels in computer systems research from hardware (e.g. Content
Addressable Memories [107]), to operating systems (e.g. Linda [41]) and application level
(e.g. relational databases research [106]. A simple form of range query can be defined as
range query(min val, max val).
Both range query and ID query can be used interchangeably emulating each other
operation[93]. A ID query system can implement a Range-query by performing a ID read
for every variable in the system and matching their value against the range window.
1contents and definitions in this section are taken from [137]
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range query(min val,max val) = {v ∈ V read(v)(ifmin val ≤ read(v) ≤ max val)}.
(2.1)
where V is the set of all variables in the system. On the other hand, a Range-query
based system can perform a ID query by issuing a read with the largest range window
and match their IDs with the requested data item. As mentioned earlier, the expression
of interest may be approximate but IM mechanisms can be used to improve or optimise
the performance of the system. The Range-Query expression used in the thesis is similar
to the interest expression called range extents, where a range is defined with minimum
and maximum values.
2.1.2 Summary
This section presented an overview of different forms of IE expressions such as formulas,
cells, extents and auras. The implementation of an IE depends on the design and method-
ology of applications. Within distributed systems, these expressions are translated into
simple reads and writes messages. However, the usage of such simple instructions can
vary in semantics and implementation. Broadly, the semantics of access can be based
on time (real or logical) or sequence (instructions ordering) or query based. Our focus
is more towards query based access mechanism which are of two forms, ID query and
Range Query. Most of the forms of IEs are analogous to ID query and range query access
mechanisms. In the following sections, a survey of approaches using different forms of IEs
and IM approaches is presented.
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2.2 Stage 1 : Shared and Distributed Memory Sys-
tems
Shared Memory Multiprocessors (SMM) is a set of processors accessing concurrently a
same set of memory address space. The operation on a shared memory is mostly analogous
to a ID read or Write on a shared variable. Though the system can provide access to a set
or contiguous space of memory, it does not support range queries[135]. This is because
range predicate works on the values or contents in address space instead of actual address
space itself.
Two types of shared memory machines are implemented namely Symmetric Multipro-
cessor (SMP) and Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) as depicted in figure 2.2. SMPs
usually interconnect processors to access a shared memory module through a switching
device such as bus. Cache memory is attached with each processor storing frequently
accessed pages to avoid bottleneck of processors accessing the main memory. Consistency
protocols[135] are required to keep cached pages up-to-date with main memory. The
frequency of updates is configured by the programmer weighing trade-off between per-
formance in access times and consistency. Uniform Memory Access (UMA) guarantees
average access times to any memory location is uniform. This type of implementation is
useful for real-time applications such as parallel processes[135].
Another type of SMM is non-uniform memory access (NUMA) machines which address
the issue of access times by moving certain memory closer to processors[135]. It enables
faster accesses to local memory and slower accesses (when required) to remote memory.
This is generally used on the requirement to partition and distribute physical memory.
The analogy is similar to Distributed Shared Memory machines. Caching in NUMA is
an overhead and several cache coherency protocols are proposed at hardware or software
level to address the issue.
A Cache-Coherent NUMA [135] system has the task of managing accesses between
local cached memory and remote main memory. There are two cache coherent policies to
maintain cache consistency as presented in [135]:
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(a) Shared Memory Architecture (b) Distributed Shared Memory Architecture
Figure 2.2: Memory Architectures adapted from [37].
• Write Invalidate – A processor writing on a cached memory invalidates all other
copies of that page. Reads to a valid copy is satisfied with a local cache memory. If
its invalid, it must fetch the valid copy from the main memory.
• Write Update – Write on a cached memory updates all other copies of that page.
Reads on a cached page is satisfied locally.
2.2.1 Interest Management in Shared and Distributed Memory
Systems
As presented in the previous section, two classes of shared memory systems are imple-
mented such as Symmetric Multiprocessors and Distributed Shared Memory. Cache co-
herency protocols address the issue of maintaining up-to-date cache memory for processors
but fails with access times and performance of the system in real time applications. Sev-
eral approaches use access patterns of executing programs to address coherency problems.
Such approaches generally falls into the category of IM problems addressed on both classes
of shared memory systems at the hardware level.
Within SMP, the communication between processors achieved through switch-based
connection such as bus which broadcasts messages to all processors. Snoopy Caching
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protocol[59, 30] is proposed based on write-update mode (see previous section 2.2) caching
model. The idea is that writes are updated to all processors with each cache page main-
taining a counter. The counter is decremented for each update and reset to n if there is
a local read from a processor. The essence of this idea is that if there is no read access
from any processor to cache, updates are ceased.
This approach will not be suitable for DSM systems where processors interact through
unicast/multicast communications. For that purpose, directory schemes [14] are proposed.
It employs two models namely, replication andmigration. Replication copies updates to all
processors cache and migration moves pages to processors that access the most. Both uses
different strategies to cease and reinstate updates to cache memory. In case of replication,
counters are used to determine replication based on access patterns on local and remote
memories. On the other hand, migration is initiated if the cost of access by a processor
is twice the cost of migration itself. Approaches proposed on both systems use access
patterns to optimise access times of processors. The problem with these approaches is the
risk of over loading hardware or software. It is too sophisticated and complex to apply
these mechanisms to all types of systems.
2.3 Stage 1 : Peer-to-Peer Systems
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems are part of distributed systems architecture that connect users
(peer nodes) across WAN (e.g.., internet) in a transient network to share information or
workload of an application. Typically a peer joining an overlay automatically assumes
a share of data or workload that depends on each application. On a system level, peers
communicate and route messages using IP addresses. But within an application level,
peers are identified with their IDs (sometimes hashed). Traditionally, in a client-server
model, the server stores and manages all the information and clients forwards queries to
the server. This naturally poses limitations on number of clients requests and the amount
of data stored in a server. On the contrary, peer-to-peer systems address the issue of data
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sharing by distributing across peers and indexing them to route queries to appropriate
peers. The routing mechanisms are of two types namely, unstructured and structured.
Several unstructured systems such as Napster[32] attempts to route queries to ap-
propriate peers with the maintenance of centralised index. Any peer joining the overlay
knows the identity of centralised index node. This index node maintains a directory of
all available nodes in the network. Gnutella[1], on other hand, uses a distributed index
approach to route queries. It maintains routing information of neighbouring nodes and
all queries are forwarded via those nodes. KaZaA[78] uses a hierarchical routing approach
to route queries from a peer to a super-peer node. A super-peer node is a nominated
group leader which maintains the index of other peers within the group and also its
neighbouring super-peer nodes. If the request is not satisfied within its group, it forwards
to neighbouring super-peer nodes. All of the above mentioned approaches simply follow
flooding mechanism to satisfy their requests. There are several issues within such system
such as scalability, query latency and handling failures. The main problem with these
approaches is that there is no guarantee that a request will ever reach a destination peer
within an affordable time. Structured P2P systems, on the other hand, provide a network
topology that guarantees routing queries to a destination peer with a minimum number
of hops (nodes). Data is distributed among peers in a controlled manner such that subse-
quent queries are forwarded efficiently. Here, the focus is on the usage of notion of Range
Queries in P2P systems and are commonly classified based on the overlying structure that
is presented in the following sections.
One family of P2P system approaches use Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to distribute
data uniformly across live peer nodes and consistently guarantee routing queries to a des-
tination peer. DHT stores (key, value) pairs, similar to a hash table, to store and retrieve
data from the peer nodes in a network overlay[60]. The idea is that each data object is
assigned with a unique identifier (taken from a set of key space identifiers such as 160-bit
space strings) called key. Keys are mapped on to the network overlay using an algorithm
chosen by the application. A simple scheme is to partition the key space uniformly among
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peer nodes. Then a routing mechanism is used to consistently retrieve the value associ-
ated with a key. Typically, each node maintains a table listing its neighbour node IDS
and IP addresses. The queries are forwarded in a progressive manner to the node that
is closer to the key in the identifier space[60]. The aim is to retrieve data with O(log N)
hops where N is the number of live peer nodes. Different approaches of DHT mechanisms
have been proposed such as CAN [110], Chord [136], Pastry [144] and Tapestry [152]. A
short summary of each of these approaches is presented here.
2.3.1 CAN
Content Addressable Network (CAN)[110] is designed as a self-organising and de-centralised
P2P system which employs hashing mechanism to distribute data across live peer nodes.
The approach supports d-dimensional coordinate space which is divided dynamically
among available peers. Each peer node maintains a routing table of IP addresses and
virtual coordinate zones of its neighbours. The hash table containing (Key, Value) pairs
is maintained at a point (Key) using a uniform hash function. Searching an arbitrary
point d from a peer is routed along its neighbours to reach the node that maintains the
zone in which the point resides. Hash pairs are replicated among k peers to avoid single
point of failure and data availability. It has been used in large scale storage management
systems and several schemes adapted this approach in virtual reality and online gaming
systems[60]. The routing performance of CAN is O(d)(N1/d), where d is number of di-
mensions and N is the number of peers. Figure 2.3 depicts an example of new peer X
joining the overlay choosing a random point splitting the zone occupied by node Z and
is notified to all neighbours.
2.3.2 Chord
Chord[136] uses a consistent hashing to assign data to peer nodes. It adopts SHA-1
hashing scheme to hash a node IP address and data key. Each peer node is assigned an
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Figure 2.3: CAN overlay (adapted from [110]) before (at the left) and after (at the right)
peer X joins the overlay.
identifier m using its IP address and the data key is hashed and stored in a peer node. The
load balance is achieved by roughly assigning same number of keys to peer nodes. Each
peer node knows its next neighbour node called successor. In addition to that, each peer
node also maintains a finger pointer table which has m entries, where m is the bit length
of node identifier. Lookup of a data from a peer is routed along the circle using routing
tables of its successors and response is traversed back along the same route. An example
of such routing mechanism is depicted in figure 2.4. Peers joining or leaving the overlay
needs to update successor and finger pointers in the overlay to keep tables up-to-date[60].
The approach is quite robust in handling failures and used in several applications such as
DNS for efficient and reliable lookup service[60].
2.3.3 Pastry
Pastry[144] uses a plaxton-like prefix routing mechanism to build P2P overlay. Each
peer node is assigned a 128-bit identifier and arranged in a ring structure. The node ID
is generated randomly and uniformly distributed in a 128-bit hash space. The routing
mechanism is based on identifying nodes that is numerically closest to a given key. For
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Figure 2.4: Chord ring overlay (taken from [60]) (at the top) depicting a query lookup
path through the ring and (at the bottom) depicting the finger table for peer N8.
example, a peer with identifier 1234 searching for a key 4567 would route the message to
the node that has first two bits numerically closer (45**). The usage of such locality based
scheme is used for several IP-based multicast scheme applications such as Scribe[20]. d
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2.3.4 Interest Management in Peer-to-peer Systems
Interest Management approaches over peer-to-peer systems are classified as hash-based
and non-hash based. Range Queries are commonly used operation to access data over
such network overlays. Though the usage of range queries over DHTs is not efficient
(as described in the following section) several approaches attempt to address the issue
utilising the randomness of data distribution itself. Here, a survey of approaches using
range queries over hash-based and non-hash based will be presented.
2.3.4.1 Range Queries over Hash-based
Range queries are often used in many applications to retrieve a set of data that falls within
a range window [min value, max value]. But the usage of such notion poses a challenge
for randomised and de-centralised usage of hash functions[60]. In essence, to compute
and retrieve a range of values using range queries over DHT based P2P systems, for each
value v ∈ [min value, max value] (range window), lookup(hash(v)) has to be computed.
If the keys are in a distant location (from the range querying user node) in the overlay,
it will increase query latency and become less scalable. An alternative would be hashing
range of values but would require optimal partitioning in prior [122]. If the partitioning
is too large, it will be an overhead and if it is too small, it would increase number of hops.
Despite these issues, several approaches have been proposed. In [45], the aim is to use
local sensitive hashing scheme to assign similar ranges to a node with a higher probability.
For example, a peer can submit a SQL query like
Select * from Students where course = Phd.
For the first time, the query will be forwarded to a source peer node with key as
‘course’. Now, DHT is used to store the resulting partition of ‘course’ to a peer in the
system. The subsequent queries will then be satisfied with this local node rather than
forwarding it to the source peer node. The approach works fine with a centralised server
to extract a partition but complex queries requires several partitions which are distributed
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across peer nodes. To address this issue, it proposes a hashing function called Min-wise
Independent Permutations. The aim is to produce nearby hash values (32-bit identifier
space) for similar range of values or data partitions. Peers in the system are also mapped
to the identifier space using SHA-1 hash functions. It uses Chord[136] like structure to
map data partition hash values to peer nodes hash values for lookup and routing. There
are two issues with this approach
• First is the assumption that subsequent range queries will have similar range window
or values and
• Second is the number of peers required to store different data partitions.
Another approach based on Prefix Hash Tree[117] is proposed, which recursively splits
1D data space into a tree based structure. Each node has a threshold to hold a number of
items and exceeding it would split the existing node into two leaf nodes. The leaves, thus,
form a continuous range of values with each node having similar number of data items.
For scalability, these leaf nodes of PHT are mapped onto live peer nodes using consistent
hashing of bit strings (otherwise called prefix representing the path traversal in the tree).
The randomised hash function ensures balancing the load across peer overlays. The data
that are located closer to each other in PHT structure would not be necessarily closer to
each other in peer overlay. This means a range query may have to traverse to a distant
node which delays query response times.
Though the approaches presented in this section addressed the issue of complex range
queries over DHTs based P2P systems, it is always viewed as a work around to hide the
fact that DHTs work for specific data lookup. To gain the advantage of randomness and
load balancing data across live peer nodes, it compromises the adaptability of issuing
complex queries over such system. There is another family of approaches which avoided
hash based schemes to get precise information from P2P systems.
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2.3.4.2 Range Queries over Non-Hash-based
Research towards hash-free approaches emerged to address the issue of using complex
queries such as range queries over P2P overlays. In [29], a non-trivial range queries is
supported over structured P2P overlay which provides O(log n) search complexity on
top of trie abstraction. The idea is that the usage of tries keeps semantically closer
data items are clustered together. This is in sharp contrast to standard DHTs overlays.
Implementations of data structures such as Skip List[113] is used to randomly distribute
data and connect through a balanced tree with sparse linked lists. At level 0 (lower level)
of a skip list contains all nodes in the increasing order connected via doubly-linked list.
At each level > 0, each node participates in level i with some probability p. The idea is
that higher levels act as motor ways to traverse the nodes quickly[113]. The target is to
construct the list with search traversal cost (or hops) in O(log n). An example of such a
list formation is shown in figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: A Skip List (adapted from [113]).
To find an item, say element 76, start with higher level and traverse through the lower
level lists until it finds the exact node with the element. The problem with this approach
is single point of failure. Extension of this approach to distribute and avoid single point
of failure is implemented as Skip Graphs[5]. Instead of maintaining a single linked list at
each level, each node at level i will be a part of many linked lists to handle failures. Also
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each node maintains O(log n) neighbours on average. Insert, search and delete operations
are similar to Skip Lists but the difference is that there is a lesser chance of overloading a
node with queries. The nature of this approach is to maintain nodes in the increasing order
making it viable for executing complex queries such as range queries. But unfortunately,
the efficient execution of range queries is compromised with load imbalance (due to lack
of complete randomness like DHTs).
Apart from approaches using DHTs and Skip Lists, Mercury[12] proposed a design
to support multi-attribute range queries and explicit load balancing. The nodes in the
system are grouped into hubs that maintain query attributes. Nodes within a hub are
arranged in a ring structure maintaining a range of values. The routing mechanism within
a hub uses k-long distance pointers to remote nodes. A range query is forwarded to a node
which matches the range window. This approach also supports queries with non-uniform
range values. An example of 2-D query issued at Mercury overlay is depicted in figure 2.6.
The advantage is that queries with multi-attributes can contact any one attribute hub to
access the rest of the nodes.
Figure 2.6: Routing queries and updates in Mercury overlay (adapted from [12]).
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2.4 Stage 1 : Distributed Virtual Environments
A virtual environment is a part of computer generated simulation world into which human
interaction can be embedded. A common practice in aviation industry is flight simulation
for pilot training. The common goal is to achieve a more realistic environment to the
participants (for example, to simulate different wind speeds or climate conditions for a
pilot). Distributed Virtual Environment (DVE) enables users or participants connected
through a network (LAN/WAN) to interact with the simulation world. Research in DVEs
has grown significantly mostly because of the requirements of online games. The number
of participants is increasing in thousands (sometimes in millions) which demands high
bandwidth and low latency network connection. In comparison with analytic simulations,
DVEs are mostly real time applications where the requirements of synchronising algo-
rithms are relaxed. For example, if two or more events occur so close for participan’s
perception, the simulation can deicide the ordering of events without compromising its
goals.
Earlier systems of DVEs focussed on military simulations such as combat missions,
battle engagements. SIMNET[2] is developed as a human interactive simulation world,
in a real time network and interconnected with autonomous simulators. It is developed
by Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and used for battle engage-
ment simulation and war-gaming. It is based on server-less distributed architecture in
which users can join and leave at any point of time in the simulation. The disadvantage
is that updates are broadcasted to the network and receiver is responsible to filter such
updates. Applications developed based on SIMNET are ALSP (Aggregate Level Simu-
lation Protocol)[148] that focussed on aggregating US military and navy simulations for
simulating a joint combat operations. DIS (Distributed Interactive Simulation)[47, 104],
an extension of SIMNET protocols, addresses the issue of interoperability between dif-
ferent types of users and simulators (for example, tanks, missiles and so on). Several
large scale systems are developed based on DIS protocols to support scalability such as
NPSNET[83]. However, current military simulations is based on HLA [55, 54] technology
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which aims to provide general architecture and reuse of simulations. A federation refers to
a distributed simulation consisting of several federates where each simulator is a federate.
HLA supports any type of simulations such as real-time[147], non-real-time(analytical
simulation)[70] applications, commercial and so on.
Systems presented so far focussed on scalability and interoperability of large scale
simulation systems. Several other research conducted on systems involving small sized
participants but focussed on clarity and rendering of visual objects for human perception
such as RING[39], SPLINE[25], DIVE[19] and MASSIVE-1[44]. Their goal is to maintain
consistency in data across participants using replications or dead reckoning mechanisms
(prediction technique based on object information such as position, speed and so on)
and reduce bandwidth using several techniques (more on this explored in section 2.4.1).
Recently some interest have been shown towards online gaming and multi-player computer
games as reported in XPILOT[134], DEE[112], MIMAZE[76] and [23].
In summary, research towards DVEs predominantly focus on human interaction and
visual representation. In general, the underlying architecture is mostly based on three
types; a simple client/server, clients interacting with distributed servers and server-less
(analogous to peer-to-peer systems). The design and implementation largely depends on
the type of the application or simulation system. The emergence of online gaming has
presented with different challenges in terms of scalability and data consistency.
2.4.1 Interest Management in Distributed Virtual Environments
The tolerance of receiving delayed updates in real time applications such as DVEs is
very minimum. Each node (simulating a participant or an object) requires a consistent
data to render virtual object with more accuracy. Earlier systems addressed the issue
with broadcasting or point to point unicast updates mechanism to the simulation nodes
such as SIMNET[2], DIS [47]. One would require sophisticated software or hardware
to run such large scale simulations. The emergence of massively multi-player games
(MMG) imposed restrictions on bandwidth and hardware (typically computer system
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used by a participant). The essence is that disseminating updates only to relevant nodes.
The relevance, here, means interest expressed for a subset of a information, commonly
termed as area of interest or aura. It is analogous to the notion of range-queries. It
can be associated with sensing capabilities of a user. Within DVE applications, the
notion of interest is expressed in different forms which is are broadly classified with their
applications.
2.4.1.1 Large Scale Distributed simulations
A large scale distributed simulations in a virtual environment typically includes entities
or nodes connected in a network such as LAN/WAN, typically the internet, varying from
hundreds to thousands (if not in millions). Each node can be associated with a computer
user or a simulation object that can interact with other nodes. Applications of such
large scale includes military game training or combat mission simulations. Systems such
as SIMET[2] and DIS [47] developed for military logistical training and war gaming that
simulate systems minimising the cost of training and testing actual machines or hardware.
Data consistency (maintaining same information across nodes or simulating participants)
and responsiveness (update latency) are two main issues of real time applications. A
survey of several approaches of interest management in such systems are explored in [95].
Broadly they can be classified on their access mechanisms such as cell-based (also known
as grid based) and region-based (also known as zone based).
Cell-based schemes
Implementation of virtual systems such as DIS[47] consumed large bandwidth (using
broadcast mechanism to send state updates) and imposed the requirements of filtering
relevant data received by a user. A simple approach is to define a range of interest
(ROI) of a simulation entity (like sensor range or visible range or range of radar observing
objects) in which state updates are sent only to relevant entities. Cell-based schemes or
grid-based schemes (both commonly used for same purpose) split a simulation world into
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grid cells. For example, splitting a landscape (terrain) into equal number of cells. The
cells are assigned with multicast groups where each cell can be a uniform square shape
(as in MOSDAF[124]) or hexagonal (as in NPSNET[83]) or non-uniform grid shape or
any random sized grid cell. Updates are disseminated to all entities registered with the
multicast address of a cell. In [48], cells are arranged in a uniformly squared shaped grid
cells in which any entity wishing to receive an update simply joins the multicast group
of a grid cell. In essence, entities can join or disjoin a group based on their knowledge
of their location in the grid. An important trade-off is the granularity of a cell which if
defined too large which will result in poor approximation of filtering but requires smaller
number of multicast groups and works otherwise if defined too small[48].
Though DIS systems broadly use broadcast mechanism to disseminate updates to
all entities, several approaches used filtering mechanisms such as multicast groups to
filter relevant data. Modular Semi-Automated Forces (ModSAF) [124] is a constructive
simulator designed for the Army and fielded in the 1990s which uses filtering mechanisms
at the receiver side of an entity. It assigns grid cells which filter packets (messages)
based on their types (interested or relevant to the entity). The disadvantage of this
mechanism is that individual entities cannot subscribe their interest, instead, the system
simulating such entities performs such mechanisms. Naval Postgraduate School NET
(NPSNET)[83] (a DIS 2.0.3-compliant 3D visual simulator test-bed developed by the
students and researchers at NPS) uses a hexagonal grid cells where an entity subscribes
to a set of cells defined by a Domain of Interest (DOI) (otherwise a radius of grid cells).
Grid cells are assigned multicast groups statically at the start of the simulation. A group
leader in the system (oldest active group) has the authority to add or remove entities
from a group. Other systems developed based on DIS is reported in [142] and [84] that
aim to provide scalable virtual environments and reduce bandwidth incurred on using DIS
protocols. Unlike such systems, HLA [55, 54] technology emerged as a generic architecture
for both analytic simulations and real time applications. Various approaches developed
for Data Distribution Management (DDM) services are presented below.
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The goal of HLA DDM [97, 96] is to reduce the message traffic (or bandwidth) incurred
on a federate (a simulation node). It is intended to provide an efficient, scalable and a
generic interfacing DDM services to the processing federates in the simulation. Each
federate has a subscription region (analogous to area of interest or specifically range-
queries) and disseminate updates (analogous to writes) to interested nodes. The idea
to support such a system is based on routing spaces. A routing space is defined as a
multidimensional coordinate system in which each federate defines an interest (either to
publish or subscribe) on data (or a region)[130]. A region is a set of extents where an
extent is a bounded range covered along each dimension. Each federate defines either
an update or a subscribe region which defines a set of routing space coordinate values
of an object defining a region[97]. A simple example of such mechanism is depicted in
figure 2.7. It depicts a 2D update region (U1) and two subscription regions (S1 and S2)
where updates are disseminated to subscribed federates when there is an overlap between
subscription and update regions as U1 and S1 overlaps in figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: A 2D Update and Subscription regions where updates are sent from Update
region (U1) to federates that prescribed subscription region (S1) (adapted from [97]).
Such regions are confined to grid cells. Cells are assigned with multicast groups to
automatically send updates. An update (or publish) region is restricted to one cell and
subscription region can overlap more than one cell. For example, figure 2.8 depicts a two
dimensional grid cells (four cells where each cell is numbered at the top left), where cell 1
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has a spy plane and other planes are placed in cells 2 and 3. The subscription region for
the spy plane covers both cells 1 and 2 and overlap is observed in cell 2. Here, multicast
groups are formed for cells 1 to 3 as (MG1-3). Federate 1 (simulating spy plane) will
subscribe for multicast groups (MG-1, 2) and other federates (simulating other planes)
will publish their groups (MG2, 3).
Figure 2.8: Figure (adapted from [97]) depicting 2-D Cells (at the top) with an object’s
(here, spy plane) interested cells. U1, U2 and U3 are update cells for cell regions 1,2
and 3. Subscription region for the object (spy plane) covers both cells 1 and 2. The
corresponding assignment of multicast groups is presented (at the bottom).
The problem with this approach is that in real time applications such as online games,
where some objects are expected to be moving all the time, frequency of updates (band-
width) or delays (network latency) can affect the outcome of the simulation. Monitoring
and managing multicast groups in a large scale simulation will be an overhead. Sev-
eral mechanisms are proposed in [97] to define update and subscription regions larger or
smaller than actual size (sensor range analogous to range-queries) to reduce this severity.
Systems developed based on HLA implementation [116, 51] allowed different sized cells
(non-uniform grid cells) to assign multicast groups based on the frequency (high/low) of
updates incurred in the system. Also, the granularity of a cell is adjusted to assign a
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more precise region (according to the object sensor range or range query), if an object is
moving slowly. This enables systems to run large scale simulations with mixed sizes of grid
cells. Most of the cell based DDM services are based on IP multicast mechanisms which
poses the possibility of running out multicast addresses imposed by the requirements
of number of groups[99]. This also shows that optimisation techniques are required to
assign multicast groups wisely. In [16], a dynamic approach to assign multicast groups
is introduced. Based on this approach, a cell is assigned a multicast group if and only if
atleast one subscription region and one update region exist on that cell. With the same
example presented in figure 2.8, of 3 multicast groups (MG1-3), only MG3 will be created
as it creates an intersection of subscription and update regions. This dynamic approach
reduces the number of groups drastically compared to the fixed or static approach to
assign multicast groups. Similarly, [10] proposes a mechanism to reduce the number of
groups dynamically by grouping cells of fine-grained grid into clusters forming a multicast
group. Evolving over time, as cells become inactive (no subscription or publishers) they
are removed from the cluster. The clusters are reconfigured over time, as cells are added
and removed from existing or new groups.
Region-based schemes
Region based approach simply defines a range window (min-val, max-val) to subscribe to
an area of interest. A region based DDM approach implemented within HLA[97] compares
the subscription and update regions directly in order to find a relevant or matching data.
The system supports two types of data filtering such as class-based and value-based. In
class-based scheme, a federate can subscribe to values of an attribute class that will
receive updates of all objects of that class in the entire federation. Whereas in value-
based scheme, a federate can subscribe to a specified range of values within an attribute
class to filter data based on values. A small federation can utilise the simple class-based
scheme to receive updates but as the simulation grows to a larger scale, value-based is
more effective in filtering data specific to the subscribing federate.
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The problem with region-based scheme is the computational overhead in recalculating
changes in publication and subscription regions to all federates. A centralised approach
to manage and monitor these global state information would either be a bottleneck or
degrading the performance of the system. Morse’s thesis [99] presented the problem of
assigning multicast groups as a NP-complete problem as the connections between federates
are translated as a connected network graphs. The connections, here, represent a set
of updates from federates where each update can have a single or multiple messages.
Figure 2.9 depicts the problem of optimising multicast groupings. In multicast grouping
- 1, updates (U1, U2) from federate 1 are sent to federates 2, 3 and 4. The problem with
this scheme is that federates 2 and 3 are receiving an extra update (U2) and federate 4 is
receiving an extra update (U1). A similar pattern is observed with the multicast grouping
- 2 in figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Figure (adapted from [93]) depicting possible assignment of multicast groups
(shown at the bottom) for update and subscriptions regions (shown at the top).
The problem is complicated by the fact that the publish and subscribe regions can
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change constantly over time. The overhead of gathering the information across all fed-
erates to determine an optimised multicast grouping can degrade the performance of the
system as shown in [98]. In [98], a mechanism called Online Grouping approach uses a
minimum subset (local knowledge) of regions and region intersections to form a multi-
cast group based on the available groups in the simulation. It always poses a trade-off
between assigning multicast groups (precise calculation of receiving nodes) and cost of col-
lecting global state information (overhead). Even with distributed and local knowledge,
the problem always exist on finding an optimised solution in a distributed simulation.
2.4.1.2 Massively Multiplayer Online Games
Online games are used more than ever before commercially and users connect from dif-
ferent geographical locations. The requirement to provide seamless transmission of data
with low latency network connection has increased manifold. In [61], the infrastructure
to distribute game state is based on P2P overlay Pastry [144]. It uses Scribe[20] to build a
scalable application level multicast infrastructure on top of Pastry. The idea is that sim-
ulated game world is divided into regions and each region is assigned with a node using
Pastry’s key space. These nodes act as multicast group coordinators and all peers (players
and objects) within these groups (logically regions) are updated automatically. The struc-
ture is similar to grid cells, where data management exhibits players interests restricted
to a region. It also provides a primary backup or replicas for the coordinators incase of
failures. SimMud system built for this purpose, though showing a good performance, is
only experimented in a smaller scale of 4000 nodes[61]. The issue with this system is that
it assumes minimal movement of a player in the world to change their groups. So, the
granularity of a region should be large enough. Also, the flooding mechanism restricts
the number of players participating in the system.
To restrict flooding and enable precise data access required by a user, Colyseus[11] built
on a distributed P2P overlay called Mercury[12]. It utilises a simple publish-subscribe
system to precisely express a range of interest or otherwise commonly termed range-
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queries. Each object is assigned a node which holds a primary copy and also maintains a
secondary copy updated periodically (dependent on application). Subscriptions or range-
queries are forwarded to some set of nodes using Mercury attribute hubs where they
will be stored. Updates are sent periodically published with the latest values in the
overlay. This enables to route both queries and publication to meet at some location in
the overlay, a rendezvous node, where publications are routed to interested nodes using
IP connections. The querying node will also send a keep-alive message to keep receiving
updates. If connection is terminated, it again uses the rendezvous approach to establish
back the connection. A simple example with 1D range query is depicted in figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Colyseus two level system of discovering and delivering data (taken from
[93]).
Approaches presented so far expressed their ‘interest’ in a bounded range of window
and updates are disseminated periodically to the interested peers in the network. The
problem still persists to express more precisely an area of interest rather than approx-
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imating a range using bounded windows. A family of approaches proposed based on
expressing an area of interest called aura. It is analogous to the sensing capabilities of a
user or simply range queries. In [8], a spatial model of interaction is expressed in terms
of aura, focus and nimbus. An aura is a subspace in which interaction may occur. When
aura’s of users overlap, they can be aware of each other in the environment. Aura is
always symmetric as it requires a full bounding rectangle or cells to cover the aura. But
an aura is further divided into a focus and a nimbus. A focus is a sub space in which the
person focusses his attention (see figure 2.11). The more an object is within the person’s
focus the more aware of it. On the other hand, a nimbus is a sub space in which others
are aware of person’s activity. The more the object is within the nimbus, the more it is
aware of that person. The combinations of foci and nimbi in games for users to perceive
night vision (infrared binaculors) and other scenarios (see an example in figure 2.12).
Figure 2.11: A representation of a focus region using a snapshot from Quake game (taken
from [53]).
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Figure 2.12: Figure (taken from [130]) depicting an example of focus and nimbus using a
simple hide and seek game approach.
Earlier attempts to aura based DIVE[19] use the combination of aura, focus and nim-
bus to replicate shared data across users or peers to maintain consistency. Virtual Society
Project [63] is based on a client-server model where it employs aura based interest man-
agement scheme to replicate and disseminate updates across a limited number of peers
connected to multicast groups. In MASSIVE-1[44], each user is allocated a node and the
system uses the aura to identify the scope of its interest. Each group is managed by a
manager that detects collisions between auras of users and establish unicast connections
between them. Each group maintains a portion of virtual world and they exchange infor-
mation across groups as and when users require them. The total bandwidth requirement
is in the order of O(NM) where N is the number of concurrent users and M is the num-
ber of groups. The advantage is that unicast communication is established only when
auras overlap and extract precise information. The problem is that the system is not
scalable and bandwidth requirements far exceed than normal multicast communication
(O(N))[44].
MASSIVE-2[9] addressed the issue of communication overhead taking account of
application-related limitations such as boundaries and bandwidth requirements. It used
third party object based multicast communication and replication model to update users.
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It adapts to the changes to the users auras that either modify or delete existing awareness
relationships between users. Both MASSIVE-1 and 2 suffered with the notion of sin-
gle manager to delicate collision detection and establish communication between peers.
MASSIVE-3[114] combined the standard design with the notion of locales[7] taken from
the SPLINE[25] distributed virtual reality system. A locale defines its own co-ordinate
system. This allowed continuous spaces to be modelled as scene graphs of adjacent and
interconnecting worlds. In essence, it has different managers to replicate, communicate,
render and so on in an appropriate manner.
Morgan [94] proposed an approach using similar ideas of aura-centric routing in which
each entity in the DVE defines an aura of influence (AoI). A set of objects within a set
are objects under consideration if they are considered for collision[94]. A predicted area
of influence (PAI) is calculated from the object position vector and potential speed over a
given unit time. An entity’s PAI simply represents the area that may contain the entity’s
AoI at some point in the near future. Low frequency PAI messages are sent to predict the
future movement of objects. Updates are disseminated when collision detection algorithm
detects objects AOI overlap.
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Figure 2.13: Voronoi diagram with aura overlapping enclosing neighbours (dark blue) and
boundary neighbours (light blue) (adapted from [50])
Another approach is proposed based on peer-to-peer architecture and mathematical
construct voronoi diagram [50]. The idea is that virtual plane world is partitioned into n
non-overlapping regions of arbitrary size deterministically. It identifies neighbours as two
types namely, enclosing neighbours which shares a common edge within a sensor range of
a node/user and boundary neighbours are those overlapping AOI boundary as depicted in
figure 2.13. The essence of this approach is that each user is aware of selected neighbours
(instead of entire graph) and updates disseminated appropriately. As the user moves in
the world, it re-computes the list of neighbours which can be an overhead if it moves
constantly.
Some adaptive approaches to address IM problems in virtual worlds are reported in
[89, 90, 91, 92]. This framework uses heuristic techniques to choose two forms of update
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processing; push-processing sends an update message when a variable is written and pull-
processing sends a request message when a variable is read (like ID query). It also extends
to support range queries operations to access data efficiently. The idea is that it provides
a light weight solution to address IM problems running on a global scale.
2.5 Summary
So far we have presented a survey of IM approaches used in several fields of distributed
systems. The semantics of data access mechanism is largely dependent on the application
and the focus here is on query semantics such as ID query and range query. IM approaches
based on ID query systems such as ccNUMA (presented in section 2.2) proposed methods
such as replication and migration to minimise the bandwidth and access latency. It
also provides caching mechanisms to reduce the cost of accessing data. On the other
hand, distributed systems such as peer-to-peer systems, multi-player online games, DVEs
employing range query based systems in different forms such as auras, cells, range extents
are presented. P2P systems build range query based systems over DHT and non-DHT
overlays. The problem with using range queries over DHT overlays is that it poses a
challenge for randomised and de-centralised usage of hash functions. Whereas, building
systems with range queries over hash free P2P systems is simple and efficient to access
data but it lacks randomness of data distribution across peers. In virtual environments,
though scope of IM approaches is limited due to the fact that systems mostly employ
flooding mechanism to update users, several approaches attempt to address the issue to
improve scalability of the system.
2.6 Stage 2 : Parallel Simulation
This part of literature review covers a survey of problems within the context of parallel
and distributed simulation. This section presents an overview of parallel simulation,
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different notions and terminologies which will be used in the remainder of the thesis.
Approaches within parallel and distributed simulation system attempt to distribute a
simulation system across different hardware and software platforms that could be running
at different geographical locations to achieve scalability and inter-operability. Parallel
and Discrete Event systems (PDES) is one such system, which is a parallelised form of
Discrete Event System (DES). There are some basic notions that needs to be explained
before presenting mechanisms within PDES systems. This section is very important as it
is the underlying system that is driven by and implemented in this thesis and the contents
are adapted from [37].
A simulation model defines the physical system as events and states. Executing a
simulation is an event, which updates the state and in therefore generates more events.
There are two types of simulation models such as continuous and discrete simulations.
Continuous simulation model has continuous state changes whereas the discrete model
has state changes at discrete intervals. There are two ways of designing discrete models,
Time-Stepped and Event driven. Time-Stepped models progress by changing the state
from one time step to another, where the simulation is divided into an equal number of
steps. Event driven models change the state of the system by discrete events. In this
method, the state changes are triggered by events with a timestamp. Each processor has
state variables, an event list and a global clock. An event is like a data record which
requires space to store time, event type and related information. It is then added to the
event list. Each processor has a event loop which takes the head of list and processes that
event and reschedules new events, if any, to the event list. The simulation has start and
end times.
The major factor of the simulation is to represent the time.
1. Real Time – the time in the real/physical system.
2. Logical Time – the time in the simulation model used as an representative of the
real time.
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3. Wall clock Time – the real time the simulation has been run so far.
The granularity of mapping real time to the simulation time varies on the simulation
model. If the simulation model requires to run for million years then its not ideal to map
every second in the simulation. The simulation model also gives opportunity to split tasks
and run concurrently to speed up the simulation.
2.6.1 Discrete Event Simulation
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) models [36] are generally implemented as a queue
of events each having a logical timestamp. A loop iterates over the queue, at each iteration
dequeuing and executing the event with the lowest timestamp. The execution of an event
may cause both transitions in the state of the system and also insert new events in to the
queue to be executed in the future. However, the computational requirements of many
simulation models far exceed the conventional sequential computer systems. This creates
a need for Parallel and Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) solutions which allow a
DES to harness the larger computational resources offered by parallel machines.
2.6.2 Parallel and Discrete Event Simulation
In PDES, a simulation model is decomposed into Logical Processes (LPs), which are
internally driven by a DES scheduling algorithm described in the previous section. In
addition to populating the local schedule with new events, each LP can also receive
external events from other LPs that are then scheduled locally with reference to a single
global notion of logical time. The scheduling algorithm can create new local or external
events to other LPs. Figure 2.14 shows an example of a PDES system.
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Figure 2.14: A Discrete Event Simulation Parallelised across three Logical Processes taken
from [140]
Within such a PDES system, some synchronisation algorithm is required to make sure
that events are processed in increasing timestamp order regardless of whether they are
locally or externally generated. This condition is called the Local Causality Constraint
(LCC). In a parallel environment, it is difficult to ensure the LCC. The notion of logical
time, time clocks and ordering of events in a distributed system have been introduced in
Lamport [62]. The idea is that each process maintains a queue of pending request events
waiting to enter critical section of the system. The ordering of the requests is based on the
time notion introduced with the Lamport timeclock algorithm. The algorithm is based on
clock consistency semantics which determines the ordering of events exchanged between
processes with a simple mechanism. The clock can be used to determine the partial casual
ordering of events between processes. However, the mechanism cannot be used to imply
a causality relationship between processes.
There are several algorithms proposed to address the causality issue which is basically
from two main families[120], one is the Conservative approach[21], which restricts the
progress of an LP through logically time such that events are only processed if they are
guaranteed not to violate the LCC and the other is theOptimistic approach[56] derived
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from Timewarp concurrency algorithm, which does not restrict the progress of an LP but
instead provides a mechanism for an LP to rollback processed events should an event
arrive subsequently which would cause the LCC to be violated (such events are known as
stragglers).
Both of these approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. Using conservative
approach requires some knowledge about the simulation being modelled. In a sense, it
makes assumptions about the simulation and predicts future events. On the other hand,
optimistic approach allows simulation models progress at their own pace and time (logical)
but requires saving the state of the simulation system to generate rollbacks. Memory
required to store the shared state will increase exponentially if the simulation runs for
a longer time (like for days). It is therefore clear that some mechanism is necessary to
reclaim memory for the sustainability of the simulation system. To do this, one has to
make sure that memory used by shared state will no longer be needed for further scrutiny
(rollbacks, in this case). So, the system calculates a lower bound of timestamps of all LPs
such that no rollbacks can occur. The lower bound time is called GVT (Global Virtual
Time). The idea is to take a snapshot of the entire state and decide a minimum time of
all LPs called GVT such that memory used to store events that happened before GVT
can be reclaimed and events after GVT will remain.
This can be done using a centralised approach to collect information across all LPs
by blocking them during GVT computation. Due to the complexity and computation
requirement, a distributed approach is required to compute lower bounds on all LPs.
There are two problems[37], simultaneous reporting problem (where delays in network can
give less accurate state of LPs) and transient message problem (messages sent from nodes
might not have reached their destinations during GVT computation). So, a minimum of
two iterations of GVT computation is performed to calculate accurately and consistently
taking all these problems into account. There are different ways to design such algorithms
and most common approaches are reported in [125, 86, 13, 22]. One such approach
(adapted from Mattern’s GVT algorithm[86]) implemented within PDES-MAS framework
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is presented in detail in section 3.2.4 within chapter 3. In the following sections, a survey
of adaptive synchronisation and load-balancing techniques proposed within PDES systems
is presented.
2.6.3 Adaptive Synchronisation in PDES
Adaptive approaches takes advantages of both approaches (conservative and optimistic)
or extends either of the approaches to support a simulation system. An adjustable moving
time window is used in [80, 81] and a static bounded time window is used in [145] that
are built on Timewarp[87] simulation system to process events. The idea is that a time
window places restrictions on how far LPs can progress in the simulation. It creates a
range window within which all events can be processed. Such approaches make sure all
LPs progress in virtual time in a similar pace. When LPs progress at a similar pace, it
reduces the risk of rollback scenarios. Apparently, choosing appropriate window size is a
problem and is a typical trade-off.
Adaptive approaches mostly use information gathered either locally or globally to
determine the outcome of processing an event in an LP. The following mechanisms use
local state protocols which is the information available locally within a LP to determine
the risk of processing an event. They may decide to block an event (in anticipation that
this might create a future rollback scenario) or allow an event to be processed in a LP.
[34] reports a technique based on CPU delay intervals. The idea is that it estimates a
cost function which involves monitoring LVT progression in logical and real time. It also
calculates the probabilities of a rollback cost and cost of blocking an event in terms of CPU
cycles. Based on this approach, it either decides to process or block an event arriving
in a LP. Similar to this approach, [85] proposed an algorithm Minimum Average Cost
(MAC) which is based on a prediction technique to anticipate the arrival of a straggler
event using probabilities that aims to minimise the cost of a rollback overhead and time
delays in synchronisation.
Another approach uses a concept called degree of optimism which analyses the progress
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of LPs in Local Virtual Time (LVT) and GVT to predict a rollback scenario [26]. The
degree of optimism is a measure of how far optimistic a simulation model can progress
(means processing an event without blocking). The real time measurements of such op-
timism is mapped against probability density functions to analyse and construct time
windows for a LP. Similar approach using probabilities of events to asses the risk of pro-
cessing them with or without blocking is reported in [33]. The information is gathered
over time using access patterns. In [46], the communication channel specific informa-
tion to and from other LPs is used to improve performance of the system. It reports
performance improvements in some cases measured against standard optimistic and con-
servative mechanisms. In [108], time windows for LPs is calculated based on number of
rollbacks, anti-messages, rollback length and committed events to ascertain whether to
process an event or not. The window size is calculated dynamically and it reports better
performance than standard Time Warp system.
Slightly different approach reported in [109] used uncommitted events and progress in
GVT to calculate window size (in contrast to using rollbacks). The window size is adapt-
able and the upper bound of time window is changed based on the measurements taken
periodically. Another approach proposes a system called a shock resistant TimeWarp
simulation system[35]. Instead of reacting to the changes in the environment termed as
shocks, it predicts well in advance to outperform reactive mechanisms.
On the contrary, the following approaches use well gathered information (global) across
the simulation system to improve the performance. The problem of using local state is
limited information and may not be accurate. Collecting global information of the entire
shared state of all LPs will give clear idea of the simulation progress. But it increases the
overhead of computing such information. One such approach is reported in [27, 28] which
uses an adaptive memory management protocol to restrict the optimism of timewarp by
varying the amount of memory available. It monitors the performance of the system
periodically to ascertain the availability of memory for events to be processed.
Another scheme called Near Perfect State Information (NPSI) [132] restricts optimism
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using a protocol called error potential. It controls the optimism of LPs executing an event.
However, this approach is restricted to Shared Memory Multi-Processors architecture as
NPSI is built on that assumption. Elastic Time Algorithm (ETA) is an example of such an
approach which defines error potential to be the time difference between the next event on
a LP and GVT[132]. The degree of optimism is then calculated to either block or process
an event in a LP. Another approach proposed in [139] distinguishes between slower and
faster LPs (in terms of progress in LVT) and determine the events to be processed on
each LP. It restricts the progress of faster LPs and allows slower LPs to catch them.
Similar adaptive approaches proposed within PDES-MAS framework that uses access
patterns of agents to predict rollback scenarios based on time windows (global state) and
probabilities (local state) is reported in [72, 73, 65, 64, 66, 74, 75]. Though results show
better performance in reducing rollbacks and simulation time, it has not been tested with
a large scale distributed environment set-ups.
2.6.4 Load Balancing in PDES
The problem of load balancing is orthogonal Large scale PDES systems require large scale
data structures to store shared state across LPs. As simulation progresses over time, a
possibility to overload a LP/LPs will potentially arise. Balancing the load across LPs
is a vital requirement for scalability and operability of the simulation system. There
are several ways to balance the load such as migrating the shared state across LPs or
creating new LPs to share an overloaded LP and merging or deleting light-weight (or no
weight) LPs in the simulation system. If the simulation system is quite simple, some
static approaches can be used. The distribution of shared state can be decided in prior
using the knowledge of the system, number of LPs involved and bandwidth (number of
messages exchanged between LPs) of the system. Several approaches proposed based on
such mechanisms are reported in [102, 17, 58]. On the contrary, some used more dynamic
or adaptive mechanisms to distribute shared state. The decision to partition or merge
state across LPs can be done in two ways: centralised and distributed.
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Centralised approach assigns one LP to gather information across the system and
decide distribution strategy across them. The idea is that assigned (or nominated) LP
gathers statistics across LPs to initiate load balancing algorithm. Some centralised based
approaches are reported in[18, 43, 127, 6]. The obvious issue is that overhead in computing
global state information and also overloading the nominated LP itself. On the other hand,
distributed approaches use local information gathered over time to decide distribution are
reported in [101, 118, 126, 149, 143].
On the other hand, adaptive approaches gather both local and global information
periodically to ascertain distribution. One such adaptive load management mechanism
proposed within PDES-MAS system is reported in [105], which uses access patterns of LPs
to migrate a portion of shared state closer to the accessing LPs. It uses several threshold
parameters to avoid thrashing the system with migration. The experimental results show
that the cost of accessing variables in a distributed environment and the bandwidth of
the system is reduced significantly.
2.7 Stage 2 : Agent Based Modelling
This section presents an overview of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and how simulation,
in particular PDES techniques, helps agent designers to understand and develop their
systems. Common applications of agent based systems include control of mobile robots,
computer games, telecommunications and military applications. An agent can be viewed
as a self-contained, concurrently executing thread of control that encapsulates some state
and communicates with its environment and possibly other agents via message passing
[150]. The environment of an agent is a part of the simulation world or representation of
computational system. Agents inhabit within this world have either disjointed or partially
overlapping environments with each other. Different definitions of an agent exist in agent
based modelling community and a survey of such definitions is presented in [123]. In gen-
eral, an agent has the ability to co-exist in an environment sensing its surroundings and
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act upon the environment based on its perception. Another term commonly used is situ-
ated agent which can sense and perceive in a dynamic environment. An Embodied agent
is an intelligence agent which has a physical presence in the environment (e.g.. humans in
virtual world). A mobile agent is one which moves within the environment. Multi-Agent
Systems (MAS)[57] are often extremely complex and it can be difficult to formally verify
their properties. As a result, design and implementation remains largely experimental,
and experimental approaches are likely to remain important for the foreseeable future.
In this context, simulation [79] has a key role to play in the development of agent-based
systems, allowing the agent designer to learn more about the behaviour of a system or
to investigate the implications of alternative architectures and the agent researcher to
probe the relationships between agent architectures, environments and behaviour. For
this work, the agents are perceived to be embodied, situated and mobile existing in large
dynamic and non-deterministic environment.
There are various simulation toolkits available for MAS such as MASON [82], RePAST[103].
A survey of several toolkits is reported in [128, 42, 115, 140] and how each toolkit behaves
in terms of system architecture, performance and agent’s behaviour etc. Although real
MAS software frameworks and the real-world systems that MAS simulations represent are
continuous systems, MAS simulations are typically implemented as Discrete Systems.
Since a MAS is a complex system, small perturbations in event sequences or agent deci-
sions early on in the play-out of a simulation can radically change the results. Therefore,
a de-centralised, event-driven distributed simulation is particularly suitable for inherent
asynchronous parallel systems such as agent based system.
Several approaches have been proposed using parallel DES paradigms for non-traditional
DES systems such as MAS[79]. Some approaches use time stepped DES techniques such
as Genism and Dgenism [4], HLA Agent [71, 69, 70] and HLA Jade [147]. Others used
event driven DES techniques such as HLA Repast [88], SPADES [121] and CHARON [3].
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2.7.1 Interest Management in DS-MAS
Over the years, several approaches used PDES techniques to simulate intelligent and
autonomous agents inhibiting within a complex, dynamic and non-deterministic environ-
ment of MAS. Accessing data consistently and in a time ordered fashion using PDES
techniques is always a challenge in such systems. As these systems become larger and
more complex, addressing the issue is a vital requirement of the scalability of the system.
In Genism and Dgenism[4], a perception of an agent is its visibility range (similar to a
range query) in the physical environment. The perception returns with all objects and it
is the responsibility of agent manager to filter required information. Though the system
provides a sophisticated perception to an agent in a distributed manner, it attributes to an
overhead of data transmission for large number of agents. Such overhead is avoided with
restrictions imposed on frequency of updates sent between the environment and agent
managers with the knowledge of agent’s current location and sphere of interest.
In HLA Agent [71, 69, 70], each federate (simulating node) maintains its own local
information of objects that shares data frequently. Each federate updates other by pub-
lishing interested attributes and also subscribes to attributes which it likes to receive
updates in the future. Such publish-subscribe method is declared at the start of the simu-
lation using DDM (Data Distribution Management) services. It assigns multicast groups
statically based on prior knowledge of federates connection patterns. Such schemes may
not be useful for non-deterministic agent based modelling. This is because agent based
systems are assumed to dynamic, non-deterministic in nature and behaviour. Assigning
federation and multicast grouping would limit the number of federates in the simula-
tion and their movements within the system. HLA Jade [147] uses a similar HLA-DDM
management service to register their interested data. However, the difference is that the
environment is split into cells and at any point of time, a federate is confined to a cell. Its
interest is restricted to its immediate cells (i.e., surrounding eight cells and its own cell),
typically its sensor range. Whenever there is a match or an overlap between subscribe
and update region, updates are sent automatically using HLA-DDM multicast services.
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Obviously, the disadvantage is that mechanisms required to calculate matching regions at
every time step will be an overhead.
The systems mentioned so far use time stepped DES techniques which pre-determines
the granularity of time steps of each agent in the simulation. However, the following
approaches use discrete event techniques allowing agents or simulating nodes to progress
at their own pace. Such approaches require a rollback mechanism to correct the order-
ing of events (if events are processed out of order). HLA RePast[88] is a discrete event
system but uses conservative mechanism to synchronise events avoiding any rollback sce-
narios. In a way, it is similar to time stepped events except that each agent’s progress is
used to predict their future events individually. It also uses a similar scheme of publish
and subscribe mechanism to update changes in the state of objects and attributes. It
has the advantage of simulating autonomous agents more precisely and allow simulation
nodes to progress at their own pace. It uses remote invocation methods to keep changes
up-to-date. Similar conservative approach is proposed in SPADES [121] that provides a
centralised approach for agent communication. Every update from an agent is sent to all
communication servers and then to all agents, which is similar to a broadcast communi-
cation. Agent’s region of interest is irrelevant in such systems. Such mechanism cannot
be suitable for large scale simulation systems such as MAS.
In a summary, systems mentioned above all used DES techniques (either time step
or discrete event) to simulate MAS. The advantage of using discrete event techniques
is that it allows agents or simulating nodes to progress at their own pace. This clearly
simulates the autonomous and intelligent agent based models. However, none of these
approaches completely exploit autonomous agent behaviour and access data efficiently.
The advantage of using discrete event techniques is almost nullified by using conservative
synchronisation mechanism to restrict the progress of the agents. Such mechanisms require
complete knowledge and predictable agent behaviours in the system.
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2.8 Data access mechanisms in PDES systems
Systems based on PDES pose a challenge to build a large scale simulation system such
as Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) in terms of scalability and inter-operability as reported
in section 2.6. Of several issues within such system, addressing data access mechanism
is a significant requirement for the scalability of the system. The unique problem with
involving PDES techniques is the notion of logical time and its restriction on ordering
of events. Whereas such constraints are not applicable for data access mechanisms and
their approaches in different fields such as peer-to-peer systems (P2P), DVEs, MMOGs
and distributed and shared memory systems. Though ordering of events is important in
some systems, they can still mask these inconsistencies and produce acceptable results.
Approaches presented in section 2.7, though intend to address such issues it fails with
the requirement of global knowledge to impose restrictions on the progress of simulation
system (to avoid rollback scenarios).
In this context, this thesis presents a notion of time synchronised range queries and
updates and state migration algorithms implemented within PDES-MAS (Parallel and
Discrete Event Simulations for Multi-Agent Systems) framework. PDES-MAS provides a
framework to distribute and run parallel simulation of Multi-Agents. It employs optimistic
synchronisation mechanism to make sure that the events are processed in timestamped
order according to LCC. Such mechanism allows simulation nodes to progress at their own
pace and invokes rollbacks for processed events incase LCC is violated. This property is
important to verify and analyse MAS as even small changes in the order of processing
events can change the outcome of the system. An overview of PDES-MAS architecture will
be presented in chapter 3 and synchronised range query and state migration algorithms
implemented within this system will be detailed in chapters 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 3
PDES-MAS
This thesis presents a notion of synchronised range queries within the PDES-MAS frame-
work. The algorithms are built based on the assumption and philosophy of PDES-MAS
framework. So, it is vital to present an overview and architecture of PDES-MAS frame-
work. PDES-MAS is a distributed simulation framework specifically designed to support
large scale MAS models. Agent based models are complex, dynamic and non-deterministic
in nature and behaviour and so often distributed simulation plays an important role to
understand and design such models. There is always a challenge to execute MAS mod-
els on parallel computer platforms. Such problems are aggravated as the scale of MAS
increases. A survey of approaches proposed towards that direction is reported in [140].
One such approach is to partition the shared state of simulation model and distribute
across available computing resources. In this context, PDES-MAS is built based on dis-
tributed shared memory structure whereby publicly accessible variables are modeled as
Shared State Variables (SSVs) and agents access them using reads (queries) and writes.
A detailed overview of PDES-MAS framework is presented in the following sections.
3.1 Modeling MAS in PDES-MAS
PDES-MAS is implemented adopting PDES paradigm to distribute and run parallel simu-
lation of MAS. A Discrete System approach in which the simulation progresses by atomic
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state changes at discrete intervals, allows such simulations to produce more robust and
repeatable results[37]. Following PDES approach, the simulation model is divided into
Logical Processes (LPs) each maintaining a disjointed portion of a state space of the
simulation system. State changes are modeled as timestamped events in the simulation.
Within an LP, there are two types of events namely, internal events which have a casual
impact on the interval variables of the LP and the external events which may have im-
pact on state of other LPs. External events are modeled as messages with timestamps. In
PDES-MAS framework, the agents and their environment are modeled as ALPs (Agent
Logical Processes) and CLPs (Communication Logical Processes). ALPs imitate
the actions of agents by sensing (queries) and updating (writes) the environment and also
maintain the internal state of agents. CLPs model the shared (public) state of the system
in which ALPs can operate on the state. The design details presented in the sections
from 3.1.1 to 3.1.5 are adapted from [79, 68, 67].
3.1.1 Concept of Shared State
Agents in a simulation can access the shared state of the system. The shared state is
otherwise called public state on which more than one agent can operate on concurrently.
Multi-Agent systems (MAS) are highly dynamic and each agent can operate on a different
portion of the state at different periods of time. The shared state is modeled as a list of
variables. These variables are termed as Shared State Variables (SSVs). Agents can
either access (query or write) and modify (add or delete) these SSVs. The assumption is
that each agent goes through ‘sense-think-act ’ cycle. As the simulation progresses, each
agent can go through several of these cycles. The essential idea of this cycle is that each
agent senses the environment before they act on a shared variable. Several agents can
access or modify the same variable at the same time. An action may be confined to just
pre-condition check or pre-condition, action and post-condition (usually outcome of the
action) or just post-condition check within a cycle to make sure that agent’s action is
performed on the system. For example, if an agent A1 queries the location of a variable
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V 1 as (x, y) and sends a write to move the variable to location (x1, y1) based on the read
value. But in the meantime, some other agent A2 has changed this variable location to
(x3, y3). Now, the write action by the agent A1 based on its assumption of the value
of variable V 1 is not valid. But there are several ways to handle such scenarios and it
depends on the assumptions of the simulation system.
3.1.2 Modeling Shared State
PDES-MAS framework models shared state of the simulation in terms of objects and
attributes. Each SSV class represents an attribute of an object. There can be many
attributes for an object i.e., an object representing a location (x, y) has two attributes
namely x and y. Each action (query/write/add/delete) operates on a SSV class. The
shared state of the simulation, thus, has a collection of SSV classes. The shared state is
logically a vector of tuples of the form
< object type, object id, attr type, attr id, value, timestamp > (3.1)
As the simulation progresses with time, more tuples are created as the SSVs are up-
dated with new values. New SSVs are also created in this process. The entire shared sate
of the simulation has to be maintained synchronously at any given time. It also depends
on the synchronisation mechanism implemented on the framework, especially optimistic
synchronisation. If the synchronisation mechanism is optimistic, then all tuples greater
than GVT (Global Virtual Time) time has to be maintained. Each ALP can perform op-
erations such as query, write, add and delete on the shared state of the simulation. CLP
maintains the shared state of the simulation which receives these operations. Agents’s
actions are transformed as operations implemented in this framework. There are four
operations namely,
• Queries - There are two types of queries such as ID query and Range Query. An ID
query senses a specific SSV at logical time whereas a Range Query senses a set of
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particular SSV class with values that match a specified range.
• Writes - Updates a SSV with a new value and timestamp.
• Add - Creates a new SSV with a value and start time.
• Delete - Deletes the SSV after the specified timestamp.
As agents go through ‘sense-think-act’ cycle, they express their actions transformed
into operations on the shared state. Each agent senses the environment, process the
information and decide to act on an object in the environment. The sensing action is
modeled as reads (queries) in PDES-MAS framework. Now, the agent can decide to
query a particular object or a list of objects within its sensor range. ID query can access
the information on a particular object and Range Query can return with a list of objects
within the sensor range or range window. Acting on an object is modeled as a write to an
object with a new value. It is termed as ID write as it is not possible to update multiple
objects at the same time. An agent or environment can decide to create a new object
which is modeled as an add operation and removing the object from the environment is
modeled as a delete operation.
3.1.3 Synchronisation
PDES-MAS framework uses optimistic synchronisation mechanism to make sure that the
events adhere to the Local Causality Constraint (LCC). This mechanism allows events
to arrive out of order in logical timestamp but rolls back to correct the state of the
simulation. So, the framework uses a state saving mechanism to correctly rollback an
operation. It introduces mechanisms to define an order of processing events and resolving
the conflicts on processing concurrent operations. Following the agent’s cycle, the correct
order of events with the same logical timestamp is as follows,
• Queries
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• Adds
• Deletes
• Writes
The ordering mechanism allows agents to access or modify the shared variables in a
time synchronised manner. It means that an agent cannot act (add/delete/write) before
sensing (query) the environment. It allows agents to add and delete a variable at the
same time. Also, the agent can write to a variable after reading it at the same time. A
rollback is triggered if any of the operations arrive out of order on a variable. A conflict
in the validity of a value of variable at time t (logical) arises, when two writes from two
different agents arrive at time t for the same variable. Such conflicts of writes can be
resolved in many ways. In this framework, a simple comparison of IDs (where a unique
ID is assigned to each agent) of agents decides the validity of a write (here, write arrived
with highest agent ID is taken as valid). However, it is not easy to operate on vector of
tuples to ascertain this mechanism. So, this framework has a data structure to store the
state of the simulation as a list of Shared State Variables (SSVs). Each SSV has a list of
Write Periods where each write period represents the validity of a value with a start s and
end time t of a period (s, t]. Each write period also maintains a list of ID queries arrived
in that period (s, t]. A snapshot of a write period is depicted in figure 3.1. A straggler
write at time t′ in this case can modify an existing write period or split it. Rollbacks are
triggered to ALPs that issued premature reads (queries) that have timestamp > t′ using
the write period.
3.1.4 Distributing Shared State
Distributing shared state of the simulation is very important and required for the longer
run of the large scale simulations such MAS. Maintaining the entire shared state of the
simulation in a CLP will be a bottleneck. For MAS it is often difficult to predict and dis-
tribute shared state using conventional PDES techniques. It is not possible to determine
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Figure 3.1: Write Periods Data Structure (taken from [67]).
the topology in prior. PDES-MAS presents a notion called Sphere of Influence (SoI) to
distribute the shared state of the simulation. The essence of the notion is that a cluster
of CLPs serve requests from ALPs with each CLP maintaining a portion/subset of the
shared state variables and interactions with the ALPs. This has to be dynamic and light-
weight solution to make sure that the load is balanced among CLPs. There are different
ways to achieve dynamism (discussed in detail in chapter 5), of which this framework has
a fixed tree of CLPs where shared state of the simulation is distributed among them. More
comprehensive and adaptive approaches are discussed in [105]. The idea is that shared
state of the simulation in the CLP tree should reflect the SoI of the ALP interacting with
them. This relies on the assumption that SoI does not change drastically over short time
periods of the simulation. An analysis on SoI mechanism over different agent simulations
has been presented in [79, 72]. The set of LPs is thus arranged in to a sparsely connected
graph and, more specifically, a tree of which ALPs are connected as leaf nodes and CLPs
as the root and intermediate nodes as depicted in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: A tree of 3 CLPs and 4 ALPs.
3.1.5 Operations on Shared State
The framework supports operations such as ID query and Write on a SSV, rollback on
a ALP (in case of incorrect ordering of events) and GVT (garbage collection of shared
state). Each CLP has four ports; an internal port H (Here) and three external ports U,
L and R (Up, Left and Right) through which it is connected to neighbouring LPs. A
snapshot of a CLP structure with external ports is depicted in figure 3.3. Each CLP
has a list of SSVs and their write periods evolved over time. At this stage, lets assume
that each CLP is also aware of locations of SSVs and ALPs in the tree. When an ALP
issues a ID query for a SSV, it forwards the request to its parent CLP (the CLP it is
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attached). If the parent CLP maintains that SSV, it returns with a response otherwise
it forwards through the port containing that SSV. The ID query is thus forwarded to the
CLP holding the SSV and follows the same route to return with a response. When two
or more agents write on a SSV at the same logical time, the agent with the largest ID
will have the priority to create or update the write period and the rest will be neglected.
Figure 3.3: CLP, ports and shared state (taken from [67]).
Each CLP is also responsible for generating rollbacks to ALPs, when a straggler write
arrives for a SSV thus invalidating previous queries or writes. The rollback for an ALP is
forwarded through the ports that lead to the parent CLP to which it is connected. ALP
on receiving a rollback with time t′ rolls back its LVT to t′ thereby sending anti-messages
for all events sent before with time > t′. The anti-messages make sure that all actions
executed with time greater than rollback time is removed from the shared state of the
simulation. Each ALP maintains an event list to execute such mechanism.
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In summary, MAS simulations are modeled as distributed, de-centralised and discrete
event systems exploiting the inherent parallelism of agents. The shared (public) state
of the simulation is modeled as vector of SSVs each with a list of write periods storing
values at each write period. ALPs model the agents actions in the simulation and CLPs
maintain the shared state of the simulation storing the interactions of agents with the
SSVs. The framework adopts optimistic synchronisation mechanism to make sure that the
events adhere to Local Causality Constraints (LCC). It is designed to support both access
(query/write) and modify (add/delete) operations. Rollbacks are generated to correct the
ordering of events processed in the simulation. The ordering and conflict resolution of
concurrent operations are as defined in section 3.1.3. For a large scale simulations such as
MAS, a very large scale data structures are required to maintain the shared state of the
system. So, a cluster of CLPs is used where each CLP maintains a portion of disjointed
shared state of the simulation.
3.2 Architecture of PDES-MAS
In this section, we present an overview of modules and their functionalities implemented
within PDES-MAS framework. The architecture of PDES-MAS framework is presented
in figure 3.4. On the basis of PDES paradigm, the framework models two types of LPs:
An ALP (Agent Logical Process) simulating agent’s behaviour and a CLP (Com-
munication Logical Process) maintaining a portion of shared state of the simulation.
Modules within each type of LP are depicted in the figure 3.4.
3.2.1 Initialisation
PDES-MAS bootstraps loading with the knowledge of an initial state of the simulation
system. This includes
1. A list of SSV IDs, their data types and initial values. For example, a SSV repre-
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Figure 3.4: PDES-MAS architecture.
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senting its size can be modeled as an INTEGER data type.
2. A list of simulation interactions in the framework. For example, an agent moving
an object in the simulation is modeled as a WRITE MESSAGE with a new value
to the object.
3. A list of ALP ids and their locations in the CLP tree.
4. A list of event traces representing agents actions in the simulation. The format for
each type of event supported in this framework is presented below.
InitialStateParser module loads with a list of SSVs IDs and their initial values.
A SSV ID is associated with a unique id format (ObjectInstanceId, VariableClassId).
ObjectInstanceId represents a type of an object in the simulation (e.g.. location) and
VariableClassId represents an attribute type of the object (e.g.. x/y position). All these
informations are stored in a XML file, which is then parsed and loaded into a CLP.
SOM Parser (Simulation Object Model) module, notion commonly used in HLA
[54] technology, prescribes with types of simulation objects, attributes and interactions
with the simulation model. The interactions (messages) in this framework are of two types
namely, Simulation Messages (ID query, ID write, Rollback, Anti-Messages (query/write)
and Response messages) and Control Messages (GVT and Load balancing Messages).
ALPs are not real agent behavioural models but rather simulate actions using pre-
loaded traces generated from an agent simulation model. It does not hold any private
variables. Similar to CLPs, the SOM parser module in an ALP loads simulation objects
and attribute types and interactions with the framework. But ALPs would not be aware
of the locations of SSVs in the CLP tree and simply forward messages to the CLP tree.
Each ALP loads a set of events (actions in the simulation) using Agent Trace Loader
module. An ALP can hold a list of actions of an agent in the simulation model. Any
agent simulation model which follows ’sense-think-act ’ cycle will fit this framework as
long as it adheres to the following action message (traces in this implementation) formats
specified below.
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• ID Query:
< agent id, read, object instance id, variable class id, timestamp > (3.2)
The labels are self-explanatory and a simple example of a ID query is given below
< 10, read, 1, 2, 100 > (3.3)
where 10 is agent id, action is read (query), SSV id is (1, 2) (object instance id is
1, and variable class id is 2) and 100 is timestamp (logical time). The trace format
for ID write is specified below which bears a similar format except for value (new
value for the SSV id).
• ID Write:
< agent id, write, object instance id, variable class id, value, timestamp > (3.4)
In case of ID Write, SSV id is accompanied with a value (presumably a new value).
The events are generated concurrently from ALPs that and are forwarded to the
CLP tree. At this stage, the framework supports access to variables of primitive data
types such as INTEGER, FLOAT, STRING, LONG, and DOUBLE. As mentioned above,
the framework is initialised with IDs, locations and types of SSVs in the CLP tree and
event traces of agents in the simulation. This requires frequent I/O access, parsing and
construction of several tables within a LP.
To provide an indication of the relative time spent at the initialisation phase, the
investigation is carried out on an allocated 8 cluster nodes. Each node has 4 cores of
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2GB memory and in total 32 cores are used for our experimentation. An ideal setup of 1
process (ALP/CLP) per core takes on average 0.3 msec to initialise a SSV in a CLP and
0.05 msec to load a trace in an ALP. With this setup, it takes 235 msec to initialise both
ALPs (450 traces/ALP) and CLPs (680 SSVs/CLP) in the framework.
3.2.2 Message Handling
This section presents mechanisms to handle messages arriving asynchronously at different
ports within a CLP. Each CLP has four possible ports of which an internal port H(‘HERE’)
and three external ports U, L, R (UP, LEFT and RIGHT) connected to neighbouring
LPs. A CLP can receive two types of messages through these external ports such as
Simulation messages and Control messages. Within a CLP, 5 different queues handle
messages being sent and received through different ports. Two queues (Send and Receive
Load) are dedicated to send and receive load balancing Messages with higher priority, a
Send Control Queue to send control messages and two normal queues (Send and Receive)
to send and receive simulation messages with the least priority. This ordering is used
within a CLP to process messages arriving at different ports.
The framework uses MPI (a standard MPI-2) libraries to establish communication be-
tween LPs (for more details, see section 3.2.7). It provides an interface through which mes-
sages are sent and received from LPs asynchronously. MPI Interface module implements
two threads, namely a Send thread and a Receive thread, to send and receive messages
from other LPs. Two threads work asynchronously to enqueue and dequeue a message
from the queues (based on the priorities mentioned above). Messages are processed syn-
chronously within a CLP using a Main thread. Semaphores are used to communicate
between Main thread and MPI Interface threads to process messages synchronously.
For example, if a ID query for a SSV arrives at a port, the MPI Interface queues the
message to the Receive (normal) queue and signals Main thread. The Main thread within
a CLP processes the message from the receive queue. The message is then forwarded
to the destination port. If the SSV is maintained locally (port - H), then Shared State
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module (a list of SSVs and their write periods, see section 3.4) processes the request
and constructs a response message. The response message is then buffered into the Send
(normal) queue and signals MPI Interface module to send the message. Main thread
will not dequeue the next message until the existing message is processed and queued
into the send queue. This synchronisation mechanism ensures that shared state module
is accessible for only one request at a time.
3.2.3 Agent Message Handler
This section presents message handling mechanisms within an ALP. Event flow structure
inside an ALP is depicted in figure 3.5.
Within an ALP the communication with the CLP tree is established via two structures:
1. Simulation Ambassador, which transforms an event from an ALP into a message
format and forwards to the parent CLP. Since SOM parser is pre-loaded with the
interaction (message) formats, the transformation is quite straight forward.
2. Agent Ambassador, on the other hand, takes care of handing over the response
messages to appropriate modules.
Within an ALP, an Agent Simulation module models the life cycle of an agent. It
maintains an event list and an event scheduler to update its LVT (Local Virtual Time).
A LVT of an agent represents the latest timestamped event sent from that agent. An event
thread runs separately to maintain and schedule events from the event lists. An event
thread dequeues an event of an agent, update agent’s LVT, converts it to a message using
Simulation Ambassador and enqueues into the send queue. The event scheduler waits
for a response (in case of ID query/write). When an ALP receives a response message,
the Main thread signals the waiting event scheduler to yield and process the next event.
The scheduler does not wait for other events such as GVT. Only a rollback message can
interrupt this cycle and resetting the scheduler of the agent to the rollback time.
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Figure 3.5: Event flow structure inside an ALP.
3.2.4 Synchronisation
PDES-MAS employs optimistic synchronisation mechanism to synchronise the events on a
SSV. Rollbacks are triggered when events are processed out of order on a SSV. Typically,
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a rollback scenario would be an arrival of a straggler write (in real time) arriving with
(logical) time t′ on a SSV invalidating premature ID queries (premature, in the sense,
reads arrived earlier in real time with logical time > straggler write) issued for that SSV
at time > t′. To enable such mechanism, each SSV is associated with a list of of Write
Periods representing the values taken by the variable at different logical time periods of
the simulation as illustrated in figure 3.1.
A rollback message is generated to agents that issued premature reads (ID queries).
Rollback Handler within an ALP, on receiving a rollback message for an agent, say, at
time t′, checks its validity (whether t′ < LVT of the agent, otherwise rollback ignored). On
receiving a valid rollback, handler holds the event scheduler from processing any event,
sends anti-messages for all events with time > t′ and updates the scheduler with the
rollback time t′ for that agent.
3.2.5 Garbage Collection
The optimistic PDES-MAS system keeps the history of state changes in the simulation.
The memory consumed by these states could affect the progress of the simulation on a
longer run. This problem is tackled by reclaiming memory whenever any processor is on
the verge of running out of memory. But it has to determine the removable states without
disturbing the existing simulation. A common way to achieve that is to get a snapshot
of the system and determine the removable states. Several algorithms proposed for this
purpose are reported in [125, 86, 13, 22]. This framework implements an adaptation of
Mattern’s GVT algorithm[86].
As mentioned before, in a distributed system, each logical process (here, ALP) has
their own notion of local virtual time (LVT) like local clock. To determine the removable
states, we need a horizon (GVT) like global clock time or server time, in which all states
before that could be reclaimed. But in a dynamic system of processes sending messages
randomly, the snapshot should somehow make sure it has got enough stable information
to determine the horizon. The algorithm defines a cut at time t, in which all messages
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sent before t as PAST and after t as FUTURE. This cut determines the PAST states and
could be removed safely. But defining this cut in a real time is not easy. See figure 3.6,
messages in PAST from process LP3 reaches LP1 in the FUTURE and so on. In a
distributed environment there are no guarantees for the arrival order of messages, so one
has to take care of transient messages.
Figure 3.6: A cut in real time across LPs separating PAST and FUTURE events.
So, the algorithm defines two cuts C and C ′ (C ′ happens after C). All the messages are
attached a colour(red/white) to indicate the state of the cut (First/second). By default,
all the processes and messages are white, but when the cut C at time t is initiated, all the
processes and messages sent after that will be red (see figure 3.7). Each process maintains
vector tables that is a statistical record of number of white messages sent and received
from other processes.
The concept of vector tables is used to identify the transient messages. Each Logical
process maintains vector counts of messages sent and received from other processes. For
example in the figure 3.7, LP1 has sent 1 message to LP2 and has received 1 message
from LP3. Whenever a LP receives a message from a remote process, it decrements the
counter for that process and when it sends a message to another process, it increments
the counter for that process. If there are no transient messages, then the final summation
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(a) Two stages of cuts.
(b) Message queues and vector tables of LPs.
Figure 3.7: GVT calculation.
of all the counters of all LPs will be zero. Otherwise, some LPs have to wait for transient
messages.
An initiator is assigned to the system, who is responsible to initiate the algorithm,
gather global state, set a horizon (GVT) and inform GVT to all processes. The initiation
of the algorithm depends on the requirements of the system. In PDES-MAS, always root
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CLP tree is assigned as the initiator. Other CLPs can send a request message to initiate
the algorithm. When the first cut is initiated, all the processes are set to red, attaches
its local clock (MIN(LVT, latest Red Messages)) and their vector tables, then send back
to the initiator. The initiator then calculates the minimum clock of all the processes and
if the vector table is fine, then the second cut C ′ gives the horizon (GVT) to all the
processes. If there is any anomaly in the vector table (like any process have to wait for
white transient messages), then it has to initiate another round to fix it. Once all the
anomalies are removed (like all white messages are received), the horizon (GVT)) is set
to all processes, which is used to remove all the states with time < GVT.
3.2.6 Routing
The system should route queries and updates from ALPs through the tree to the CLP
that hosts and maintains SSVs As already mentioned, a message arriving at a port in a
CLP will be either processed locally (port - H) or forwarded through any of the external
ports (U, R, L). A CLP uses its routing tables to forward any message to its destination
port. The routing tables are constructed during the initial stage of the simulation.
A Routing Table in a CLP, as the name suggests, is used to forward a message to reach
the location of a SSV/CLP/ALP through any of the ports. The tables are constructed
with the formats as (CLP id, Port), (SSV id, port) and (ALP id, port). Basically, the
knowledge of binary tree format with number of CLPs and ALPs in the tree is known
in advance. The initial locations of SSVs in the tree are identified with the XML file
using InitialStateParser module. With this information, a CLP is aware of its immediate
neighbours through which the routing table CLP id, port is constructed to reach every
CLP in the tree. Each SSV is associated with a CLP and is used to construct (SSV id,
port) table. The locations of ALPs (always attached as leaves) in the tree is identified
using strict binary tree configurations. So, each ALP is identified with the location of
its parentCLP. A parentCLP is the CLP to which an ALP is attached. So, requests
from ALPs are forwarded through the CLP tree using these routing tables. The response
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message follows the same route path to the ALP using its parentCLP id. The figure 3.8
presents 3 CLPs tree topology of the framework with SSVs in the tree at the top and
corresponding routing tables of CLP id 0 (or root CLP) are at the bottom.Within an ALP,
there are no such algorithms required and just forwards the requests to its parentCLP.
Figure 3.8: A tree of 3 CLPs and 4 ALPs (top) with the routing table of CLP id 0
(bottom).
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3.2.7 Message Passing Interface
In a distributed environment, LPs communicate with each other using messages. As the
scale of the system increases, the bandwidth consumption will also increase. So, the
communication has to be efficient, less time consuming and easier to understand. PDES-
MAS is implemented with Message Passing Interface (MPI-2), a standard Application
Programming Interface (API) for communication between LPs. LAM/MPI (7.1.3)[131]
and openMPI (1.4.3)[40] libraries are both intended to provide an implementation of
MPI for high performance parallel computing architecture. Both provides mechanisms to
launch and run processes in different hardware cluster platforms.
PDES-MAS framework is implemented using C/C++ programming language and is
compatible with both LAM/MPI (7.1.1) and openMPI-1.4.3 libraries. Several MPI func-
tions are used in this framework to perform a specific task. MPI barrier function in
a LP is used to block until all other LPs reach the same point. It can be used as a
check point for all LPs to coordinate and finish routines properly. In PDES-MAS, this
routine is used during Initialisation to make sure all ALPs and CLPs have initialised
properly before the simulation run. Each LP is identified with a unique rank-id within
the MPI COMM WORLD (communication world for all MPI processes). Within this
framework, the rank-id is used to assign a type of LP (CLP/ALP). For example, if the
experiment setup is launched with 7 processes (3 CLPs and 4 ALPs), then process ids
from 0 to 6 is assigned to each LP like (0 - 2) for 3 CLPs and (3 - 6) for the remaining 4
ALPs.
MPI-Interface module uses two MPI methods,MPI ISend andMPI Receive. MPI ISend
method is a non-blocking call which sends the message immediately from the buffer. It
allocates a communication request object and stores the handler to check the status of
the operation. MPI Test method is used immediately to check its status, for example, the
status of handler is true if the operation MPI ISend is complete. MPI Receive method
receives the message from other LPs which is then added to the buffer for further process-
ing. In a small experiment of 2 LPs sending messages using MPI ISend and MPI Receive
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methods, the time taken for a message to travel from LP1 to LP2 and get back to LP1
is on average is 6 µsecs. This depends on the size of the message protocol but protocols
defined in this framework do not pose any concern.
3.3 Summary
This chapter presented an overview of PDES-MAS framework and how simulation of
MAS is modeled within the framework. Agents are assumed to be situated, embodied
and mobile moving in a dynamic and non-deterministic environment. PDES-MAS is built
on PDES paradigm to distribute and run parallel simulation of MAS. It models MAS
environment objects as a list of SSVs. Each SSV maintains a list of write periods evolved
over time > GVT. PDES-MAS employs optimistic synchronisation to make sure that the
events adhere to the Local Causality Constraint (LCC). It employs rollback mechanism
to correct the ordering of events. ALPs model agents actions and CLPs maintain the
shared state of the simulation where in ALPs access them using queries and updates
in a time synchronised manner. Modules within PDES-MAS are initialised using XML
files and agent trace files. Preliminary experiments show that the initialisation procedure
(parsing all information to construct tables) is not an overhead as it takes 0.3 msec to
initialise a SSV in a CLP, 0.05 msec to load a trace in an ALP and the total initialisation
time takes just 235 msec. Also MPI libraries take just 6µsecs to send and receive back
a message. The system presented so far can access data using ID query and write with
the assumption of a universal knowledge of all SSV IDs in the simulation. However, the
following chapter present a notion of synchronised range queries to access a set of SSVs
in a time synchronised manner.
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CHAPTER 4
RANGE QUERIES IN PDES-MAS
This thesis presents a notion of a synchornised range query within the implementation of
PDES-MAS framework. The assumption of PDES-MAS system is that the IDs of SSVs
are known universally across the agents in the simulation, where they can read and write
in a time synchronised manner. This thesis presents uses the notion of a range query to
access a set of variables that match a range predicate. For this purpose, the algorithms
are designed and built on the working implementation of PDES-MAS kernel. This chapter
presents a detailed overview of the design and analysis presented in [138].
4.1 Design Outline
The PDES-MAS framework is based on PDES paradigm, where a simulation model is
divided into a network of concurrently executing Logical Processes (LPs), each main-
taining and processing a disjoint state spaces of the model. Two types of LP exist in
a PDES-MAS simulation. Agent Logical Processes (ALPs) are responsible for modeling
the behaviour of the agents in the MAS. This includes the processing of sense data, the
modeling of behavioural processes (such as planning or rule set evaluation) and the gen-
eration of the new actions. ALPs store only private state variables while the shared state
(public variables, including publicly accessible attributes of agents) are distributed over
and managed by a a tree-like network of server LPs known as Communication Logical
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Processes (CLPs) as depicted in figure 3.2.
CLPs essentially implement a space-time Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) model
whereby agents interact with their environment and communicate via accessing public
variables. Each CLP has four ports namely (Here, Up, Right, Left) connected with
neighbouring LPs. A standard read operation in PDES-MAS requests the value of an
SSV by specifying the id of the SSV. The kernel handles this by forwarding the message
to the CLP hosting the specified SSV. This in turn relies on each CLP maintaining a map
from SSV id to forwarding port. In the case of a Range Query operation, this map is of no
use since it records only the ids of SSVs, not their values. Without additional information
CLPs would need to flood a Range Query message to ensure all SSVs are evaluated against
it. The design options for implementing this operation in a more efficient manner were
explored in [31]. This section details the implementation of one such design - a Range-
Based approach - in a logical-time synchronised manner.
The essential idea of the Range-Based system of routing Range Queries is that each
CLP port records the complete value range of all SSVs that can be found beyond it. When
a Range Query is issued it is flooded down all ports such that the port’s range overlaps
the query’s range. For a given Range Query this creates a horizon describing the extent
of the query’s propagation. All CLPs inside the horizon have had all their SSVs scanned
by the query, all CLPs outside the horizon claimed to have no SSVs of interest to the
query and were therefore not scanned. The horizon itself consists of a set of ports, each
of which records the fact that the query was blocked at that point and did not progress.
This simple idea is shown in Figure 4.1 where the horizon created by a single Range Query
(here, an ALP issuing a Range Query {2,5}) is depicted.
The Range Query’s existence is recorded explicitly at every CLP inside a propagation
horizon. Due to this, any changes to SSV values which change the query’s results will be
detected at the CLP directly. Conversely, CLPs outside the horizon have no record of the
query’s existence and therefore cannot directly determine if changes to SSV values need
to rollback the query or not. Instead, CLPs outside the horizon have the responsibility
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Figure 4.1: The propagation-horizon created by a Range-Query traversing a tree of CLPs
to update the port ranges of neighbouring CLPs. In turn, if a port lies on a horizon, it
has the task of detecting whether a range update invalidates the earlier decision not to
propagate the query and, if so, rollback the entire Range Query operation.
The figure 4.2 presents an evaluation of scenarios (an SSV change inside and outside
the horizon causing a port-range change on the horizon) causing both rollback and non-
rollback conditions.
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Figure 4.2: Reactions to SSV changes inside and outside of a propagation-horizon.
Changes inside are directly detected by the SSVs the query accessed. Changes outside
are detected by range-updates to ports lying on the horizon.
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Figure 4.3: An overview of modules handling range queries within a CLP.
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4.1.1 Logical-Time Range Updates
The system described in the above section is relatively simple. Each CLP simply needs
to maintain the range covered by its own SSVs and, whenever they change, determine
whether port updates need to be sent to neighbouring CLPs. This requires a simple
test: is the (min,max) of the SSV set the same as old (min,max)? In turn these changes
will be propagated by neighbouring CLPs if they lead to further ports being invalidated.
However, this simple picture is complicated by the fact that an SSV is not a single value, it
is a list of time periods during which the SSV took different values. Correspondingly, the
set of SSVs maintained by a CLP describe a sequence of ranges over time. It is therefore
not correct to think of a port as having information about a range covered by the SSVs
beyond the port, but actually a sequence of Range Periods. In order to maintain the
Range Periods of a neighbouring CLP’s port it requires a more complex algorithm than
the simple (min,max) comparison. Before defining this algorithm some data structures
and terminology have to be defined:
• A RangePeriod (RP) describes a period, starting at a given Logical Time (LT)
during which a given set of SSVs fall within the specified range.
• A RangePeriodList is a list of RPs which together describe the coverage of the set
of SSVs as it evolves over time.
• Each CLP contains a single RangePeriodList H (denoting ‘here’) for its own local
SSVs and has the responsibility of maintaining this data structure.
• In addition, each port to a neighbouring CLP is labeled with a RangePeriodList
covering the set of SSVs in all CLPs beyond this port. These three port RangePe-
riodLists are termed U , R and L (‘up’, ‘left’ and ‘right’) respectively. It is the
responsibility of the neighbouring CLP to which a port connects to keep this data
structure updated.
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Given these definitions the tasks of the system break down in to three concurrent
processes:
1. As Range Queries arrive, the RangePeriodLists of the CLP must be used to propa-
gate the query to CLPs with matching SSVs, block it from CLPs without matching
SSVs and determine whether the query needs to read local SSVs.
2. As write and anti-write messages are received by the CLP, the RangePeriodList
H must be altered, if necessary. When H changes, the port RangePeriodLists U ,
R and L must also be checked and, if necessary, these updates are propagated to
further CLPs.
3. As RangePeriodLists are updated (either via Range Updates from neighbouring
CLPs, or by write/anti-write messages bound for the local SSV set) Range Queries
which were blocked at the time they arrived must be checked to determine whether
this decision was correct or not. In the event that it was not, the query must be
rolled back.
An overview of modules in a CLP handling these concurrent processes is depicted
in figure 4.3. There are three modules in this framework, namely, Range Routing Table
(RRT), RQTracker and SharedStateListener to handle range queries, updates and roll-
backs in a time synchronised manner. A detailed working of these modules is presented
in the following sections.
4.1.2 Maintaining Range Period List
Range Routing Table (RRT) maintains a list of range periods at each port (H, U, L, R)
and send updates to neighbouring CLPs (triggered indirectly by neighbouring CLPs or
by shared state of a CLP (H)). This section presents an algorithm for maintaining range
period list. A Range period list at a port (H, U, L, R) represents a list of range periods
evolved over time. A Range Period is similar to a Write Period which defines the validity
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of a value of a SSV within a time period (a start and end time). In case of a range period,
it represents a range of values of a set of SSVs covered during a time period. A simple
example of a Range Period List maintained in a CLP is depicted in the figure 4.4. A
snapshot of Range Period List corresponding to a tree structure is depicted in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.4: An example of a Range Period List (at the right) of a CLP at ports H. L, U,
R evolved over time.
Any change in the value of a SSV is indicated to RRT maintaining Range Period
List at port H using Shared State Listener module. Shared State Listener module is
an event listener to shared state of a CLP at port H. All events such as read, write,
anti-write, anti-read are indicated automatically to objects registered with this module
such as Range Period List at port H, Access Monitor (monitors the access patterns on
SSVs, see chapter 5 for more details). In the case of maintaining Range Period List, only
write/anti-write events are indicated. The Range Period List data structure is maintained
correctly using the algorithm depicted in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: A snapshot of a Range Period List of CLPs (0, 1, 2) at ports H. L, U, R
evolved over time.
This algorithm can be optimised using heuristics but for clarity is presented in its
brute-force form here. It has the effect of recalculating the entire RangePeriodList beyond
the write/anti-write logical time. This process is seen for a sequence of updates to an
example SSV set in figure 4.7.
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def upda t e r a n g e l i s t ( time ) :
# f ind range per iod s p l i t by the wr i t e / ant i−wr i t e
r p s p l i t = f i nd r p ( time )
i f ( r p s p l i t != NULL) :
# ca l c u l a t e the range now covered by the
# SSVs at t h i s time
new range = get range ( s s v s e t , time )
i f ( new range != o ld range ) :
# in s e r t a new RangePeriod f o r t h i s time
i n s e r t r p ( r p s p l i t + 1 , time , new range )
# for a l l RangePeriods > time , r e c a l c u l a t e
# t h e i r ranges
for ( rp in r ange pe r i od s ( time ) ) :
i f ( rp . range != ge t range ( s s v s e t , rp . time ) ) :
update rp ( rp , ge t range ( s s v s e t , rp . time ) )
else :
i n s e r t r p ( s t a r t o f l i s t , time , new range )
Figure 4.6: The algorithm for correct maintenance of a RangePeriodList data structure
over a set of SSVs
4.1.3 Range Update Propagation
This section presents an algorithm to propagate synchronised updates to neighbour-
ing CLPs. Whenever the algorithm depicted in figure 4.6 results in a change to the
RangePeriodList H of a CLP, this information may effect the RangePeriodLists associ-
ated with ports with neighbouring CLPs. Therefore, whenever a change to H occurs,
this information is checked for correctness, and updated if necessary. Of course, the
ports U ,R and L are not simply maintained with the range of H, rather each is main-
tained with the union of H and the other two ports (e.g. the range of L is equal to
[min(Umin, Rmin, Hmin),max(Umax, Rmax, Hmax)]).
Write and anti-write messages may cause changes to H, leading all ports to be recal-
culated for correctness with the logic above. Consequently Range Update messages may
be sent, leading to the modification of RangePeriodLists at neighbouring CLPs, this in
turn will lead to the recalculation of the other ports at that CLP. The update propaga-
tion freezes at a port beyond which no other ports′ range information are affected. This
relationship between list modifications and checks is depicted in the matrix in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: A sequence of updates occurring to a set of SSVs in real time (top to bottom)
and the updates made to the RangePeriodList in response. For each update the algorithm
execution is detailed.
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# the method i s invoked wi th a l i s t o f new range
# updates and the o r i g i n por t
def send range update ( r ang e upda t e l i s t , o r i g i n p o r t ) :
# i t e r a t e through the l i s t o f range updates .
# Each range update has
# a range a s s o c i a t e d wi th a time per iod .
for ( ru in r a n g e upda t e l i s t ) :
# i t e r a t e through CLP por t s excep t o r i g i n por t
for ( port in CLP. rem ports ) :
o ld range = f i nd r ange ( port , ru . time )
# r e c a l c u l a t e the new range us ing the
# l o g i c mentioned above .
new range = ca l c u l a t e r a n g e ( o r i g i n po r t ,
ru . range , CLP. por t s )
i f ( o ld range != new range ) :
send range update ( port , time ,
new range )
Figure 4.9: The algorithm to propagate synchronised range updates
Figure 4.8: The relationship between RangePeriodList modification and recalculation.
The algorithm to handle synchronised range updates arriving at any port (H,U, L,R)
is depicted in figure 4.9.
4.1.4 Range Query Processing
This section presents mechanisms for a synchronised range query to propagate, record its
existence and return responses from other CLPs back to the originating port. A simple
example of a Range Period List with a list of range queries processed at each port of a
CLP is depicted in figure 4.4. When a Range Query arrives it is processed by determining
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which, if any, of the 4 potential sets of SSVs it is required to read: the local set, bounded
by H and each of the sets past the port Range Period Lists {U,R, L}. Each of the Range
Period Lists are read in turn for the given logical time of the query. If the Range Period at
that logical time has a non-empty intersection with the query then the query is forwarded
to this SSV set (in the case ofH this involves reading all local SSVs, in the case of U ,R and
L this involves the CLP forwarding the message to the neighbours on those ports). In this
case, the range query is marked as ‘Not Blocked’ at each port recording its propagation.
If conversely the Range Period has an empty intersection with the query then the query
is recorded in the period and is not forwarded to the SSV set. In this case, the range
query is marked as ‘Blocked’ recording its end of propagation extent. This pattern of port
traversal, blocking and SSV reading creates the propagation horizon depicted previously
in figure 4.1.
Each CLP is also responsible to aggregate responses of a range query from ports
through which it has been propagated. RQTracker table maintains a record of each range
query with its unique identifier, originated port (the port the query came from) and status
of responses received from ports it has been propagated. A snapshot of RQTracker table
is depicted in figure 4.10. Once results from all ports are aggregated it is sent back to the
originated port and the entry is deleted.
Figure 4.10: A snapshot of RQTracker table.
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4.1.5 Rollback Control
In PDES-MAS a rollback must be triggered when an ALP is found to have read in incorrect
value. This occurs, in the case of ID-queries, when a WritePeriod containing a read with
logical time TR is modified with a new write occuring at time TW < TR. But in the case
of range queries, it is more complicated for two reasons,
• A Range Query adds a second predicate to the rollback condition. As before a
rollback condition will only occur if the new write time TW is less than the Range
Query time TRQ. However, because an ALP does not need to be rolled back if it
did not receive incorrect data, we must also determine if a Range Query actually
returned erroneous data from the WritePeriod or not. This will be true in all cases
with the exception of when the WritePeriod value at TRQ was outside the query’s
range and the value of the write VW is also outside the query’s range. In this case
(as depicted in the right hand side of Figure 4.2) the query was answered correctly
despite the new write and does not need to be rolled back.
• A Range Query will be rolled back in response to straggler/late range updates
from neighbouring CLPs using Range Period List. Range Period List records the
existence of range queries at all ports, as shown in section 4.1.4, which in turn
evaluates the range updates arriving at a port against range queries blocked at that
port. Suppose a range update arriving at time TRU less than any of the blocked
range queries time TRQ and with range value intersecting any of the blocked range
queries’ window, then it will be rolled back. This is turn invalidates the query
answer because a blocked range query should now be propagated to get new set of
SSVs.
An example scenario based on the range period list depicted in figure 4.4, the range
query (10,15) arriving at logical time 5 is processed at port H and U and blocked at ports
L and R within a CLP. Suppose, a straggler write (arriving late in real time) to a remote
variable has changed its value such that the range query blocked at say port R previously
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def update ssv ( time , va lue ) :
# f ind the wr i t e per iod s p l i t by t h i s wr i t e
old wp = find wp ( time )
i f ( old wp != NULL) :
new wp = inse r t wp ( old wp , time , va lue )
# for a l l RQs > time , e va l ua t e r o l l b a c k cond i t i on s
for (RQ in old wp . qu e r i e s ) :
i f (RQ. time > time ) :
old wp . remove (RQ)
# e i t h e r r o l l b a c k query or p l ace in new
# wr i t e per iod
i f ( !RQ. conta in s ( old wp . va lue ) &
!RQ. conta in s ( va lue ) ) :
new wp . add (RQ)
else :
r o l l b a ck (RQ)
else :
i n s e r t wp ( s t a r t o f l i s t , time , va lue )
Figure 4.11: The algorithm for calculating whether to rollback a Range Query in response
to a Write Period update. The algorithm for a Range Period update is identical, the only
exception being the intersection test is between two ranges rather than a range and a
single value.
should be processed again and allowed to progress through port R. In this case, the range
query (10,15) will be rolled back and re-issued to get back with the correct set of SSVs.
Although a Range Period List and a list of Write Periods are conceptually and func-
tionally different entities in the system, algorithmically they share a common approach
to storing Range Queries and processing rollback predicates in response to updates. This
algorithm is shown in Figure 4.11 and depicted for the case of Range Updates in figure
4.12.
4.2 Evaluation
This section presents an evaluation of synchronised range queries algorithms presented
in section 4.1. The algorithms are implemented within the PDES-MAS framework using
C++ programming language. The framework is fed with the traces of agents’ actions in
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Figure 4.12: How updates of Range Lists lead to rollbacks of Range Queries (using the
algorithm in Figure 4.11). Above two Range Lists are shown with records of four blocked
queries at times 2, 4 and 9. Below, a Range Period update at time 3 leaves one query
having been routed correctly, and one incorrectly. The latter is rolled back whilst the
former is simply moved from the old Range Period to the new one.
the simulation. The traces themselves were generated using various models implemented
with the MWGrid multi-agent simulation toolkit under development at the University of
Birmingham (see http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/mwgrid). The agent
actions such as ID read, ID write and range query are translated into event traces format
pre-defined in this framework. The trace formats for ID read and ID write are defined in
chapter 3 and in section 3.2.1. The trace format for range query is given below
< agent id, rangequery,minimum range,maximum range, timestamp > (4.1)
The trace format is quite self-explanatory which has an agent id, action is range
query with minimum and maximum range window and a timestamp. The experiments
presented in this section are designed to analyse the performance over various metrics of
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the concurrent processes of: Range Query propagation; Synchronisation via Range Query
Rollback; and Range Update propagation in response to write/anti-write patterns.
4.2.1 Range Query Propagation
Figure 4.13: The logical view of the traces used to investigate the extent of Range Query
propagation under different conditions. The SSVs maintained by each CLP share the
same colour.
The first experiment analyses the extent of propagation of a Range Query (how far
a query travels through the graph) as a function of two variables: the size of the query;
and the range of values covered by each CLP, both measured as a proportion of the size
of the simulated world. For this experiment a trace was generated in which:
• A tree of 7 CLPs are initialised, each maintaining 10 SSVs whose values (x, y) lie in
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a 2-Dimensional radius around a randomly selected central point. The size of the
radius corresponds to the SSV Range parameter.
• 8 CLPs (two attached to each leaf CLP) each issue a 2-Dimensional Range Query
once per tick with a static position and radius. The static positions of agents are
uniformly distributed on each experimental run. The radius corresponds to the RQ
size parameter.
The logical view of the simulation layout corresponding to different values of these
two variables is shown in figure 4.13.
The propagation extent of a Range Query is determined by how quickly the query
reaches a port that holds no relevant values beyond it. We therefore hypothesised that, on
average, larger queries will propagate further through the CLP graph, and that the larger
the range of values CLPs hold, the further the average range query will propagate. We
measured propagation extent using the average number of hops a Range Query performs
(since processing occurs in parallel at several CLPs, this is taken to be the size of the
set of CLPs visited by the query). We also measured the corresponding overall effect on
system performance by also recording the average wallclock time between an ALP issuing
a Range Query and obtaining the response.
As figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate, the average number of hops and wallclock time
per query confirm the relationship of both Range-Query size and SSV value range to
the propagation extent of Range Queries. The graphs do not demonstrate a complete
linearity for all values of RQ size and SSV range (e.g.., with SSV range = 0.5, hops and
wall clock time decrease from RQ size = 0.1 to 0.2). This is due to the initial distribution
of SSVs in the tree, in relation to the agents´ position in the virtual space. With the
introduction of uniform randomness to agents positions, trend deviations are observable
with smaller changes in the values of experimental parameters (as, for instance, in the
case of SSV range = 0.5, where hops and wall clock time decrease from RQ size = 0.1
to 0.2) whereas a linear trend emerges with increasing values. However, the result bears
out our expectation that the number of hops and wall clock time follow the same trend.
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Figure 4.14: Average Hops per Range Query for Different Sizes of Query Performed by
an ALP and different Ranges of SSV values held by a CLP
On average propagation extent increases from 2.875 (with RQ size = 0.1 and SSV range
= 0.1) to 3.8743 (with RQ size = 0.5 and SSV range = 0.3), whereas wallclock time per
Range-Query ranges from 9.6 msec (with RQ size = 0.1 and SSV range = 0.1) to 22.77
msec (with RQ size = 0.4 and SSV range = 0.5).
4.2.2 Range Update Rate
The second experiment analyses the relationship between Write operations and the con-
sequent rate at which Range Updates occur. For this experiment ALPs perform no Range
Queries and simply issue a single Write operation at each logical time step to one of the
SSVs in the simulation. The initial distribution of SSVs to CLPs is random and the choice
of which SSV to write at each step is also random. To variables parameterise the traces
for this experiment:
• SSV per CLP : the number of variables stored by each CLP and
• Write Delta: when a write is performed the ALP must choose a new value. The
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Figure 4.15: Average Walltime per Range Query for Different Sizes of Query Performed
by an ALP and different Ranges of SSV values held by a CLP
write delta is the metric distance between the SSVs current value and the new value
that is written.
Range Updates triggered by a CLP whenever the range covered by the local set of
SSVs changes. Accordingly, the hypothesis for this experiment is that Range Updates will
be generated more frequently when the SSV set is smaller and when consecutive writes
change the value of a SSV by a larger amount. The actual metric used to quantify the
frequency of Range Updates is ratio of Range Updates to Write Operations, hereafter
termed the ‘Range Update Rate’.
Write
Delta
SSVs/CLP 2 SSVs/CLP 4 SSVs/CLP 8 SSVs/CLP 16 SSVs/CLP 32
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1 0.2655 0.1422 0.0536 0.0495 0.0253
2 0.4023 0.2226 0.0998 0.0736 0.0374
4 0.4690 0.2539 0.1170 0.0854 0.0435
8 0.5165 0.2924 0.1293 0.0916 0.0503
Table 4.1: The Range Update Rate for Different Combinations of Write Delta and SSVs
per CLP.
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As predicted, both parameters are strongly correlated to the Range Update Rate. In
the extreme case of a 0-value Write Delta, no Range Updates occur, since the Ranges
covered by CLPs never change. As Write Delta rises, each write has a higher chance of
causing a Range Update. In the opposite extreme of Write Delta = 8 and SSVs per CLP
= 2, every write will cause the local set of the host CLP to change1. The rate varies from
0 (with SSV per CLP= 2 and Write Delta = 0) to 0.5 (with SSV per CLP= 2 and Write
Delta = 8). One can notice as SSV per CLP increases, the rate decreases linearly as there
is a lower chance to send range updates.
4.2.3 Rollback Rate
The final experiment considers a more complete trace which contains both Range Query
and Write operations, creating the potential for Rollback. For this experiment both
the Write Delta Size and the SSVs per CLP were set statically at the values 1 and 8
respectively and the Range Query size varied between 0.1 and 0.5 as a proportion of
the size of the simulated world. In these conditions the Range Updates which occur
will remain relatively static between consecutive runs. At the same time, the extent of
Range Query propagation is expected to increase in proportion to its size, as will the
average wallclock time required to complete them (as observed in Section 4.2.1 above).
Correspondingly, we predict Range Queries with a large propagation extent through the
tree to be more likely to be rolled back and, consequently, increase the overall wallclock
time of the simulation. For a given simulation execution the actual probability of a Range
Query being rolled back can be estimated as the ratio of Anti-Messages to Range Queries,
hereafter termed the Rollback Rate. The rate varies from 8130 (with RQ size = 0.1) to
8483 (with RQ size = 0.5). In the absence of other variables we expect this property to
be proportional to wallclock time as it ranges from 49 (with RQ size = 0.1) seconds to
98 (with RQ size = 0.5).
1Note that the local set changing will not necessarily cause the propagation of a Range Update message
to a neighbouring CLP, see section 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.16: The Relationship Between Range Query Size and the Incidence of Rollback,
and its Effect on Execution Time.
The correlation between Query Size and Rollback Rate and the corresponding impact
on total execution time is shown in figure 4.16 and strongly agrees with the predictions
given above.
In general these experiments indicate the central truth that this paradigm of handling
synchronised Range Queries via Range-Based routing ties performance closely to Query
and Update patterns. The more dynamic write patterns are - and the more violently
these can change the ranges covered by CLPs - the more frequently Range Updates will
occur. Concurrently, the larger a proportion of the world a given Range Query covers,
the more likely a given Query will be at a risk of rollback due to straggler updates in the
data structure.
4.3 Summary
This chapter has presented a detailed design for logical-time synchronised Range Queries
in a parallel simulation kernel. This design is based on a paradigm of routing Queries
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around a distributed data structure by matching the Query’s range predicate against
explicitly maintained information about what values lie beyond a given edge in the graph.
Evaluation from this design shows the perspective of the volatility of the data structure
under different query and update loads and its performance in terms of service latency
and execution time under the same loads. There is a strong correlation between the
data structure’s volatility and its performance as a simulation kernel.This points out the
requirement to adaptively reduce the service latency and execution time.
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CHAPTER 5
RANGE QUERIES IN THE PRESENCE OF STATE
MIGRATION
The current implementation of PDES-MAS configures CLPs in a static tree-structure
and SSVs are uniformly distributed across the tree. Several approaches of achieving
distribution within PDES-MAS system are reported in [79]. A competitive optimisation
algorithm to SSV migration for PDES-MAS framework is reported in [105]. SSV migration
is achieved with migrating SSVs closer towards the accessing agents. However, it has
been built on the assumption of ID query based PDES-MAS system. Here, we adopt the
mechanism to operate in the presence of Range Query based PDES-MAS system. The
aim of the strategy is to reduce the service latency (query response time) and execution
time of the PDES-MAS system. The design and experimental results presented in this
chapter are reported in [137].
5.1 Migration Strategy in PDES-MAS
In this section, we present a survey of approaches to data distribution management within
PDES-MAS system. PDES-MAS maintains the shared state of the simulation system in a
CLP tree and ALPs get the responses using the services (such as reads or writes) available
to them. One way to balance is to re-configure the CLP-tree. The number of CLPs can
be increased or decreased dynamically based on the load incurred from the ALPs. The
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figure 5.1 depicts an example of such re-configuration of CLP tree. One CLP configuration
is split into three and then merged back to just two. Also the ALPs are assigned to a
CLP according to their access patterns.
Figure 5.1: Dynamic re-configuration of CLP tree.
Second method is to migrate ALPs and/or SSVs through the CLP tree, keeping num-
ber of CLPs fixed throughout the simulation or changing both configurations. The fig-
ure 5.2 depicts an example of migrating ALPs through the CLP tree. However, this
framework has adapted SSV migration, where the assumption is that the CLPs in the
tree and ALPs are in fixed locations and migrate a set of SSVs closer to the ALPs that
access them the most. For this purpose, several optimisation algorithms are reported at
[105] for the PDES-MAS framework.
The state migration approach presented in [105] uses ports of CLPs to monitor the
access patterns of agents. It populates access information (queries and writes) of agents at
each port on each SSV within a CLP. The idea is to reduce the access cost and simulation
time of the system. A total access cost of a SSV is a function of the number of accesses
and hops for each access. The access cost of a simulation is the sum of the cost of accessing
SSVs in the CLP-tree. The cost of accessing a SSV in the CLP in turn is subject to the
number of queries and updates (the number of accesses) and the number of hops needed
to reach them in the CLP-tree. SSVs are migrated towards the port that has the highest
cost of all ports in a CLP. The algorithm also provides mechanisms to swap loads between
CLPs to avoid bottlenecks. A Migration of a SSV is achieved by deleting the SSV from
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Figure 5.2: Migration of ALPs through CLP tree.
one CLP and adding to the neighbouring CLP together with its entire history, namely
the list of Write Periods (A write period is the validity period of a value with a start and
end time). The ports of both CLPs can be easily updated with the SSV’s new location.
This does not affect processing any transient simulation messages such as ID Query/write
operations.
However, this basic mechanism is adapted to migrate SSVs in the presence of synchro-
nised Range Queries algorithms. This approach is called State Migration which aims to
reduce the propagation of synchronised range queries thereby reducing access latency and
execution time of the simulation. We use threshold parameters to reduce the frequency
of state migration. The migration presented in [105] is complicated by the fact that each
CLP additionally maintains Range Periods of a set of SSVs evolved over time (A Range
Period is the validity period of range information of a set of SSVs, see section 4.1.1).
Migrating an SSV with its write period history also means changing the range period
history at both CLPs. To achieve this, each range period evolved over time > GVT has to
be evaluated against the entire list of write periods of SSVs selected for migration. This
is because each write period of an SSV could contribute to one or more range periods
(depending on the validity period of the value) (see section on update mechanism in
section 4.1.2). Following the example in figure 4.8 depicting 4 SSVs and its write periods,
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if SSV 3 is selected for migration, all range periods has to be evaluated and altered (if
required). Each range period also has a list of range queries processed over the time
period. Since the existence of range query is recorded at each port, it has to be evaluated
against the list of write periods of SSVs selected for migration. The same procedure has
to be repeated at the destination CLP where SSVs are migrated. The CLPs involved in
this migration process has to be kept idle (blocking processing any simulation messages
such as ID read/write/range query) until the range periods updated properly. But this
procedure is too complicated and complex for the simulation framework. Alternately, a
simple approach has been used to allow migration of SSVs without affecting any transient
simulation messages. The algorithms are outlined in the following section.
5.1.1 Migration of SSVs
An overview of modules in a CLP handling state migration is depicted in figure 5.3. The
decisions for migrations are all made without any regard to a particular time scope and
all metrics involved in them are simply stored and iteratively updated as SSVs are added,
read, written and removed. Essentially, the migration is achieved by monitoring the access
patterns of each SSV at each port. If any SSV/SSVs exceeds a pre-defined access cost
threshold, then the SSV is migrated towards the port that accesses the most.
After this, the migration module will calculate the set of SSVs to migrate and the
ports down which they should be pushed. This is a two step process:
• Determine a set of SSVs which have a high enough total access cost to be considered
and
• For each of these SSVs determine if it will be beneficial to reduce the access cost of
a CLP.
An example of the data structure maintained by the migration algorithm is defined in
table 5.1, which has 4 SSVs with their access costs. The three CostX parameters measure
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Figure 5.3: An overview of modules handling State Migrations within a CLP.
the cost of accesses through the port X . Assuming in this example that the thresholds
being used are: THload = 45 (A CLP must have a ‘total’ cost > 35 before the migration
algorithm is triggered), THcost = 10 (An SSV must have a cost > 10 before it is considered
for migration) and Port Choice Metric = PortX (chosen if CostX > sum of all other port
costs). The initial data structure for recording access costs of each SSV at each port is
defined in table 5.1.
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SSV id Cost U Cost L Cost R Cost Total
1 5 5 5 15
2 5 10 0 15
3 0 8 0 8
4 2 2 2 6
Table 5.1: Initial access cost monitor data structure.
Suppose a ID read to SSV 4 occurs from the port (R) and reports its hop count to this
CLP as being 2. The table with updated cost to SSV 4 is shown in table 5.2. This pushes
CLP cost to 46, triggering a round of the migration algorithm. The algorithm rejects
SSV 3 and 4 (due to their lower access costs) and SSV 1 (due to the fact no single port is
identified to improve localisation). But SSV 2 is selected for migration as its access cost
at port (L) is higher than the sum of costs at other ports.
SSV id Cost U Cost L Cost R Cost Total
1 5 5 5 15
2 5 10 0 15
3 0 8 0 8
4 2 4 2 8
Table 5.2: Updated access cost monitor data structure.
If a SSV is selected for migration, the state migration module handles the migration
algorithm and is outlined in the following steps:
1. Populate SSV List : Generate lists of SSVs and the ports to which they have to be
migrated.
2. Initiate Global Virtual Time: Whenever the migration algorithm selects an SSV,
it first initiates Global Virtual Time (GVT) to garbage collect the shared state
from the simulation. The objective of this operation is to reduce the overhead of
evaluating the Range Periods. Since every action is timestamped and recorded for
rollbacks, it has to be ensured that the SSVs are no longer required for any LP in
future. Mattern’s GVT algorithm[86] is used in PDES-MAS (explained in detail in
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chapter 3) to calculate the global minimum time of all send, receive and transient
events over all LPs.
3. Delete SSVs from the CLP : Upon completion of the GVT operation, the SSVs
selected for migration are deleted. Deletion of a SSV with a list of write periods
from a CLP is implemented as a list of anti-writes/rollbacks. An anti-write/rollback
operation also handles evaluating the Range Periods generating rollbacks and range
updates to neighbouring CLPs.
4. Add SSVs to the destination CLP : The SSVs are migrated to the appropriate des-
tination/neighbouring CLP. The receiving CLP accepts the SSV and adds it and
its list of write periods. Adding an SSV to a CLP is implemented as a list of write
operations. The write operation also handles evaluating the Range Periods and
generating rollbacks and range updates to neighbouring CLPs.
The migration algorithm is depicted in figure 5.4 and an example of the migration
algorithm is depicted in figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.
The advantage of coinciding GVT calculation with SSV migration is that the migration
process will not affect any transient messages in the simulation and that range queries over
the CLPs and range updates are synchronised correctly. However, an increased overhead
is generated in the form of additional rollbacks and range updates. The following section
provide a quantitative analysis of the proposed approach.
5.2 Experimental Investigation
The overall objective of state migration is to improve the performance of the system by
moving SSVs closer to the accessing ALPs. Moving SSVs closer to the accessing ALPs
will reduce the number of hops needed to access the SSVs resulting in a reduction in the
average access cost of the SSVs. But state migration also comes with a cost; each state
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def SelectSSVForMigrat ion ( time ) :
for ( a l l s s v s ) do
for ( a l l d i r e c t i o n s ) do
# Get acces s co s t and por t co s t f o r each SSV
# at each por t
i f s sv . po r t co s t > PORT.THRESHOLD then
i f s sv . po r t co s t > co s t . r emain ingport s then
MigrateL i s t . add ( ssv )
def MigrateSta teVar iab l e s ( time ) :
# I t e r a t e through migrat ion s t a t e v a r i a b l e s
for ( each d i r in d i r e c t i o n s ) do
# ssv s s e l e c t e d f o r migrat ion at each por t
for ( s s v s in MigrateL i s t ) do
MigrateSSVfromCLP ( ssv )
# de l e t e wr i t e pe r i od s o f migra t ing s sv
DeleteWritePer iods ( s sv )
# update range per i od s acco rd ing l y
UpdateRangePeriods ( s sv )
# send range updates acco rd ing l y
SendRangeUpdates ( time )
Figure 5.4: SSV Migration algorithm.
migration initiated also initiates a rollback and moving SSVs means an increase in the
number of updates when they are moved from one CLP to another.
In this section we present an experimental investigation into both effects in order to
evaluate whether the access cost reduction of state migration outweighs its inherent cost.
Two experiments will be presented:
1. Investigating the impact of range query propagation and State Migration on the
access cost of the system; and
2. Investigating the impact of increased rollback volatility and State Migration cost on
average simulation time.
Experimental results both with and without state migration will be presented to allow
for a clear comparison between the two configurations. An effort has been made to keep
the experimental setup similar to the one used in section 4.2.1 so that the results of both
papers remain comparable as well.
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Figure 5.5: State changes in Write Periods and Range Periods table after GVT calculation.
The experimental platform included an implementation of PDES-MAS in C++ being
fed simulation traces that provide read, write, and range query operations issued by ALPs.
These traces were generated using variable models implemented with the MWGrid MAS
toolkit under development at the University of Birmingham1.
5.2.1 Experimental Setup and Parameters
The experimental setup used here similar to that presented in section 4.2.1 It consists
of a CLP-tree of 7 CLPs, the root CLP of which has an initial 7 clusters of 50 SSVs.
All SSVs were placed at the root CLP to more clearly show the effect State Migration
has on performance. SSV values (〈x, y〉) lie within a 2-dimensional radius around a
randomly selected central point. The radius is determined by the SSV range experimental
parameter. 8 ALPs, two attached to each leaf CLP are used to issue 2-dimensional range
1http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/mwgrid
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Figure 5.6: State changes in Write Periods and Range Periods table after deleting SSV −2.
queries, one per simulation tick. Range queries are issued with a static position and a
radius corresponding to the RQ size experimental parameter. Simulations are run for
1000 ticks.
The traces used were generated by varying the two experimental parameters: SSV
range, and RQ size; both proportional to the size of 2-dimensional area covered by the
simulation. Figure 4.13 shows a logical view of the simulation setup for different values
of the experimental parameters. Varying the two experimental parameters will have an
effect on the experimental behaviour of PDES-MAS.
The relationship between the SSV range and RQ size experimental parameters is
determined by the area polled by the range queries and the amount of clustering of the
SSVs in the 2-dimensional experimental area. When the area polled by the range queries
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Figure 5.7: State changes in Write Periods and Range Periods table after adding SSV −2.
is small (RQ size small), and the SSVs are clustered tightly around the randomly chosen
centre-points (SSV range small), there is a high probability of the range queries only
accessing few if any SSVs everytime they are issued. When the RQ size parameter is
increased while the SSV range remains small, the probability of accessing SSVs increases,
and if one SSV is accessed, the probability of accessing the other SSVs in the cluster is
also high. Given that the RQ size parameter adjusts the radius of the range query, the
probability increase is likely to be quadratic, although diminished by overlapping areas. If
the SSV range parameter is increased while the RQ size remain small, the probability of
accessing the SSVs increases as well, as they are more spread out over the simulation area
but the probability of accessing more SSVs in a cluster decreases proportionally. When
both the SSV range and RQ size parameters are increased in unison a certain average
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behaviour can be observed. Note that for both parameters a phase transition can be
observed when they are increased. For both parameters, each increase of the parameter
value will also increase the probability of accessing more SSVs with the rate of increase
flattening out and eventually levelling off. The rate of increase will be smaller for the SSV
range parameter than it is for RQ size parameter.
In total 5 · 5 = 25 traces were generated for 5 values for both SSV range and RQ
size (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 proportions of the simulation area considered), and 3
experiments were done for each trace with different pseudo random number generated
seed values for 3 · 25 = 75 experiments in total.
5.2.2 Range Query Propagation
In the first experiment we want to quantify the effect range query propagation and state
migration has on the access cost of the SSVs. To isolate this effect, the traces generated
for this experiment did not include any write-events. As such, any rollbacks initiated will
be caused by state migration alone without further dilution from non-deterministically
caused rollbacks by write-events in the traces themselves. With the simulations run for
1000 ticks, the ALPs will issue 1000 range queries as well.
Range Query propagation is measured by the number of hops it takes to fetch the
SSVs in the CLP-tree. Without state migration the number of hops required would be 7;
3 hops from the leaf CLP to the root, 3 return hops, and an extra hop to the ALP. The
same hop counting method is used for both experiments. The number of SSVs accesses,
and thus the total number of hops for an experiment, is determined by the combination
of the experimental parameters: SSV range and RQ size.
Figure 5.8a shows the average number of hops required to access SSVs and their
deviation from the mean for varying RQ size values. The results were averaged over
the various SSV range values without loss of accuracy. The results suggest a linear
relationship between the average number of hops and the RQ size parameter, with the
average number of hops ranging from 1.4 to almost 3 for RQ size from 0.1 to 0.5. In this
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Figure 5.8: Average number of hops (with its deviation from the mean), average number
of State Migrations initiated and Range Queries regenerated for varying RQ size and
average number of SSVs migrated per state migration.
range, the standard deviation from the average number of hops indicates a linear increase
from 0.4 to 0.7. The results suggest that the increase in variance is caused by a higher
probability for SSVs to be localised with minimum or no overlap with range queries issued
from different ALPs for smaller RQ size values. With minimum or no overlap, SSVs will
eventually be migrated to the leaf CLPs. When the SSV range and/or RQ size parameter
is increased, a correspondingly higher likelihood of having range query overlapping each
other means an increased likelihood of SSVs remaining at intermediate CLPs so as to
be more efficiently available for several ALPs. This increases the spread of the average
number of hops required to access these SSVs with the corresponding increase in the
variance and standard deviation of this measure. Overall, the experimental results show
a clear reduction of the average number of hops required to access the SSVs from the
constant 7 hops required to access them in the root CLP. With an average of around 3
hops required in the worst case, this shows that state migration has a substantial effect
on range query propagation.
Range Query propagation on its own only shows one aspect of overall picture though.
State Migration’s extra cost has to be taken into account. We express the extra cost
incurred by state migration by measuring the number of state migrations initiated, number
of SSVs migrated per state migration and the number of Range Queries regenerated
with the underlying assumption that the number of State Migrations initiated is directly
correlated with the number of range queries regenerated.
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Figure 5.8b shows the average number of state migrations initiated and Range Queries
regenerated for varying RQ size values. The figure supports our expectation that the
average number of State Migrations initiated increases with increased RQ size values.
The observance of a non-linear trend (when RQ size increases from 0.3 to 0.4) is because
of overlapping access patterns migrating larger number of SSVs with few state migrations.
This does not alter the fact that the number of SSVs migrated in total increases with RQ
size values as evident in figure 5.8c. The average number of Range Queries regenerated
follows the trend presented in figure 5.8b closely with the maximum number of state
migrations initiated reaching almost 4 and the number of Range Queries regenerated
almost 35 for RQ size 0.5. Although the number of Range Queries regenerated is almost
a factor of 8 times the number of state migrations initiated, compared to the total number
Range Queries generated (1000 per ALP), this should still be considered to a low number.
Thus far, the results show that including state migration decreases the number of
hops, but also increases the number of range queries regenerated, in turn increasing the
number of accesses. What remains is to see how this contributes to the overall access cost
of the simulation. The access cost of a simulation is the sum of the cost of accessing SSVs
in the CLP-tree. The cost of accessing a SSV in the CLP in turn is subject to the number
of range queries (the number of accesses) and the number of hops needed to reach them
in the CLP-tree.
The access cost of the simulation without and with state migration is compared by cal-
culating the difference ratio in percentages called the Cost Reduction: Cr. Cost Reduction
(Cr) is calculated as follows:
Cr =
C−SM − C+SM
C−SM
· 100 (5.1)
With C−SM the access cost of the simulation without state migration and C+SM the total
access cost of the simulation with state migration.
Table 5.3 shows the Cost Reduction for different SSV range and RQ size values. The
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RQ size
SSV range
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.1 0 0 69.42 67.38 49.82
(0) (0) (3.86) (1.15) (13.48)
0.2 0 67.51 67.32 59.27 47.49
(0) (1.24) (0.09) (5.65) (13.98)
0.3 67.19 67.19 57.09 49.89 45.85
(0.75) (0.05) (7.1) (5.73) (7.01)
0.4 67.06 56.96 47.02 47.54 33.01
(2.12) (6.07) (0.26) (24.28) (1.55)
0.5 43.53 41.39 48.61 46.47 31.2
(1.67) (0.02) (16.19) (13.38) (1.26)
Table 5.3: Cost reduction Cr (standard deviation) in percentages for different SSV range
and RQ size combinations.
Cr with state migration averaged over both SSV range and RQ size is 47.12 but the
figure suggests a lot of variance for different SSV range and RQ size combinations with
a decrease in Cr when SSV range and RQ size increase. The highest Cost Reduction was
achieved with SSV range 0.3 and RQ size 0.1 for a reduction of almost 70%, while the
lowest Cost Reduction was found to be with SSV range 0.5 and RQ size 0.5.
Table 5.3 also shows the standard deviations from the averages Cost Reduction. The
trend shown in the figure suggests that the variance decreases when the SSV range and
RQ size values increase.
For a few SSV range RQ size combinations, no observable Cost Reduction was ob-
served, meaning that the access cost both without and with state migration remained the
same. To investigate this we present the average number of SSVs fetched by the range
queries for different SSV range and RQ size combination in figure 5.9.
The figure shows that when the SSV range and RQ size parameters are small, on
average no SSVs were fetched. For these SSV range and RQ size values, the area cov-
ered by the range queries is so small, or, alternatively, the area in which the SSVs are
concentrated is so small, that no SSVs matched the range queries issued by the ALPs.
Since state migration only updates access cost with SSVs that match the range query
predicate, in these instances, no state migrations were ever initiated, and without these
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Figure 5.9: Average SSVs fetched by a Range Query for different SSV range and RQ size
combinations
no cost reduction was affected. In conclusion, the results show that for state migration
to effect the greatest cost reduction, the SSV range and RQ size parameters should be
large enough to at least fetch some SSVs while keeping them small enough so that SSVs
access is localised enough for SSVs to migrate closest to the ALPs that will access them.
In these circumstances, state migration will reduce range query propagation significantly
with a enough positive effect on the access cost of the simulation to off-set the extra cost
incurred by state migration.
5.2.3 Rollback volatility
Thus far we have considered experimental traces without any write-events in order to
clearly expose the effect state migration has on access cost. Experimental traces without
write-events do no initiate any rollbacks from straggler writes, and do not expose the
effects of the interactions between rollbacks initiated from different sources. In the fol-
lowing experiment we do include write-events in the experimental traces so that we can
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fully assess the impact of rollbacks on overall simulation time. The same experimental
setup as used in the first experiment is used here with write-events increasing the value
of the SSVs by 1. Write-events are issued by all ALPs to SSVs randomly selected from
all SSVs. As before, all SSVs are placed at the root CLP in the CLP-tree, with the SSV
range and RQ size parameters varied.
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Figure 5.10: Rollbacks committed per ALP for varying RQ size and SSV range with their
standard deviations.
Figure 5.10 shows the rollbacks committed per ALP for varying SSV range and RQ
size combinations. Four graphs are shown with the first two graphs show the results when
the RQ size parameter was varied plotted for different SSV range parameter values (with
and Without SM). The last two graphs show the results with the SSV range parameter
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was varied plotted for different RQ size parameter values (with and Without SM). As the
results were averaged over 3 runs with different pseudo random number generator seeds,
the standard deviation for each result in the graphs is depicted using error-bars.
The order in which the events, both reads and writes, are processed by PDES-MAS is
important in that an ALP commits a rollback if it arrives with a timestamp earlier that
its local time (straggler-events), committing the event otherwise [79, 74]. A committed
rollback also has the potential to regenerate range queries. As such, we expect an increase
in the number of rollbacks committed by the ALPs for increasing SSV range and RQ size
parameter values. In addition, with state migration moving SSVs around the CLP-tree,
we also expect more rollbacks regenerating range queries.
The result presented in figure 5.10 bear out this expectation. The number of rollbacks
increase almost linearly with larger SSV range and RQ size parameter values. With RQ
size 0.1, the number of committed rollbacks is close to 0, both with and without state
migration. Without state migration, the maximum number of rollbacks reaches 800, with
state migration it reaches 1000, for both SSV range and RQ size 0.5. Although there
is substantial variance in the standard deviation values, the overall trend is that it is
relatively small upto SSV range and RQ size 0.3 suggesting few range queries regener-
ated. Beyond that there is a large amount of range query regeneration. In general, as
expected, the number of rollbacks committed with State Migration is higher than with
state migration.
Based on these results we expect that as the SSV range and RQ size parameters in-
crease, the simulation time required to finish the experimental traces will also increase.
Figure 5.11 show the average simulation time for varying SSV range and RQ size pa-
rameter values with their standard deviations. The layout of the graphs is the same as
described above for the number of rollbacks committed.
Figure 5.11 suggests that the average simulation time increases with increases in both
the SSV range and RQ size parameters. Without state migration the average simulation
time ranges from 60 seconds for SSV range 0.2 and RQ size 0.2 to 176 seconds for SSV
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Figure 5.11: Average Simulation Time for varying RQ size and SSV range with their
standard deviations.
range and RQ size 0.5. Again standard deviations over the averaged simulation time
varies but suggest a minimum for SSV range and RQ size 0.3 beyond which the standard
deviation reaches 20. This correlates strongly with the trend shown for the number of
rollbacks committed as presented in figure 5.10.
With state migration the average simulation time increases linearly upto RQ size 0.3,
increasing exponentially beyond that. Comparing the average simulation time without
state migration with the average simulation time with state migration we see a small re-
duction of the average simulation time until SSV range and RQ size reach 0.3, after which
the average simulation time with state migration exceeds that of the average simulation
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time without state migration.
This does not correlate exactly with the trend shown in figure 5.10. With the query
propagation trend with state migration as shown in figure 5.8a we would expect more
localised access patterns to effect a reduction of the number of rollbacks and consequently
the simulation time. What should be noted though is that the writes in the simulation
time are issued to random SSVs in the CLP-tree without consideration of where these
SSVs are localised in relation to the range queries. This has two effects on the simulation
based on the location of the SSV in the CLP-tree:
1. As the RQ size and SSV range increase, the overlaps of the range queries between
different ALPS also increase. Though query propagation is reduced significantly
by state migration (see figure 5.8a), writes to random SSVs in this scenario also
increase the overlaps between ALPs. The reasoning behind this is that as the ran-
dom writes change the value of a SSV, the possibility of the SSV overlapping range
queries of different ALPS also increase as the SSV range and RQ size parameters
increase. To further quantify this effect we measured the Query Response Time
over a simulation run. With state migration, changes in the Query Response Time
should be minimal but with state migration the Query Response Time depends on
range query propagation in the CLP-tree, and variances could be large.
Figure 5.12 illustrates this pattern by showing Query Response Time during a typi-
cal simulation run both with and without state migration. As expected, figure 5.12
shows that Query Response Time for simulation without state migration hardly
alters during the run. Query Response Time with state migration however shows
an initial increase but a subsequent reduction, suggesting more localised access pat-
terns. But as the simulation progresses we see peeks of dramatic increases in Query
Response Time followed by equally dramatic decreases. This suggests an interaction
between the random writes and the State Migration with a dramatic decrease in ef-
ficiency by a confluence of random writes followed by state migration reacting on
this. State migration is always reacting on these instances and in the end, averaged
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Figure 5.12: Query Response Time with and without State Migration for a typical simu-
lation run.
over the run Query Response Time is negatively affected.
2. Rollback depth is increased with localised access patterns. Rollback depth is mea-
sured as the difference between the local time of a rollback and the ALP committing
the rollback. All Range Queries and writes generated in this time period will be
rolled back and regenerated. When RQ size is small, the SSVs are moved much
closer to the ALPs accessing them (see figure 5.8a) and as such we should observe
a significant reduction in simulation time. However, as the SSVs move closer to
the leaf CLPs, a random write from a remote ALP will need more hops to update
the SSV while having a higher probability of triggering a rollback because of the
increased time needed to traverse the CLP tree as well as increasing the Rollback
Depth. Similar effect can be observed with smaller values of SSV range while the
size of a range query is increasing.
This effect is illustrated by the average rollback depths found for different SSV range
and RQ size parameter values as shown in table 5.4. Although no linear trend can
be distinguished for all SSV range and RQ size combinations, we note that for RQ
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RQ size
SSV range
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.1 0 0 14.5 19.52 15.91
0.2 0 13.85 1.91 12.23 6.10
0.3 3.42 9.09 9.24 4.68 4.16
0.4 7.19 8.57 4.35 3.34 2.94
0.5 9.93 2.48 2.46 3.34 3.37
Table 5.4: Average Rollback Depth for different SSV range and RQ size combinations
size 0.1 this depth is almost 10 whereas for RQ size 0.5 it is just 4.3. The table also
bears out our expectation that the rollback depth is quite high with smaller values
of SSV range and RQ size (as we can observe the values from top half along the
diagonal). It also suggests that as the RQ size increases with SSV range values, the
rollback depth decreases with more SSVs remaining at intermediate nodes where
rollbacks are reached faster. Overall this suggests that although the number of
rollbacks committed is fewer (see figure 5.10), the depth of these rollbacks is higher,
making them more expensive to perform and thus negatively affecting simulation
time.
In summary we conclude that the inclusion of state migration has a mixed effect on
simulation time. For small SSV range and RQ size inclusion of state migration results to
a clear decrease in the simulation time. In this range state migration moves the SSVs close
enough to the accessing ALPs for the decreased access cost of these SSVs to outweight
the extra costs incurred through the need for more rollbacks and updates necessitated
by state migration. Beyond these SSV range and RQ size values the inclusion of state
migration yields an increased overhead. This is caused primarily by the extra number of
rollbacks needed for state migration while when the number of rollbacks needed is not
increased, performing these rollbacks is more expensive.
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5.3 Summary
In summary, to achieve scalability in a distributed simulation, the framework should
be dynamic and adaptable. Within this framework, the goal is to reduce the horizon
of a range query based on the access patterns of the agents in the simulation. State
Migration algorithm migrates a set of SSVs towards the agents that access the most. The
state migration reduces the propagation extent of the range queries but introduces extra
overhead in the system. Evaluation of the proposed approach in section 5.2 has shown
a significant reduction in the access latency and cost of the simulation for varying RQ
size and SSV range parameter values. The volatility of rollbacks has a direct relation
with varying RQ size and SSV range parameter values. The volatility of rollbacks has an
adverse effect initiating state migration with minimum gain. It also shows that the extra
cost of migration process does not necessarily compromise the performance of the system.
Though the results are not promising it has been tested with traces generated in random
using simulation toolkits. These random traces have turned out be a worst case scenario.
In the following section, PDES-MAS kernel integrated with all the modules is tested with
real MAS to test its scalability and efficiency of data access and migration algorithms.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTS
This chapter presents an evaluation of PDES-MAS system integrated with algorithms
presented in chapters 4 and 5.The experimental analysis is carried in two parts: first,
as a benchmark section 6.2 presents an investigation into analysing the performance of
PDES-MAS simulation kernel using traces generated from MAS simulation test beds such
as TileWorld[111] and Boids[119]. The aim of this investigation is to analyse the impact of
locality based access patterns on the system measured with different performance metrics.
Second, a scalability analysis under different conditions and CLP-tree configuration is
presented in section 6.3. For this purpose, we have used two different computational
infrastructures such as Birmingham eScience cluster 1 and Bluebear Cluster 2.
6.1 Integrated PDES-MAS kernel
The algorithms presented in chapters 4 and 5 are built within the assumption and phi-
losophy of PDES-MAS simulation kernel. The architecture of the PDES-MAS framework
is depicted in figure 6.1. Within figure 6.1, modules handling algorithms of time synchro-
nised range queries and state migration are depicted as blocks with crossed lines.
Basically, the figure depicts a flow of different messages (range query, ID query/write,
1A detailed overview of hardware and user information can be found at http://www.ep.ph.bham.ac.
uk/general/escience-cluster/
2Architecture and user information of the cluster can be found at http://www.bear.bham.ac.uk/
bluebear/
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Figure 6.1: PDES-MAS architecture.
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rollbacks) and threading mechanisms within an ALP and a CLP. Algorithms of time syn-
chronised range queries are handled with RangeRoutingTable and Range Periods modules,
whereas monitoring and distribution of shared state are handled with two modules namely
Access Monitor and State Migrator. Obviously, the purpose of access monitor is to main-
tain statistics containing time and frequency of ALPs access on SSVs at each port. State
Migrator initiates migration procedure and updates migrating SSVs’ new destination port.
A summary of implementation changes in the PDES-MAS framework are as follows,
1. Locations of ALPs in the tree are identified with a trace file having tuples of the
format (Alpid, Clpid). This association would enable attaching any number of ALPs
to a CLP (instead of a strict binary tree representation). In the trace file, each ALP
id is associated with a CLP id (parentCLP) to which it is attached.
2. Multiple event queues to hold traces of multiple agents in an ALP (instead of strict
association of 1agent/ALP ). For that purpose, each agent maintains its own LVT.
Within an ALP, the event scheduler schedules events of multiple agents in a round
robin fashion. A rollback for an agent would not affect the progress of the other
agents in an ALP.
3. Shared State Listener module is implemented based on an Observer design pattern
in which all event actions on shared state module such as ID Read, Write and Range
Query are disseminated automatically to all listening modules such as Access Cost
Monitor and Range Routing Table modules.
In the following sections, an evaluation of the PDES-MAS system under different con-
ditions and CLP-tree configurations is presented. The results obtained from the analysis
is expected to provide an insight to the behaviour of the algorithms in response to the
experimental parameter values of agent based simulation models. A similar analysis pre-
sented in chapters 4 and 5 are evaluated with synthetic traces generated with a uniform
distribution of virtual locations of agents and shared state variables. In the following sec-
tions, the simulation models are chosen with agents exhibiting a notion of locality based
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access patterns. However, what remains to be seen how the access patterns (controlled
with experimental parameters) influence the performance of the system.
6.2 Benchmark Analysis
In this section we present a benchmark analysis of the system with a number of experi-
ments using traces generated from agent based simulations such as TileWorld [111] and
Boids [119]. TileWorld [111] and Boids [119] are two well known test beds in the MAS
community. The experimental investigation is carried out to understand and analyse the
impact of locality based access patterns on the performance of the system. Tileworld
is developed using GridWorld [49, 146] simulation toolkit 3. The tool kit is a part of
case study to develop agent based modeling systems. The toolkit provides a graphical
environment where visual objects interact and inhabit in a two-dimensional grid. It also
provides a mapping of transforming objects actions on the environment to a GUI visuali-
sation. Boids is developed within the implementation of MWGrid multi-agent simulation
toolkit under development at the University of Birmingham 4. MWGrid [141, 24, 100]
explores the military logistics of battle of Mazikert in 1071 using agent based modeling
and distributed simulations (a detailed overview is presented in chapter 7).
The experiments in this section have been carried out in Midlands eScience Center
(MeSC) cluster environment. At the time of experimentation, it consisted of 15 worker
nodes each with 2 GBytes of memory and 2 Intel Xeon 3GHz processors. All worker
nodes are accessible from the clusters´ master node connected together by 100MBps fast
ethernet running Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS release 3.2, kernel version 2.4.21. It
has been installed with LAM/MPI (7.1.3)[131] libraries for experiments to launch and
establish communication between processes. The simulation test beds chosen for this
investigation would provide a good benchmark for the system as they have completely
3The architecture and framework details can be found at (http://www.collegeboard.com/student/
testing/ap/compsci_a/case.html)
4(see http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/mwgrid) for more details on the develop-
ments of the project
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different agent behaviours and simulation environments. Analysis on the performance
of the system under different conditions using both of these test beds are provided in
sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.
6.2.1 TileWorld
TileWorld [111] is a well known agent based test bed. It has been used to study agent’s
reasoning and committing strategies such as changing the existing plan or replan in case
of obstacles in the environment[111]. The environment consists of a 2-D grid of squared
cells. The objects in the environment are agents, tiles, holes and obstacles such as rocks.
The objective of an agent is to score many points by pushing the tiles into the holes.
The environment is highly dynamic i.e., tiles, holes and obstacles appear and disappear
dynamically based on a user controlled simulation configurations. A snapshot of TileWorld
simulation is shown in figure 6.2. Smily faces depict agents, Black squares are Tiles, black
irregulars are rocks and blue stripped squares are holes. An agent, at each step, goes
through a ‘sense-think-act’ cycle and as the simulation progresses each agent goes through
several of these cycles. In essence, an agent senses the environment, prioritise the selected
targets (if there is more than one target within sensor range) and decides to move towards
a selected target using A∗ route planning with a minimum cost. The cost, here, is the
number of cells required to reach a target. To avoid computation deadlock, the number
of iterations to calculate a best route to a selected target is set to 128. A summary of a
set of basic Tileworld simulation rules are
• Agents can move to any square in the Grid which does not contain an obstacle.
• When it stands on the same square as the Tile, it can pick up and increment the
number of tiles it carry.
• When it stands on the same square as the Hole, it can drop tiles to the hole based
on the depth. If it fills the depth of the hole, it can take number of points as hole
depth.
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• New Tiles, holes and obstacles are generated based on some parameterised frequency.
• Agent’s priority is to score as many points as possible.
• It generates a plan to select a target that provides more reward. Replanning happens
when obstacles appear dynamically on its path.
Figure 6.2: A snapshot of TileWorld Simulation Test bed. Smily faces depict agents,
Black squares are Tiles, black irregulars are rocks and blue stripped squares are holes.
The simulation is developed within the implementation of GridWorld [49, 146] simu-
lation toolkit. Sensing the environment within a sensor range (range configured by pro-
grammer) gets back with a list of objects within that range. Here, a single range covers
8 adjacent cells around the agent, but it can move only in four directions (UP, LEFT,
RIGHT, DOWN). At any time an agent with sensory range r can cover 8(1+2+...+r)
cells. A worthy target is selected based on its reward (points) and the agent’s priority.
An agent on selecting a worthy target uses the target location to calculate a best route
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with A∗ planning algorithm. It then generates a list of actions to be executed to reach
the target. At every step, before executing any action, it has to make sure whether the
action is still valid or not, for example, if the action is to move to a cell location (2, 5), but
cell (2, 5) (previously empty) is now occupied by an obstacle, then agent has to replan.
When there is no specific target, an agent just moves to a random adjacent location.
In essence, the simulation generates number of actions that are in sequence and interacts
with the environment dynamically. The agents, here, are completely autonomous and
unpredictable such that their access patterns are bit random because they can change
their courses at any point of time in the simulation. It is ideal for the investigation as it is
dynamic and yet agents go through a (‘sense, think and act’) life cycle. The experimental
setup and parameters are presented in the following section.
6.2.1.1 Experiment setup
This section presents the experimental setup and simulation parameters of TileWorld
simulation. Tileworld is highly configurable simulation system but for investigation the
parameters used for our investigation are presented below,
1. Environment Size - The size is varied i.e., number of rows and columns in the
grid is varied.
2. Sensor Range - This is the visibility of the agent in the environment.
3. Creation Probability - Dynamically objects are created during the course of the
simulation based on this configuration. More objects are created if the probability
it high.
4. Object life time - The life time of the created object before it is removed from
the environment.
5. Number of Agents - The number of agents interacting in the environment.
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The table 6.1 presents the simulation parameters of TileWorld simulation under in-
vestigation.
Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters
Environment Size 30 x 30, 45 x 45, 65 x 65
Range Query Size 1, 2, 3, 4
Creation Probability .2, .4, .6, .8
Object life time 50
Number of Agents 16
The experimental setup for this analysis consisted of a CLP-tree of 7 CLPs. The
objects (Tiles, holes, rocks and agents themselves) are modeled as SSVs. All SSVs were
placed at the root CLP to more clearly show the effect State Migration has on performance.
16 ALPs, four attached to each leaf CLP. Simulations are run for 300 logical time ticks
(or steps). There are 3 random seeds used for each simulation parameter, so in effect
3.(3.4.4) = 144 experiments (where each experiment is run for 20 times) were run for
this simulation analysis. The investigation focuses on the influence of three simulation
parameters such as RQ size, Creation Probability and Environment Size in the system
measured by three metrics: Access Cost, Range Query Propagation and Simulation Time.
Results for each of these performance metrics is presented in the following sections.
6.2.1.2 Access Cost and Query/Update Propagation
This section presents the impact of accessing SSVs under different conditions of experi-
mental parameters of TileWorld simulation. The performance is measured by two metrics:
Access Cost and Query/Update propagation. The total access cost of the simulation is
measured by the sum of the access cost of all SSVs. The access cost of a SSV is the product
of the number of accesses with number of hops required to fetch that SSV. The figure 6.3
presents the total access cost of the simulation for varying RQ size, Creation Probability
and Environment Size values.As the results were averaged over different experimental
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runs including 3 different pseudo random number generator seeds and 20 runs of each
seed), the standard deviation for each result in the graphs is depicted using error-bars.
The error bars are indicators to the variance in the values of access cost over different
experimental runs. For comparisons, access costs with and without SM (State Migration)
are presented.
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Figure 6.3: Access Cost for varying RQ size and Creation Probability values with their
standard deviations.
The figure 6.3 clearly presents the impact of all experimental parameters with and
without SM. The cost increases with the increase in RQ size and Creation Probability
parameter values. The graphs do not illustrate a complete linearity but bears out some
inferences of the impact of experimental values in the system. As the agents range win-
dow (sensor range) increases with RQ size parameter, it increases the possibility of SSV
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accesses. Also the likelihood of finding SSVs in the environment increases with Creation
Probability parameter. We can also observe the impact of combinations of both RQ size
and Creation Probability parameters on access cost With SM. When RQ size and Cre-
ation Probability values are set to minimum, minimal number of SSVs accessed and mostly
agents update themselves (as they move around). So, With SM cost is reduced signifi-
cantly with localised SSV access. But as Creation Probability values increase (keeping RQ
size values minimum), the number of SSVs accessed increases with the cost as the range
window is not large enough to localise SSV access. As both parameters are increased
linearly, the effect is diminished linearly. However, with the combination of Environment
Size parameter values, the cost overall seems to decrease with increasing environment size
as it reduces the likelihood of exploring SSVs in the environment. This is observed from
the figure 6.3 as Without SM, the cost varies from 8922913 (with RQ size = 1, Creation
Probability = 0.8 and Environment Size = 65) to 41648342 (with RQ size = 4, Creation
Probability = 0.6 and Environment Size = 30) and With SM, it varies from 1693118 (with
RQ size = 1, Creation Probability = 0.2 and Environment Size = 45) to 18089680 (with
RQ size = 4, Creation Probability = 0.8 and Environment Size = 30). With SM, the
maximum gain or reduction in cost is 27554914 (with RQ size = 4, Creation Probability
= 0.6 and Environment Size = 30) and minimum gain or reduction in cost is 180343 (with
RQ size = 1, Creation Probability = 0.8 and Environment Size = 30).
To show more clearly the impact of three experimental parameters (as mentioned
above) we have compared the access cost of the simulation without and with state mi-
gration by calculating the difference ratio in percentages called the Cost Reduction: Cr
(similar to equation 5.2.2 presented in section 5.2 within chapter 5). Cost Reduction in
percentages for varying RQ size, Creation Probability and Environment Size values is
presented in table 6.2.
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RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 81.36 73.19 63.25 14.07
2 81.11 72.94 78.26 70.17
3 76.05 62.35 68.44 58.56
4 74.3 45.26 65.96 40.12
(a) Environment Size = 30
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 81.58 71.72 53.93 13.41
2 81.99 76.39 75.34 75.95
3 70.34 69.73 73.76 65.78
4 64.22 47.8 70.06 62.77
(b) Environment Size = 45
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 81.06 66.35 42.14 2.02
2 82.58 82.44 77.53 73.1
3 82.68 77.36 77.03 66.43
4 81.41 72.77 78.51 66.32
(c) Environment Size = 65
Table 6.2: Cost Reduction in % for varying RQ size, Creation Probability and Environment
Size values of TileWorld Simulation.
The table bears out the expectation that with minimum range window, increasing
Creation Probability values minimise Cost Reduction (or increases cost with minimal local
access) as the cost reduces from 81.36 % (with RQ size = 1, Creation Probability = 0.2,
Environment Size = 30) to just 14% (with RQ size = 1, Creation Probability = 0.8,
Environment Size = 30). But with increasing range window, SSV migrations increases
to localise SSV access thereby reducing cost from 78.2% (with RQ size = 4, Creation
Probability = 0.2, Environment Size = 30) to 45.73 % (with RQ size = 4, Creation
Probability = 0.8, Environment Size = 30). We can also observe that Cost Reduction
increases from 64.09% (with Environment Size = 30) to 69.36% (with Environment Size
= 65). This pattern is observed for all values of Environment Size. Overall gain in cost
for TileWorld simulation is 66.46% for TileWorld simulation.
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The graphs presented in figure 6.3 also illustrate that the variance in the cost increasing
with the increase in experimental values. The error bars, in the graphs, are presented
in view of illustrating the impact of rollbacks on the variance of the cost on several
experimental runs of the same experiment with different random seeds. The variance
in the cost is quite high with increasing RQ size and SSV range values because of the
overlapping access patterns increasing the probability of rollbacks (increasing the number
of regenerations of accesses such as reads and writes). The variance of the cost Without
SM ranges from 142139 (with RQ size = 1, Creation Probability = 0.2 and Environment
Size = 30) to 2635622 (with RQ size = 4, Creation Probability = 0.8 and Environment
Size = 30) and With SM it ranges from 142139 (with RQ size = 1, Creation Probability
= 0.2 and Environment Size = 30) to 2635622 (with RQ size = 4, Creation Probability
= 0.8 and Environment Size = 30).
The cost presented in figure 6.3 With SM includes the extra cost incurred with the
initiation of state migration by sending rollbacks to agents in addition to rollbacks created
non-deterministically by straggler writes. To quantify the effect, the figure 6.4 presents
the number of accesses (reads and writes) generated by agents for varying RQ size and
Creation Probability values. Without SM, the number of SSVs accessed varies from 6849
(with RQ size = 1, Creation Probability = 0.2 and Environment Size = 45) to 9267.33
(with RQ size = 4, Creation Probability = 0.8 and Environment Size = 30) and With SM,
it varies from 7532.33 (with RQ size = 2, Creation Probability = 0.4 and Environment
Size = 65) to 15252.33 (with RQ size = 4, Creation Probability = 0.8 and Environment
Size = 30).
On average the number of accesses With SM increases by 20% (with Environment Size
= 30), 14%(with Environment Size = 45) and 9%(with Environment Size = 65). We can
also observe the number is almost halved on increasing the size of the environment as the
number of migrations required to localise data access is minimum. We can also observe
the variance in the number of accesses is clearly inline with the pattern of cost presented
in figure 6.3. However, the extra cost is compensated on reducing the propagation of SSV
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Figure 6.4: Number of Reads/Writes generated for varying RQ size and Creation Proba-
bility with their standard deviations.
access. Propagation is calculated by number of hops required for a read/write to parse
through the CLP tree and get back with a result. The SSVs are placed at root CLP to
clearly show the effects of migration. Without SM, the number of hops is constant for
both Range Query and Update propagation, which is 7. 3 hops from the leaf CLP to
the root, 3 return hops, and an extra hop to the ALP. The same method is used for all
experiments. But the expectation is that migration moves SSVs closer to the accessing
agents reducing the propagation. Range Query (read) and update (write) propagation
With SM is presented in tables 6.3 and 6.4.
The table 6.3 shows an average reduction in range query hops. In tileworld simulation,
the area polled by agents will change constantly (almost every step) and so forth reflects in
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RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 5 5.33 5.67 5.33
2 5.67 5.33 5.33 5.67
3 5.33 5.67 5 5.67
4 5.33 5.67 5.33 7.33
(a) Environment Size = 30
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 5.33 5.33 5.67 5.33
2 5.33 5 5.67 5
3 5.33 5 5 5
4 5.33 4.33 5.67 5.67
(b) Environment Size = 45
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 5 5 5 5.67
2 5.33 5.67 5.33 5.67
3 5.33 5.33 5.33 7
4 5.33 5.33 5.67 5.67
(c) Environment Size = 65
Table 6.3: Number of Range Query Hops for varying RQ size, Creation Probability and
Environment Size values.
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 2.67 4 4.67 6.67
2 2 2 3 3
3 1 2 2 2.33
4 1 2 2 2.33
(a) Environment Size = 30
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 2.67 3.67 5 6.33
2 2 2.67 3 3.33
3 1.33 2 2.67 3
4 1.33 2 2 2.33
(b) Environment Size = 45
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 2.33 4.33 5.67 6.67
2 2 2.67 3 3.67
3 1.67 2.33 2.33 3
4 1.33 2 2 2.67
(c) Environment Size = 65
Table 6.4: Number of Update hops for varying RQ size, Creation Probability and Envi-
ronment Size values.
their propagation. With SM, overall range query propagation is reduced to 5.4. However,
table 6.4 clearly presents the distribution of SSVs around the CLP tree. As agents update
themselves and SSVs within their sensor range (more often), on average it is inclined
towards more localised access to 2.8 (compared with 7 without SM). This is shown more
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clearly in figure 6.5a which presents an average update propagation for varying values of
RQ size and Environment Size and variance over different Creation Probability values.
It shows that increasing the range window decreases the propagation with its deviation.
With Environment Size = 30, the hops varies from 4.5 to 1.83 and its variance from
1.67 to 0.58 and the same pattern is observed over different values of Environment Size.
This is inline with the expectation that with minimum range window (sensor range) and
increasing Creation Probability value increases the number of hops (as window is not large
enough to localise data access). But as range window increases, this effect is diminished
with the SSV migrations.
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Also it shows that the number increases with increasing Environment Size as SSVs are
scattered around (reducing the likelihood of SSV access). On the contrary side, figure 6.5b
present an average update propagation for varying Creation Probability and Environment
Size values and variance over different values of RQ size. It shows that increasing the
probability increases the propagation with its deviation. With Environment Size = 30,
the hops varies from 1.67 to 3.58 and its variance from 0.82 to 2.08 and the same pattern
is observed over different values of Environment Size.
The results presented so far have measured the access cost and query/update propaga-
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tion for TileWorld simulation. It shows that overall reduction in cost for varying different
values of RQ size, Creation Probability and Environment Size is 66.46 %. We also have
shown that the extra cost incurred with initiating SM is compensated by the reduction
in propagation of query/write issued by the agents. So, the performance of the system,
in terms of cost and propagation, has improved substantially.
6.2.1.3 Simulation Time
This section presents the impact of initiating SMs on simulation time in the system
under different experimental values of TileWorld Simulation. Simulation time is the total
elapsed time to finish an experimental run. Thus far observing the patterns of access
cost and propagation of SSV accesses in section 6.2.1.2, we would expect a linear relation
with the simulation time. This is observed in the figure 6.6 which presents an average
simulation time for varying RQ size, Creation Probability and Environment Size values
with their standard deviations over different random seeds (including different runs) of
experiments. Without SM, the simulation time ranges from 28.07 (with RQ size = 1,
Creation Probability = 0.2 and Environment Size = 65) to 144.52 (with RQ size = 4,
Creation Probability = 0.2 and Environment Size = 30). With SM, it ranges from 17.69
(with RQ size = 2, Creation Probability = 0.2 and Environment Size = 65) to 194.78
(with RQ size = 1, Creation Probability = 0.8 and Environment Size = 30).
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(a) Average Simulation Time without State Migra-
tion for Environment Size = 25 .
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(b) Average Simulation Time with State Migration
for Environment Size = 25 .
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(c) Average Simulation Time without State Migra-
tion for Environment Size = 50 .
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for Environment Size = 50 .
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(e) Average Simulation Time without State Migra-
tion for Environment Size = 65 .
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Figure 6.6: Average Simulation Time for varying RQ size and Creation Probability with
their standard deviations.
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We can observe that with smaller values of Environment Size, increasing RQ size
and Creation Probability increases SSV access with the number of migrations. The cost
of migrations (initiating extra rollbacks), though diminished by propagation, increases
simulation time to finish the experiments. The variance in the simulation time is also
quite high with Environment Size values are small. This is because of the imminent
threat of the number of rollbacks (due to straggler writes and state migration algorithm).
On the other hand, time is not reduced significantly when there are fewer migrations. This
is because of the lack of locality based access patterns incurred with smaller visible range.
The variance of the time Without SM ranges from 2.33 (with RQ size = 1, Creation
Probability = 0.2 and Environment Size = 30) to 25.24 (with RQ size = 3, Creation
Probability = 0.8 and Environment Size = 30) and With SM it ranges from 1.52 (with
RQ size = 1, Creation Probability = 0.2 and Environment Size = 30) to 87.31 (with RQ
size = 4, Creation Probability = 0.8 and Environment Size = 30).
This is illustrated with the table 6.5 that presents Time Reduction for varying values
of RQ size, Creation Probability and Environment Size. We use the similar equation 5.2.2
presented in section 5.2.2 to compare simulation times with and without SM termed as
Time Reduction.
The maximum reduction in time is 52.67% (observed with RQ size = 2, Creation
Probability = 0.2 and Environment Size = 65) and minimum is 0.24% (with RQ size =
1, Creation Probability = 0.8 and Environment Size = 30). We can also observe that
as we increase Environment Size, the Time Reduction increases linearly. Overall Time
Reduction for TileWorld simulation is 25.94%. To clearly understand the pattern, the
table 6.6 presents the number of SMs initiated for varying RQ size, Creation Probability
and Environment Size. The table bears out a direct relation to the pattern of Time
Reduction presented in table 6.5. It shows that the number of SMs initiated increases
linearly with increasing RQ size and Creation Probability values. However, the number
of migrations decreases with increase in Environment Size as there are few migrations
required to localise SSV access. The total number of migrations initiated reduces in total
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RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 30.83 33.05 21.65 0.24
2 38.27 43.1 45.6 29.5
3 38.32 20.03 32.33 27.66
4 25.43 -2.77 -1.8 -34.78
(a) Environment Size = 30
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 49.87 17.85 -8.69 -16.87
2 37.85 34.15 21.87 25.74
3 38.59 23.76 48.05 25.5
4 42.6 9.51 47.25 24.68
(b) Environment Size = 45
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 35.21 15.34 7.1 -19.33
2 52.67 30.83 34.74 7.45
3 44.94 36.59 36.93 32.43
4 37.77 38.26 51.46 34.14
(c) Environment Size = 65
Table 6.5: Time Reduction in percentage (%) for varying RQ size, Creation Probability
and Environment Size values of TileWorld Simulation.
from 222.54 (with Environment Size = 30) to 66.3 (with Environment Size = 65).
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 3.09 0.47 3.68 1.89
2 7.59 4.03 12.75 6.38
3 3.68 17.68 5.19 18.8
4 13.72 11.9 26.84 84.85
(a) Environment Size = 30
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 1.7 4.03 2.45 0.94
2 5.72 5.44 7.59 6.79
3 12.04 11.9 21.48 6.53
4 8.99 20.4 9.03 26.88
(b) Environment Size = 45
RQ size
Creation Probability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 0.82 0.82 2.49 0.94
2 4.64 0.94 1.25 3.68
3 1.89 2.94 5.91 8.57
4 2.49 3.74 16.51 8.65
(c) Environment Size = 65
Table 6.6: Number of State Migrations initiated for varying RQ size, Creation Probability
and Environment Size values of TileWorld Simulation.
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6.2.1.4 Summary
The results presented so far in sections 6.2.1.3 and 6.2.1.2 attribute to the fact that the
performance of the system, in terms of cost, propagation and time, can be reduced With
SM. TileWorld is quite dynamic with high volume of SSV access. The system is tested with
different experimental values of RQ size, Creation Probability and Environment Size in
TileWorld simulation. The impact of different experimental values over cost, propagation
and time is presented. It shows that with minimum (optimal) number of migrations,
the cost and time can be reduced substantially. Overall gain in cost is 66.46 %, Query
propagation on average reduced to 5.4 and update propagation to 2.8 (compared with 7
without SM) and simulation time is reduced by 25.94%.
6.2.2 Boids
In this section we present an analysis of the system with a different agent based model-
ing simulation called Boids. Boids simulation model is widely used to simulate flocking
behaviour of birds or herds of animals[119]. There are three rules that governs each boid
in the simulation environment such as cohesion, separation and alignment. There is no
external or dynamic change in the environment and the vision of each boid is usually
restricted within a range. Cohesion makes each boid to move towards the flock, whereas
separation keeps them a distant apart from each other. Each boid only reacts to the
movements of its flock mates in the neighbourhood. The concept of neighbourhood is to
measure or limit the visibility range of a boid. It is parameterised by a distance and an
angle of a boid. The figure 6.7 depicts a sensor range of a boid.
The behaviour of the simulation is that the boids flock together and share common
interest rather than individual planning behaviour. It can also move at different speeds.
Boids in general is collaborative in nature and move together unless they are hit with an
obstacle in the environment. To make it simple, there are no obstacles in the environment.
It means that there are no external factors to change or split a group of boids. A snapshot
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Figure 6.7: Sensor range of a boid.
of Boids simulation is depicted in figure 6.8. The simulation parameters and experimental
setup for this simulation is presented in the following section.
6.2.2.1 Experiment Setup
Boids is not highly dynamic since they have co-ordinated motion in the simulation. The
tendency of each boid is to find and flock together with neighbouring boids. The specific
parameters used for our investigation in the kernel is presented in table 6.7
The experimental setup for this analysis consisted of a CLP-tree of 7 CLPs. Boids
themselves are modeled as SSVs. All SSVs were placed at the root CLP to more clearly
show the effect State Migration has on performance. 16 ALPs (8 agents/ALP), four
attached to each leaf CLP. Simulations are run for 300 logical time ticks (or steps).
There are 3 random seeds used for each simulation parameter, so in effect 3.(5.5) = 75
experiments (where each experiment is run for 20 times) were run for this simulation
analysis.
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Figure 6.8: A snapshot of Boids simulation.
Table 6.7: Experimental Setup
Environment Size 1000 x 1000
Range Query Size 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 (Prop.
to the environment size)
Velocity 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
Number of Agents 64 (8 agents/ALP)
Separation limit 50
Cohesion weight 2
Alignment Weight 2
Separation weight 5
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The investigation focuses on the influence of two simulation parameters such as RQ
size and Velocity in the system measured by three metrics: Access Cost, Range Query
Propagation and Simulation Time. Results for each of these performance metrics is pre-
sented in the following sections.
6.2.2.2 Access Cost and Query/Update propagation
This section presents impact of accessing SSVs under different conditions of experimental
setup of Boids simulation. The performance is measured by two metrics: Access Cost
and Query/Update propagation. The figure 6.9 presents the total access cost of the
simulation for varying RQ size and Velocity values. As the results were averaged over
different experimental runs including 3 different pseudo random number generator seeds
and 20 runs of each seed, the standard deviation for each result in the graphs is depicted
using error-bars. Without SM, the cost varies from 54683722 (with RQ size = 0.1 and
Velocity = 2) to 20526840042 (with RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity = 10). With SM, the
cost varies from 289646446.67 (with RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity = 2) to 19047987612.67
(with RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity = 10).
Without any dilution, the figure clearly shows that cost increases with the increase in
RQ size and Velocity parameter values. The nature of Boids simulation and its experi-
mental parameters have a direct relation with the cost. With smaller values of RQ size
and Velocity , the cost increases linearly. As Boids move towards each other they tend to
form initially small clusters. As the simulation progresses in time, these small clusters
merge together in a smaller number of larger clusters. When RQ size and Velocity values
are small, the cluster formation is slow and predictable. Smaller the range window (sensor
range) and slower the movement of agents smaller the flocking groups. It also takes longer
time to find neighbours (or flock mates). This means that the number of SSVs within
a sensor range increases gradually. But as both parameter values increase, the agents
find their neighbours (or flock mates) quite early and never change their neighbourhood
throughout the simulation. The formation of groups is fast and more volatile, resulting
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to more centralised placement of SSVs in the CLP tree increasing CLP loads and rollback
costs. The number of SSVs falling within the range window will be quite large increasing
the overlapping access patterns and increases the cost exponentially.
We can also observe that the variance is increasing exponentially with increase in
RQ size and Velocity values. The observance of variance values indicate the volatility of
rollbacks and its impact with the cost with varying experimental parameter values and
experimental runs. Without SM, the variance of the cost ranges from 95639469.49 (with
RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity = 2) to 5339596723 (with RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity = 10),
whereas the range varies from ranges from 231265610.5 (with RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity
= 2) to 5263974163 (with RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity = 10). This pattern is further
illustrated with the number of SSVs fetched by agents in figure 6.10. Without SM, the
number varies from 102709.00 (with RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity = 2) to 624710.67 (with
RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity = 10). With SM, it varies from 106776.67 (with RQ size =
0.1 and Velocity = 2) to 632982.00 (with RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity = 10). The result
in the figure 6.10 bears a direct relationship with the result presented in 6.9.
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As expected, the figure also shows that the variance in the cost increases with increas-
ing values of RQ size and Velocity values. Herewith, the time and frequency of formation
of groups with neighbouring boids determines the number of rollbacks on the distributed
environment directly impacting the cost and its variance. We also compared the cost with
and without SM using the equation 5.2.2 termed as Cost Reduction. The table depicted
in 6.8 presents Cost Reduction in percentage (%) for varying RQ size and Velocity values
of Boids simulation. When RQ size and Velocity values increases, the cost reduces linearly
to a mid-point and then reduces sharply. This is attributed to the fact that the number
of SSV accesses increases exponentially as presented in 6.10. It varies from 47.03% (with
RQ size = 1 and Velocity = 2) to 1.87% (with RQ size = 1 and Velocity = 10).
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Figure 6.10: Total Number of SSVs fetched for varying RQ size and Velocity values with
their standard deviations.
To show more clearly the access patterns of agents in Boids simulation, the figure 6.11a
presents an average Cost Reduction and number of hops for range queries (With SM) for
varying RQ size values with their variance over values of Velocity and figure 6.11b presents
an average Cost Reduction and number of hops for range queries (With SM) for varying
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Velocity values with their variance over values of RQ size. Since SSVs are placed at root
CLP, the number of hops Without SM would be constant 7. With SM, the expectation
is that SSVs move towards the accessing agents thereby reducing the hops.
As RQ size and Velocity values are increased, the number of hops required to access
SSVs increases linearly thereby reducing Cost Reduction (or increases access cost With
SM). This is evident from figure 6.11b as query propagation increases from 4.68 to 6.03
with its deviation and cost reducing from 41.15% to 20.6%. This pattern is also observed
in figure 6.11a. This is because the number of SSVs within the neighbourhood of boids in-
creases linearly with overlapping access patterns. Overall reduction in query propagation
for different parameter values is 5.5. The number of update (write) hops With SM for all
values of RQ size and Velocity of Boids simulation is just 1. Agents in this simulation
only updates themselves (all the time) as the agent does not move any other objects or
agents. The overall gain in cost on average for Boids simulation is almost 30%.
RQ size
Velocity
2 4 6 8 10
0.1 47.03 44.25 32.42 37.8 30.85
0.2 51.88 44.93 51.42 43.81 37.47
0.3 45.37 44.16 31.18 29.99 25.58
0.4 35.49 17.6 13.28 9.23 1.87
0.5 25.99 11.13 9.07 6.74 7.2
Table 6.8: Cost Reduction in percentage for varying RQ size and Velocity values of Boids
Simulation.
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Figure 6.11: Average Cost Reduction and number of range query hops for varying RQ
size and Velocity with their standard deviations.
The results presented so far measures the access cost and query/update propagation
for Boids simulation. It shows that overall reduction in cost for varying different values of
RQ size and Velocity is 30%. We also have shown that range query propagation increases
with increasing RQ size and Velocity values. With SM, the overall reduction on average
in query propagation is 5.5 and update propagation is 1 (as compared Without SM is
7). So, the performance of the system, in terms of cost and propagation, has improved
substantially.
6.2.2.3 Simulation Time
This section presents the impact of state migrations under different conditions of experi-
mental setup of Boids simulation on simulation time. The figure 6.12 presents an average
simulation time for varying RQ size and Velocity values of boids simulation. As the re-
sults were averaged over different experimental runs including 3 different pseudo random
number generator seeds and 20 runs of each seed), the standard deviation for each result
in the graphs is depicted using error-bars. Without SM, the time varies from 510.48 (with
RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity = 4) to 238.22 (with RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity = 10). With
SM, the time varies from 545.25 (with RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity = 6) to 189.3 (with RQ
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size = 0.5 and Velocity = 4). The highest gain or reduction in time With SM is 200.01
(with RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity = 2).
The figure shows that the simulation time decreases linearly with increasing RQ size
and Creation Probability values with their standard deviations. A simulation progress
depends on the progress of agents in time (both real and logical). Agents progress can be
hindered with the rollbacks. We quantified this effect with the calculation of an average
rollback depth incurred by agents. A rollback depth is the difference in logical time between
rollback time and agent’s LVT (Local Virtual Time). Higher the depth of rollback, longer
the difference in progress between agents and longer it takes to finish experiments. With
minimum RQ size, the formation of flocking groups in the simulation is slow as boids find
their new neighbours. In this case, agents progressing at their own rate are hindered with
higher rollback depth as they form groups slowly (with their access patterns overlap). On
the other hand, as RQ size increases with Velocity , the groups are formed quite early and
they progress in similar pace (in logical time) with overlapping access patterns.
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Figure 6.12: Average Simulation Time for varying RQ size values with their standard
deviations (Error bars).
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Figure 6.13: Average Rollback Depth for varying RQ size values with their standard
deviations (Error bars).
This behaviour affects the simulation progress of agents in LVT, as agents with smaller
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range window progress independently and any overlap in access (as they form groups quite
late) will result in a deeper rollback. But as RQ size increases, more cohesive progress in
LVT is observed with a minimal rollback depth. This is observed in the figure 6.13 which
presents an average rollback depth of an agent for varying RQ size and Velocity values of
boids simulations with their deviations. This bears out the expectation that the average
depth decreases with increasing RQ size and Velocity values. Without SM, it varies from
2.8 (RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity 4) to 1.1 (RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity = 10) and With
SM, it varies from 3.8 (RQ size = 0.1 and Velocity 4) to 1.2 (RQ size = 0.5 and Velocity
= 10).
The extra rollbacks incurred With SM is compensated with reduction in query and
updates propagation as presented in section 6.2.2.2, thereby contributing to the reduction
in simulation time (as presented in figure 6.12). We also have compared the times with
and without SM using a ratio Time Reduction (similar to equation 5.2.2). Figure 6.14
presents an average Time Reduction for varying values of RQ size and Velocity with their
standard deviations.
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Figure 6.14: Average Time Reduction for varying RQ size and Velocity with their standard
deviations.
The figure clearly shows that as RQ size increases, Time Reduction increases from
7.68 to 19.56 and its variance decreases from 0.21 to 0.06 as rollback depth and query
propagation decreases with increasing RQ size and Velocity values. And predictably when
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Velocity increases, Time Reduction decreases from 17.94 to 4.79 with its deviation.
6.2.2.4 Summary
The results presented so far in sections 6.2.2.2 and 6.2.2.3 attribute to the fact that the
performance of the system, in terms of cost, propagation and time, can be reduced With
SM. Boids are mostly cohesive and by nature flocking mates (group) formation is the
ultimate goal in the simulation. There are no external factors that influence the agent
behaviour. The cost and query/update propagation presented in section 6.2.2 are quite
predictable with different parameter values. The cost on average With SM has 30% reduc-
tion, query propagation is reduced to 5.5 and update is reduced to just 1. The behaviour
of agents in boids simulation played a vital role in determining the rollback patterns. It
shows that simulation progress is hindered when the rollback depth is quite high. Though
the depth is even higher With SM, the effect is diminished with the reduction in query
and update propagation. Overall gain in simulation time on average is 11%.
6.3 Scalability Analysis
Having analysed the interplay of different workload parameters on the performance of the
system in section 3.4, this section focuses on the scalability of PDES-MAS for varying
Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs (depth of the PDES-MAS tree). As Number
of ALPs increases, the volume of data access in the CLP tree increases too. Following
the philosophy of PDES-MAS, the expectation is that for a certain Number of ALPs
distributing the SSVs across the CLP tree would increase the performance of the system
since migrating state reduces access costs and rollbacks. The extra time incurred by
rollbacks (due to range updates and state migrations) will be compensated with localised
data access. However, as Number of CLPs increases even further we expect a cut off point
after which communication takes over, overheads increase and performance degrades.
The experiments have been carried out in BlueBEAR cluster environment. 20 worker
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nodes were used for experimentation with each node has dual-processor dual-core (4
cores/node) 64-bit 2.6 GHz AMD Opteron giving 8GB of memory. All worker nodes
are running Scientific Linux 5.2. openMPI (1.4.3)[40] libraries for experiments to launch
and establishing communication between processes. An overview of TileWorld simulation
is already presented in section 6.2.1. The experiment setup of PDES-MAS kernel and sim-
ulation parameters of TileWorld used for this investigation is presented in the following
section.
6.3.1 Experiment setup
This section presents the experiment setup and simulation parameters of TileWorld sim-
ulation for scalability analysis. The table 6.9 presents the simulation parameters of Tile-
World simulation under investigation.
Table 6.9: Simulation Parameters
Environment Size 50 x 50
Range Query Size 2
Creation Probability .5
Object life time 50
Number of Agents 16, 32, 64, 96, 128, 256
The experimental setup for this analysis consists of a CLP-tree with varying depths.
The objects (Tiles, holes, rocks and agents themselves) are modeled as SSVs. All SSVs
were placed at the root CLP to more clearly show the effect distribution has on perfor-
mance. ALPs are attached as leaves and is varied for each experiment. Simulations are
run for 300 logical time ticks (or steps). There are 3 random seeds used for each simula-
tion parameter, so in effect 3.(5.6) = 90 experiments (where each experiment is run for
20 times) were run for this simulation analysis. The table 6.10 presents the experimental
setup for this investigation.
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Table 6.10: Experimental Setup
Number of CLPs 1, 3, 7, 15, 31
Number of ALPs 16, 32, 64, 96, 128, 256
The evaluation focuses on the scalability of the framework with varying Number of
CLPs and Number of ALPs in the simulation. As we increase Number of ALPs, it
increases volume of data access in the CLP tree. The expectation is that varying Number
of CLPs with distributing SSVs around the CLP tree would increase the performance
of the system. We also expect that migrating state reduces access times and rollbacks
thereby reducing the simulation time. The extra time incurred by rollbacks (due to range
updates and state migrations) will be compensated with localised data. However, as we
increase Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs, we expect to see a performance degrade
as the overhead increases with the migration itself.
6.3.2 Results
This section presents an analysis on the performance of PDES-MAS framework for varying
Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs using TileWorld simulation. The performance is
measured over different metrics: Simulation time, Range Query Response time, Query
and Update hops and Rollbacks. Comparisons are made, where required, to show effects
of dynamic distribution (i.e., With SM) on the performance of the system. The simulation
time is the total elapsed time of an experimental run in the simulation. The figure 6.15
presents the average simulation time for varying Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs
with their standard deviations.
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Figure 6.15: Average Simulation Time for varying Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs
with their standard deviations.
Figure 6.15a shows that simulation time increases with increasing Number of ALPs
in the tree. With Number of CLPs = 1 (where dynamic distribution is disabled), the
simulation time increases from 254.95 (with Number of ALPs = 16) to 2015.4 (with
Number of ALPs = 256). With 3 CLPs, simulation time is much higher as the distribution
of the SSV load is not enough to amortise the communication and management overhead
introduced by SM. The same phenomenon is observed for 7 CLPs and 31 CLPs (much
sooner) where SSVs become too thinly distributed across the CLP-tree making the system
communication bound. A tree of 15 CLPs is obviously the optimal configuration for this
particular workload set up.
Similar patterns are observed in figure 6.15b. For a small number of ALPs, moving
from 1 CLP to 7 CLPs reduces simulation time which then remains stable - suggesting
that SSV accesses are totally localised. For higher number of ALPs, going from 1 to 3
CLPs increases simulation time as the SSV distribution is not enough to amortise the
communication and management overheads introduced. After that, we observe a speedup
for increasing tree depth up to a point after which communication overhead takes over
increasing the simulation time. Clearly, the higher the number of ALPs, the longer it
takes before the system becomes communication bound.
With Number of CLPs = (3,7,15,31) (where dynamic distribution enabled), the sim-
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ulation time increases from 210.78 (with Number of CLPs = 7 and Number of ALPs =
16) to 6280.38 (with Number of CLPs = 3 and Number of ALPs = 256). This is because
increasing Number of ALPs linearly increases the number of accesses issued in parallel to
the CLP tree. This is clearly evident for all depths of Number of CLPs. Since PDES-
MAS architecture extracts information from the CLP tree using queries, it increases the
overhead of handling queries arriving in a CLP at different ports at the same time. This
is evident from the calculation of Range Query Response times. A Range Query Response
time is the time taken for a range query issued from an ALP to parse the CLP tree and
gets back with a result. Figure 6.16 presents an average Range Query Response times for
varying Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs values with their standard deviations.
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Figure 6.16: Average Range Query Response time for varying Number of ALPs and
Number of CLPs with their standard deviations.
The response times presented in figure 6.16a is clearly inline with the figure presented
in 6.15a. It shows that the query response times increase linearly with increasing Number
of ALPs. So far we have observed a predictable pattern of varying Number of ALPs in
the investigation. However, figure 6.15b clearly shows the effect of varying both Number
of CLPs and Number of ALPs experimental values.
We can observe three different scenarios. First, it shows that when Number of ALPs
are minimum, increasing depth of Number of CLPs decrease the simulation time linearly
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as the state migration algorithm moves SSVs closer to the accessing ALPs and also dis-
tributing SSVs across the tree for parallel access. This is evident on observing simulation
times when Number of ALPs varies from 16 to 64 where dynamic distribution reduces
time for varying depths of Number of CLPs in comparison with Number of CLPs = 1.
Second, when Number of CLPs are minimum, increasing Number of ALPs increases the
simulation time exponentially because of the overhead created with state migration (or
poor distribution). This pattern is observed for simulation times when Number of ALPs
values varying from 64 to 256 for Number of CLPs = 3. And final observation is that as we
increase both Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs, we can observe the simulation time
decreasing linearly to an optimum value and then increases again. This is because as the
depth of CLP tree increases, state migration takes much longer time to move SSVs closer
to the ALPs. This is observed with Number of CLPs = (7, 15, 31) for varying Number
of ALPs. A distribution is optimum if it reduces the overhead of handling messages and
localising data access (or access times) thereby reducing the simulation time.
To show the effect of dynamic distribution (With SM) on data (SSVs) access, we
present a number of hops required for an agent to access (query/update) a SSV/SSVs.
For this evaluation, we have placed SSVs at top (root CLP) of the tree. So, With SM, an
average number of hops to reach root CLP for different depths of CLP tree is calculated as
depth plus one and their values would be (1, 3, 5, 7, 9). With dynamic distribution (SMs),
SSVs are distributed around the CLP tree, the hops could vary between (1 < h < (2∗dt)),
where h is number of hops and dt is depth of a CLP tree. But the expectation is that
SSVs are moved towards the accessing agents localising their access and decreasing the
propagation of a query/update.
Tables 6.11 and 6.12 present an average number of hops for a range query and an
update for varying Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs with their standard deviations
(in brackets). The benchmark used for our evaluation is TileWorld, which is highly
dynamic and explores new grid cells every step. So, the number of hops for range queries
is average whereas updates are mostly localised for varying Number of ALPs and Number
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Number of ALPs
Number of CLPs
1 3 7 15 31
16 1 2.33 4.33 6.33 9
(0) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0)
32 1 2.33 4.33 6.33 9.33
(0) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48)
64 1 2 4 6 10
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
96 1 2 4.33 6 10.33
(0) (0) (0.48) (0) (0.48)
128 1 2.33 5 6.67 10.33
(0) (0.48) (0) (0.48) (0.48)
256 1 2.33 5 6.67 10.33
(0) (0.48) (0) (0.48) (0.48)
Table 6.11: Number of Range Query Hops for varying Number of ALPs and Number of
CLPs values with their standard deviations within brackets.
Number of ALPs
Number of CLPs
1 3 7 15 31
16 1 1.33 3 4 5.33
(0) (0.48) (0) (0) (0.48)
32 1 1 2 2.67 3.67
(0) (0) (0) (0.48) (0.48)
64 1 1 1 1 2
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
96 1 1 1 1 2
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
128 1 1 1 1 2
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
256 1 1 1 1 2.33
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0.48)
Table 6.12: Number of Update Hops for varying Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs
values with their standard deviations within brackets.
of CLPs.
However, what remains to be seen is that whether initiating state migration algorithm
has increased or reduced the communication overhead of the system. To quantify the
effect, we have populated several types of messages exchanged between ALPs and CLPs
such as queries and update (to extract and update information), rollbacks (to correct
ordering of events), State Migration (to distribute SSVs) and GVT (to garbage collect
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a portion of shared state). Of these messages, rollbacks bear a direct relation to the
progress of the simulation in time (both logical and real). This is because as the number
of rollbacks increases, it increases the number of accesses (queries/updates) regenerated
thereby increasing the simulation time of an experiment.
Typically, a CLP triggers a rollback when a straggler write arrives on a SSV invali-
dating premature reads or triggers indirectly through straggler range updates. In addition
to that, rollbacks are also triggered on initiating State Migration algorithm. To quantify
this effect, figures 6.17 and 6.18 present the number of State Migrations (SM) initiated
and number of Range Updates (RUs) generated in the simulation and figure 6.19 presents
the number of rollbacks generated by CLPs for varying Number of ALPs and Number of
CLPs with their standard deviations.
The number of SMs initiated increases linearly with increasing Number of CLPs and
Number of ALPs in the simulation. Higher the depth of a CLP tree, larger the number
of SMs required to migrate SSVs across the CLP tree. Predictably, the number of SMs
initiated varies from 8 (with Number of CLPs = 3 and Number of ALPs = 16) to 5445
(with Number of CLPs = 31 and Number of ALPs = 256). It also shows that as Number
of CLPs increases, there is an exponential increase in the number of state migrations.
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Figure 6.17: Number of State Migrations (SM) initiated for varying Number of ALPs and
Number of CLPs with their standard deviations.
The same pattern can be observed for range updates generated by CLPs. Range
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Updates are generated when there is a change in the value of a SSV in a CLP (either due
to updates or State Migration moving SSVs) has an influence on the external ports. It
means the range window of a CLP has either shrunken or expanded (explained in detail
in chapter 4). Figure 6.18 presents the number of Range Updates generated for varying
Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs with their standard deviations. It varies from 331
(with Number of CLPs = 3 and Number of ALPs = 16) to 25150 (with Number of CLPs
= 31 and Number of ALPs = 256). It bears out the expectation that as the depth of CLP
tree increases the number of range updates generated increases linearly.
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Figure 6.18: Number of Range Updates (RU) generated for varying Number of ALPs and
Number of CLPs with their standard deviations.
With the observance of initiated State Migrations in figure 6.17 and number of range
updates generated in figure 6.18, we would expect the possibility of rollbacks generated
from both scenarios (including straggler writes) to follow the same pattern. Figure 6.19
presents the number of rollbacks generated for varying Number of ALPs and Number
of CLPs with their standard deviations. The number of rollbacks presented here is the
sum of the rollbacks generated through all scenarios mentioned above. When Number
of CLPs = 1, neither range updates nor SMs are initiated. The number of rollbacks
increases linearly with increasing Number of ALPs with high volume of data access issued
in parallel. When Number of CLPs = 1, it varies from 545.3 (with Number of ALPs = 16)
to 24846.3 (with Number of ALPs = 256). Whereas with dynamic distribution enabled,
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rollbacks generated varies from 231.6 (with Number of CLPs = 7, Number of ALPs = 16)
to 43486 (with Number of CLPs = 31, Number of ALPs = 256). We can observe that
when Number of ALPs are minimum, the number of rollbacks generated with all scenarios
(mentioned above) are fewer in comparison with rollbacks generated in case of Number of
CLPs = 1. This shows that distribution improves agents progression in simulation time
(logical) thereby reducing possibilities of occurrence of straggler updates (writes). We can
also observe that minimum or optimum number of state migrations result in reduction of
rollbacks for varying data access (as observed in when Number of CLPs = 15).
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Figure 6.19: Number of rollbacks generated for varying Number of ALPs and Number of
CLPs with their standard deviations.
But not all rollbacks could be valid, for example, a rollback arriving at time t´ is
neglected if the agent is already been rolled back to logical time < t´. So, the valid
rollbacks in an ALP are measured as rollbacks committed. Figures 6.20 presents the
number of rollbacks committed for varying Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs with
their standard deviations.
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Figure 6.20: Number of rollbacks committed for varying Number of ALPs and Number
of CLPs with their standard deviations.
It shows that the number of rollbacks committed increases with increasing Number
of CLPs and Number of ALPs with their standard deviations. It varies from 231.7 (with
Number of CLPs = 7 and Number of ALPs = 16) to 43486 (with Number of CLPs =
31 and Number of ALPs = 256). The pattern has a direct relation to the simulation
time presented in figure 6.15 and bears out the expectation that the number of rollbacks
committed is fewer than generated rollbacks presented in figure 6.19. To quantify this
effect, we compared the rollbacks (generated by CLPs and committed by ALPs) termed
as Acceptance Rate(Ar), which is the ratio of number of rollbacks committed Nrc to the
number of rollbacks generated Nrg and calculated as given below.
Ar =
Nrc
Nrg
· 100 (6.1)
The ratio gives a measurement of number of valid rollbacks in the simulation. Fig-
ure 6.21 presents the acceptance rate (Ar) of rollbacks for varying Number of CLPs and
Number of ALPs averaged over different Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs with
their variances shown in error bars. Figure 6.21a shows that rate increases as we increase
Number of ALPs with their standard deviations. Figure 6.21b shows that as we increase
Number of CLPs, rate decreases linearly with their standard deviations to an optimum
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(with Number of CLPs = 15) and then increases again. The pattern is inline with the
rollbacks and also shows that lower acceptance rate with its deviation contributes to lower
simulation time (presented in figure 6.15).
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Figure 6.21: Acceptance rate for varying Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs with
their standard deviations.
A committed rollback at time t regenerates all events with time > t. As the number of
rollbacks committed increases, the possibility of regenerating events increases. Figure 6.22
presents a number of Queries/Updates generated (including regenerated due to rollbacks)
for varying Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs with their standard deviations. It
shows that the number of Queries/Updates generated increases linearly with the increase
in rollbacks presented in figure 6.20. It varies from 7696 (with Number of CLPs = 7 and
Number of ALPs = 16) to 178791 (with Number of CLPs = 31 and Number of ALPs =
256).
To provide an indication of the overhead incurred in the system in terms of communi-
cation, figure 6.23 presents the total number of messages generated or exchanged between
ALPs and CLPs (i.e. the bandwidth consumption) for varying Number of CLPs and
Number of ALPs in the system. Comparing the bandwidth when Number of CLPs = 1
with varying Number of CLPs, it can be seen that that migrating state in fact reduces the
number of rollbacks generated with straggler updates and total number of queries/update
messages generated (observed in Number of ALPs = (16 to 96)). The optimum setup is,
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Figure 6.22: Number of queries/updates generated for varying Number of ALPs and
Number of CLPs with their standard deviations.
in this case, when Number of CLPs = 15, with the number of queries/updates reduced
by 26% and committed rollbacks by 24% for varying Number of ALPs.
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(a) Number of ALPs = 16
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(b) Number of ALPs = 32
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(c) Number of ALPs = 64
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(d) Number of ALPs = 96
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(e) Number of ALPs = 128
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(f) Number of ALPs = 256
Figure 6.23: Total Number of Messages generated for varying Number of ALPs and Num-
ber of CLPs with their standard deviations. Qry/Up represents Queries/updates, Roll-
Up represents Rollbacks by Updates, Anti-Msg represents Anti-Messages, SMs represents
State Migrations, Range-Up represents Range Updates, Roll-SMs represents Rollbacks by
State Migrations, Roll-Range-Up represents Range Updates and GVT represents GVT
messages.
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In general, comparing the bandwidth when Number of CLPs = 1 with varying Number
of CLPs, it shows that migrating state in fact reduces the number of rollbacks generated
with straggler updates and total number of queries/update messages generated (observed
in Number of ALPs = (16 to 96)). The optimum setup is, in this case, when Number of
CLPs = 15, the number of queries/updates is reduced by 26% and committed rollbacks
by 24% for varying Number of ALPs.
6.3.3 Summary
So far in section 6.3 we have presented an evaluation on the scalability of PDES-MAS
framework using TileWorld simulation. We have compared the performance varying Num-
ber of CLPs with 1 CLP tree configuration to show the effect of dynamic distribution in
the system. The analysis showed that the data access can be localised for varying Num-
ber of CLPs and Number of ALPs in the simulation. Also it can be observed that the
rollbacks triggered by straggler writes can be reduced with migrating a portion of shared
state closer to the agents accessing them. We can also see that as the depth of CLP
tree increases to the maximum, the overhead of migration degrades the performance as
it increases bandwidth and takes longer time taken to migrate SSVs closer to the agents.
This trend might vary if we run the simulation for much longer (logical time steps) or with
even larger configurations. Unfortunately, we do not have the resource to test with those
configurations. However, it provides pointers with a benchmark analysis and an insight
into the performance that distributing SSVs across the tree does improve the simulation
time without affecting the performance of the system.
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CHAPTER 7
MWGRID: USE-CASE
This chapter presents a working implementation of a project called MWGrid1 (Medieval
Warfare on the Grid) that seeks to address the problems of military logistics of the Battle
of Manzikert in 1071 AD using agent based modelling and distributed simulations. PDES-
MAS provides a distributed simulation architecture and a Middleware framework acting
as a glue between PDES-MAS and the MAS simulation (MWGrid). Basically, the idea of
Middleware framework is to provide a light-weight solution to translate events to and from
MAS simulation into the format of PDES-MAS framework. I have been involved with
this project and contributed towards the development and analysis of the system. Here,
a summary of design details of Middleware framework and MWGrid project is presented
in the following sections (contents taken and adapted from publications [24, 141, 100]).
7.1 MWGrid
The Medieval Warfare on the Grid project (MWGrid)2 seeks into logistics of medieval war,
the battle of Manzikert (modern Malazgirt, Turkey) in 1071 AD, between the Byzantine
Empire and the Seljuk Turks. It addresses the problem of military logistics using agent
1MWGrid is one of the seven pilot research projects to funded by the AHRC-EPSRC-JISC e-Science
Initiative. This is a collaborative project between The Institute of Archaeology and Antiquity (IAA,
Professor Vince Gaffney) and the School of Computer Science (Dr Georgios Theodoropoulos) at the
University of Birmingham
2http://cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/mwgrid
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based modelling and distributed simulations. In medieval states the need to collect and
distribute resources to maintain armies affected all aspects of the political organisation of
the state[24]. The defeat of the Byzantine army by the Seljuk Turks, and the following
civil war, resulted in the collapse of Byzantine power in central Anatolia. However,
historical research towards distribution of resources by military is concluded based on
available documents and constrained analytical methods. In MWGrid, the emphasis is on
modelling military logistics such as route paths of armies, their interaction and behaviour
using agent based modelling. The designers are interested in the key events associated
with the Byzantine army’s march across Anatolia to reach Battle of Manzikert in 1071 AD,
travelling across 700 miles from Constantinople (modern Istanbul) to Manzikert (modern
Malazgrit) just north of Lake Van depicted in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Anatolia (taken from [100]).
Basically, the idea is to fill the gaps between several historical sources of the battle
such as the size of the army (ranging from 200,000 to 1 million), their routing paths
and their capacity to carry several resources such as horses, tons of food and so on across
several miles. The project aims to use agent-based modelling to simulate several scenarios
to understand and provide an insight to the historical key events of the march and end of
the Byzantine empire.
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7.1.1 MWGrid Framework
MWGrid project models agents as the members of the army ranging from commander to
servant in a hierarchical fashion. Their common goal is to reach the destination to win
the battle. Agents do possess some autonomous behaviour in making strategy decisions
during their march. It requires several executions of the simulation model with varying
sizes of armies, planning and resources to ascertain the outcome of the key events. So, the
architecture consists of two parts namely, the simulation system and analysis environment
as depicted in figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: The MWGrid architecture (taken from [100]).
The simulation system executes the simulation model and produces a detailed output
analysis of the framework using trace files. These trace files are then used to produce
statistics detailing movement rates, food consumption, agent health status, time spent on
movement and state of environment [100]. It can also be used to produce 3D visualisation
of the simulation. To enable such functions, the simulation is divided into three layers
such as
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1. The Agent-based Model (ABM),
2. The distributed simulation kernel (PDES-MAS) and
3. The Middleware (DOS-MAS), which glues PDES-MAS with ABM.
The complete design details of the simulation model and its interaction model is dis-
cussed in [100]. As a summary, the simulation models agents (using human and animal
behaviours) and environment (using terrain, infrastructure and resources of Anatolia).
The data for the environment, though not accurate, has been populated from several
resources and facts about the terrain, water and food resources and weather. On the
other hand, the agents have several functionalities (mostly based on rank of the member)
and each agent is identified with a unique identifier (ID) and rank. An agent can have
both private and public variables. They communicate with each other using messages and
aware of their hierarchical structure. For example, a commander may issue an order to a
group of army members through messages using their ranks. Also, some agents possess
abilities to plan and replan to reach the destination. For example, low level soldiers don’t
posses such ability and simply flock with their neighbours. A 3D visualisation of the envi-
ronment of MWGrid model having soldiers and their camp sites is depicted in figure 7.3.
The architecture of an agent and the environment is explained in detail in [100].
7.1.2 PDES-MAS framework
PDES-MAS framework (as discussed in detail in chapter 3) provides a distributed archi-
tecture to distribute and run parallel simulation of agent based models such as MWGrid.
PDES-MAS is a PDES simulation kernel with optimistic synchronisation approach to
synchronise the events according to LCC. Such property is useful for autonomous and
dynamic agent based model such as MWGrid. MWGrid perfectly fits in PDES-MAS as
agents are based on ‘sense-think-act’ cycle and agents interact with the environment to
get the required information. Here, the environment is modelled as shared state of the
simulation system and a tree of CLPs maintain the state. The vision range of an agent
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Figure 7.3: A 3D visualisation of MWGrid simulation model.
is modelled as range queries and they are served in a time synchronised manner using
algorithms presented in chapter 4. PDES-MAS also provides an adaptive approach to
migrate a portion of shared state across the CLPs to reduce access latency and simula-
tion time (discussed in detail in chapter 5). As a known fact of PDES-MAS is that it
does not make use of proxies and so all information are accessed from CLPs using query
mechanisms such as ID query and Range Query.
7.2 Middleware for MWGrid
PDES-MAS currently runs distributed simulation with agent traces and XML files (storing
initial state of simulation such as SSV IDs, their initial values, types and so on as discussed
in chapter 3) generated fromMAS simulations. Currently, an extensive work and effort has
been made to design a middleware to address the issue of interfacing a MAS with PDES-
MAS framework. The idea is that middleware layer acts as a glue between PDES-MAS
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framework and MAS such that shared state is distributed using PDES-MAS framework
and run MAS simulation. A detailed overview of middleware architecture is presented in
[24]. The figure 7.4 depicts the middlware architecture.
A(a, v, x, t)
R(a, a’, v, t)
W(a, a’, v, x, y, t)
RQ(a, v, t) {v, t: {(a’, y), (a’’, y) ...}}
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Figure 7.4: The middleware architecture (taken from [24]).
The Middleware implements a Distributed Object Model (DOM) and the model layer
with basic templates and abstract objects to use and as well as an interface to access
shared state variables from PDES-MAS framework. The middleware provides mecha-
nisms to convert events from MAS simulation into format understandable in PDES-MAS
and vice-versa. It also provides functionalities to initialise, start-up and gather output
state to and from the simulation. The important aspect of this middleware is to provide
mechanisms to handle rollbacks generated from PDES-MAS to rollback state in MAS
itself. The middleware masks the existence of PDES-MAS and acts as an interface to
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which agents can communicate with each other. The agent communication is imple-
mented within PDES-MAS as a mailbox system where an agent can send a message to
another agent with a timestamp. MWGrid and Middleware are implemented in JAVA
and PDES-MAS framework in C++ programming languages respectively. The communi-
cation between PDES-MAS with MWGrid is established with a JAVA-JNI interface layer.
I have contributed towards the design and development of the interface layer. I have also
been involved with experimentation of the system on a distributed environment. Initial
analysis presented in [24] suggest that there is a less overhead and seamless transmission
of events between MAS and middleware and PDES-MAS architecture.
7.3 Experimental Analysis
The experimental investigation focusses on modelling key events of the Battle of Manzikert
in 1071 AD under different conditions and scenarios. It involves different configurations
of PDES-MAS architecture and MWGrid simulation model. At the time of writing of this
thesis, common parameters involved in MWGrid simulation are number of agents/squads
(size of army), miles covered (marching distance) and simulation ticks (typically covering
a day or several days). Within PDES-MAS framework, the architecture is varied with
Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs to understand the effect of overloading nodes
with several agents and their accesses. It is currently on the working stage but an initial
analysis involving several agents varying from 10 to 2000 agents have provided an insight
to the performance of the PDES-MAS simulation kernel. The performance is measured
using simulation time of experimental run using two test setups namely
1. Test Setup – 1 has Number of Agents varying from 10 to 1000, Number of ALPs =
4 and Number of CLPs = 3
2. Test Setup – 2 has Number of Agents varying from 10 to 1000, Number of ALPs =
8 and Number of CLPs = 7 and
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The figure 7.5 presents the simulation time for above mentioned experimental setups.
Typically, the time increases linearly with increasing Number of Agents. An interesting
observation is that if we compare both setups (the difference being Number of ALPs and
Number of CLPs), as we increase Number of Agents, test setup – 2 outperforms setup – 1
in terms of simulation time as it reflects the load incurred on the CLP tree. In this case,
the higher depth with Test Setup – 2 distributes the shared state much better than Test
Setup – 1 as the load increases with Number of ALPs.
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Figure 7.5: Simulation Time with different experimental setups of MWGrid model.
However, the work is still in progress to run experiments with hundreds of thousands
of agents with varying depths of Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs. But the results
show that PDES-MAS framework integrated with all algorithms presented in chapters 4
and 5 is workable and useful for simulating large scale agent based models.
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7.4 Summary
In the MWGrid project the Middleware (see section 7.2) and PDES-MAS framework
(presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5) combination was used to design and build a MAS
for modelling the implications for pre-industrial societies of marching a large medieval
army across the breadth of the Anatolian mainland of the Byzantine empire. Agents
in the MAS represent all participants of the army from the emperor down to the indi-
vidual soldier, all by extending the agent template provided by the Middleware. Agent
and environment attributes and variables are based on detailed historical and geological
analysis (see [100] for more details of the model). The MAS based on the Middleware and
PDES-MAS framework combination allows running what-if scenarios with different con-
figurations and, for example, army sizes. The results of these experiments are expected
to have significant implications for the study of pre-industrial societies in methodological
and theoretical terms, and will benefit academics with an interest in comparative military
history, the cultural role of military organisation and the relationship of historical and
modelled data[24]. Though initial analysis is not significant, we have pointed out that
PDES-MAS framework (integrated with algorithms of synchronised range queries and
state migration) is useful for agent based models. We have also shown that the interface
created between PDES-MAS and MW-Grid model is workable.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis presented an instantaneous range queries accessed in a time synchronised
manner implemented within PDES-MAS framework. PDES-MAS is a simulation kernel
to distribute and run parallel simulation of MAS. PDES-MAS is implemented based on
PDES paradigm, where agents in MAS are modelled as Agent Logical Processes (ALPs)
and shared state is maintained by a set of Communciation Logical Processes (CLPs). It
is built on a tree structured overlay in which CLPs form intermediate nodes and ALPs
are attached as leaves. ALPs use query based mechanisms to access shared variables from
CLPs. The notion of a range query is used to access a set of variables that match a range
predicate. The action simulates the sensing capabilities of agents. In this context, a range
query issued over a CLP tree creates a horizon in which all SSVs within the horizon are
scanned and SSVs outside the horizon are not. Changes in the values of SSVs within the
horizon creates rollbacks directly and outside horizon creates rollbacks indirectly through
range updates. Following PDES paradigm, values of SSVs are maintained in time pe-
riods at different ports in a CLP. Within this context, distributed data structures are
implemented to maintain range periods (validity period of a range with a start and end
time) at different time periods at different ports. However, to localise data access, state
migration algorithm migrates a portion of shared state towards the agents that access the
most. The extra cost and time incurred with migration algorithm is compensated with
localised data access reducing access latency and simulation time. Synchronised range
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queries and state migration algorithms implemented within this framework have shown
to improve the performance of the system.
8.1 Summary of Results
Experimental investigation has been carried out at different stages in this thesis. A set
of experiments evaluated the working of the algorithms (Synchronised Range Queries
and State Migration) with predictable simulation parameters as presented in chapters 4
and 5. The purpose of such evaluation is to understand the behaviour of the algorithms
under different conditions of the simulation. The results showed the relation between the
experimental parameters and the outcome of results. These evaluations used synthetic
traces generated using various simulation toolkits such as MWGrid. The analysis has also
pointed out the overhead of state migration algorithm in terms of rollbacks and its effect
on simulation time. The evaluation of the system with a benchmark analysis with agent
based simulation toolkits such as TileWorld and Boids are presented in section 6.2 within
chapter 6. The analysis has shown that the performance of the system (measured with
access cost and time) has improved substantially. The scalability analysis (in section 6.3
within chapter 6), with varying Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs, has also showed
evidences of bandwidth reduction with fewer rollbacks and localised data access. The
final part of the thesis covered an overview of the design and implementation of MWGrid
simulation as a use-case/benchmark for the evaluation of PDES-MAS simulation kernel.
It is still in working stage but, at the time of writing, the initial analysis has shown
promises towards the direction of large scale experimentation.
8.1.1 Synchronised Range Queries
A Range Query in this system is an ALP request for set of variable IDs with values that
match a range predicate, which is a typical (min,max) range of values. To make sure that
each ALP receives a set of variables consistently and accurately in a time synchronised
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manner,
1. We have provided data structures to maintain a range information (a typical (min,
max)) of values of the variables at each port of a CLP. Following PDES paradigm,
values of SSVs are maintained for time periods. So, range periods data structure
maintain range information at different time periods reflecting changes in the values
of variables at different time periods of the simulation.
2. We have provided algorithms to rollback a premature (in the sense a read arrived
in real time earlier with time > straggler write time) range query and delete its
existence in the tree synchronously.
3. We have also provided mechanisms to update changes in values of SSVs to all
external ports using time synchronised range updates.
The experimental evaluation focussed on analysing the performance over various met-
rics of the concurrent processes of: Range Query propagation; Synchronisation via Range
Query Rollback; and Range Update propagation in response to write/anti-write patterns.
First experiment focussed on the impact of two parameters (RQ size and SSV range) on
extent of range queries over the CLP tree. The results showed that
1. The relation between experimental parameters such as RQ size and SSV range and
range query extent is evident on the results. On average, a range query traversed
almost half the depth of CLP tree (7 Clps tree, in this case) with maximum RQ size
and SSV range values which is half the proportional size of simulation world.
2. The query response time (time it takes to process a range query to get back with its
response to the querying ALP) also follows a similar pattern with different experi-
mental parameters. It ranges from 9.6 msec (with RQ size = 0.1 and SSV range =
0.1) to 22.77 msec (with RQ size = 0.4 and SSV range = 0.5).
The second part of experimental analysis focussed on the relationship between Write
operations (changes in values of SSVs) and the consequent rate at which Range Updates
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(changes in range information) occur. Two parameters are used SSV per CLP and Write
Delta. Predictably, range update rate has a linear relationship with the parameters. It
increased from 0 (with Write Delta = 0 and SSV per CLP = 2) to 0.5 (with Write Delta
= 8 and SSV per CLP = 2). Obviously when SSV per CLP increases, the rate decreased
linearly.
The final experiment focussed on rollback rate and wall clock (simulation execution)
time when range queries (RQ size) and updates (Write Delta) are issued concurrently.
A direct correlation between rollback rate and wall clock time and query and update
patterns has been observed. It showed how volatility of updates affected rollback rate
and execution times. The rollback rate varied from 0.02 to 0.1 and simulation time varied
from 49 secs to 98 secs.
8.1.2 State Migration
The adaptive approach of state migration algorithm localises data access by moving a
portion of shared state across the CLP tree towards the ALPs that access the most.
Localised data access reduces the extent of a range query thereby reducing access cost
and simulation time of the system. For that purpose,
1. We have provided data structures at each CLP, which internally maintains access
and load information of state variables at each port.
2. We have provided mechanisms to migrate state variables without affecting the flow
of transient messages in the system.
3. We also have provided mechanisms to update the changes such as locations of state
variables and range information across the system.
The experimental investigation focussed on the impact of range query extent and state
migration on access cost of the simulation and rollback volatility on simulation time. All
SSVs are placed at root CLPs to clearly show the effect of state migration. The results
showed that
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1. The propagation (extent) of a range query is reduced With SM which ranges from 1.4
to almost 3 with increasing RQ size and SSV range parameter values (in comparison
to 7 Without SM). This reduced the access cost on average 47.12% for all values
of RQ size and SSV range. It showed the extra cost incurred with migration is
compensated with reduction in range query propagation.
2. On the contrary, the volatility of rollbacks affected the performance of the system
with small reduction in simulation time until RQ size reaches 0.3 and time With
SM increases more than Without SM. The evaluation is carried out using random
traces (which in this case turned out be worst case) and though the results are not
promising, it showed the correlation between rollbacks and simulation time.
8.2 PDES-MAS
PDES-MAS simulation kernel has been designed and developed as a large scale distributed
simulation system capable of running a complex system such as MAS. The performance
of PDES-MAS simulation kernel is measured with a benchmark analysis using traces of
simulation test beds such as TileWorld and Boids. The first part of this investigation mea-
sured the performance using three metrics: Query propagation, access cost and simulation
time. TileWorld is highly dynamic with volatile movements of agents in the environment
with higher possibilities of rollbacks and migrations. The evaluations of the kernel using
TileWorld simulation showed that
1. The query propagation is reduced linearly with different values of RQ size, Creation
Probability and Environment Size parameter values. It is evident that migration
algorithm reduced query propagation on average to 5.4 and update propagation to
2.8 (compared to 7 Without SM).
2. The impact of extra cost of initiating migration algorithm is compensated with
localised data access which is evident from the fact that the access cost is reduced
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on average to 66.46% and simulation time is reduced by 25.94%.
On the other hand, Boids is a collaborative agent based modelling used in under-
standing flocking or herding behaviours. The evaluation using Boids simulation showed
that
1. The query propagation is reduced linearly with different values of RQ size and
Velocity parameter values. Query propagation is reduced to 5.5, whereas update
propagation is reduced to just 1. This has huge impact on access cost which is
reduced by 30%.
2. Though rollback volatility is not significant in this simulation (as there are few
rollbacks initiated) but the impact of each rollback in terms of its depth is quite
high. Though the depth is even higher With SM, the effect is diminished with
localised data access that reduces simulation time by 11%.
Second part of evaluation analysed the scalability of PDES-MAS simulation kernel
within available hardware resources. The idea is to increase the number of agents con-
nected to the system linearly and performance evaluation focussed on simulation times.
Also, Number of CLPs is increased linearly to analyse the impact of dynamic distribution
of shared state on the performance. The trade-off is between minimising traffic and access
times and computations of migration mechanisms. The results are compared with 1CLP
tree configuration to show the significance of scalability. It showed that
1. With smaller configuration of Number of CLPs and Number of ALPs, the migration
algorithm out performs in terms of simulation times in comparison with Number
of CLPs = 1. However, increasing Number of ALPs with minimum Number of
CLPs increases bottleneck of handling queries concurrently. There is an exponential
increase in query response and simulation times.
2. However, as both Number of ALPs and Number of CLPs increase linearly, the
performance improved until Number of CLPs reaches 15. When the depth of CLP
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tree is increased to the maximum, computation and time required to migrate SSVs
closer to the agents become an overhead.
The experimental setup used for this evaluation may not be adequate enough to show
PDES-MAS simulation kernel is part of very large scale distributed systems but there
are evidences in the results that point towards that direction. Within available resources,
the system has been tested to the maximum. In the future, with the availability of more
resources and adaptive approaches and different network overlays the system can be tested
with thousands or even hundreds of thousands of agent based modelling.
8.3 MWGrid: Use-Case
MWGrid (Medieval Warfare on the Grid) project seeks to address the problems of mil-
itary logistics of the Battle of Manzikert in 1071 AD using agent based modelling and
distributed simulations. PDES-MAS provides a distributed simulation architecture and
a Middleware framework acting as a glue between PDES-MAS and the MAS simulation
(MWGrid). Basically, the idea of Middleware framework is to provide a light-weight so-
lution to translate events to and from MAS simulation into the format of PDES-MAS
framework. Considerable effort in design and implementation has been made to build
a system that is capable of handling large scale experimentation involving hundreds of
thousands of agents. However, the project is still in working stage but an initial analysis
of the system showed promises towards that direction. In the future, such systems will
provide a good benchmark to embark on developing even more complex and dynamic
simulation models.
8.4 Future Experiments and Development
The analysis of PDES-MAS simulation kernel suggests that there are significant and
substantial improvements required to simulate hundreds of thousand of agents or may
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be in millions. With an optimistic approach to synchronise events, PDES-MAS will
always suffer from rollback computations. Though localised data access reduces or masks
such severities, it is not adequate enough to run a scalable system. Attempts have been
made towards adaptive synchronisation approaches for PDES-MAS system and is reported
in [72, 73, 65, 64, 66, 74, 75]. However, such algorithms are tested with a small tree
configuration of 1 CLP with no distribution mechanism. Also, PDES-MAS system have
been ported with synchronised range queries and migration algorithms. Thus, it requires
a slightly different approach to address the issue. But it would be a good benchmark
analysis to test such adaptive approaches with the existing PDES-MAS system.
Another aspect of PDES-MAS kernel system is the requirement of a more random
and de-centralised approach to distribute shared data across the nodes. This suggests
that peer-to-peer overlays can be ported over existing binary tree or a different structure
to maintain shared data. This will improve distribution much significantly and also the
routing mechanism. It also allows to add and delete variables from the nodes easily with
less requirement for explicit load balancing mechanisms. However, it would be interesting
to analyse the performance of range queries over such network overlays as generally DHTs
are not suitable for such mechanism.
The evaluation of PDES-MAS is measured with traces generated from different MAS.
The interface developed within PDES-MAS is sufficient enough to port traces of multi-
ple agents running in parallel. Experimental evaluation provides a good benchmark to
design and test different architecture. However, it is not possible to visualise the work-
ing of PDES-MAS system or the impact of rollbacks on an agent based modelling. The
implementation of Middleware framework as reported in [24] bridges the gap between
PDES-MAS framework and complex MAS simulation such as MWGrid [100]. However,
it is still in working stage and considerable effort is required for visualisation and large
scale experimentation.
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